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Dear Colleagues,

It is hard to believe that 25 years have passed since the founding of the Arab Journal of Psychiatry. Creating the AJP was a challenging decision taken at the third Pan Arab Psychiatric Conference in Amman back in 1987. At the helm was Dr Adnan Takriti and I was his Deputy until his retirement as Chief Editor was announced in Khartoum four years ago. The Journal remains indebted to him for his vision and commitment. The first issue was celebrated in Sanaa with articles exploring attitudes towards mental health and outlining the role of psychiatry in primary health care. The impact of war and violent conflict on the psychosocial development of children was as topical then as it is today. Mandour and Hourani launched with their article titled ‘Effects of the uprising (Intifada) on the psychosocial development of Palestinian children in the occupied territories’ while in the current volume Thabet et al. report on the relationship between mothers’ mental health and the prevalence of depression and anxiety in preschool children in Gaza. Both articles serve as poignant reminders that some things in life do not change.

Despite many challenges, the AJP continues to provide an outlet for mental health research in the Middle East and North Africa. In fact, it is a rare example of a publication that relies solely on individuals from public and private practice rather than an institution to run it.

So, how will the AJP look in another 25 years? I believe the answer depends upon the outlook of you – the reader. And dear reader, please reflect carefully on this question alongside one very important fact: only a handful of people keep this journal going. The tradition of the AJP has been a noble one. Those who guided its destiny have been the leaders of mental health for the Middle East and North Africa. The upcoming Pan Arab conference in Lebanon should be a chance to recharge the battery of the AJP from both a scientific and administrative perspective. I would like to take this opportunity to call on all of you – reader and contributor alike – who over many years have benefitted from the research published in the Arab Journal of Psychiatry - to offer your support as we continue our stewardship of mental health in the Arab world.

My best wishes,

Walid Sarhan

May 2014
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Psychiatric Impact of Wars and Terrorism on Muslim Women
Unaiza Niaz

Abstract

The Muslim women’s mental health in wars and terrorism is hardly known to the world at large. Few significant research studies have been published in scientific journals. Until two decades ago, the impact of war and other atrocities on women were hardly reported. The Gulf Wars and Afghanistan invasions, drone attacks in the Pakistan Tribal belt, general suicide attacks in the main cities of Pakistan and the Syrian war refugees have been highlighted by the media, particularly after the 9/11 War on Terror. Active participation of UN Agencies, human rights organizations, the individual bloggers on internet, particularly Twitter have played a vital role in sensitizing the global world about the plight of Muslim women in conflict areas. Awareness of gender based violence (GBV) and sexual exploitation of refugee women, especially in Bosnia, Iraq, Afghanistan and now Syria has been raised by women in mental health professions, the media and their professional organizations have taken cognizance of these brutalities. Attempts have been made support the women victims of psycho trauma. The victims of violence (bomb blasts, terrorist attacks and genocide) need urgent psycho social support, rehabilitation services, counseling and treatment, to prevent long term consequences and permanent disabilities. Thereby increasing the global burden of mental health issues, with phenomenal financial burdens on war affected countries and escalate the global mental health problems. The safety, dignity and both mental and physical health of human beings are clearly not being managed adequately by the WHO, United Nations Relief Agencies and the Human Rights Organizations particularly without any discrimination. This article highlights the experiences and perspectives of Muslim women - their thoughts and nightmares and their daily struggles - in an age of war, insurgency and terrorism

Firsthand experiences of war and deadly political oppression on Muslim women

It is our moral and professional duty to unite efforts as psychiatrists to bring this pertinent tragic issue to the forefront and suggest ways to prevent, treat and rehabilitate the silent sufferers of wars and terrorism.

Keywords: Muslim women, psycho trauma, sexual exploitation, wars

Declaration of interest: none

Introduction

War, insurgency and terrorist attacks are perhaps the greatest atrocities suffered in the world today. Post-war events can lead to similar or even worse suffering in countries already burdened by trauma. Problems of adjustment faced by communities following war are complicated by the incidence of mental illness among its members. Many suffer mental illness on the fringes of society where indigenous systems of care have been rendered defunct as a consequence of violence and destruction with international humanitarian agencies often providing limited service.

There are more than 57 Muslim countries in the world with a large number engaged in war and armed conflict, e.g. Iraq, Iran, Afghanistan, Palestine, Sudan, Darfur, Pakistan, Lebanon, and Syria. More than half a billion women in the world are Muslim concentrated in approximately 45 Muslim-majority countries, in a broad belt from Senegal to the Philippines, with the largest number in the South Asian subcontinent. The seventh edition of the Global Peace Index (GPI)\(^1\) shows a 5% deterioration in the world’s peacefulness over a six-year period. The least peaceful regions in the world are Muslim countries - Afghanistan, Somalia, Syria, Iraq, Sudan and Pakistan.

More than 145 conflicts amounting to wars have occurred since World War II and the vast majority have taken place in developing countries. A number of authors have written on the psychological aspects\(^2,3,4,5,6\) “Psychological impacts are the defining hallmark of terrorism and are increasingly recognized as prominent attributes of all disasters”.

It is well-documented that conflicts have a different impact on men, women, children and the elderly. In recent decades, the battleground for modern confrontation and conflict lies within civilian domains rather than on distinct battlefields. Violence against women is used to shatter and disgrace women, men, families, communities. Women have become the worst victims of war – and the biggest stakeholders of peace.\(^7,8\)
Therefore, in most conflicts, there are interactions between the direct effects of warlike and terrorist actions on local environments with ensuing hazardous situations for the health, assets and social welfare of indigenous populations, which consequently precipitate into much greater devastation or calamity. Resident and displaced populations, refugees, and famine-affected peoples are simultaneously caught up in conflict. Currently, an estimated nine out of 10 war casualties are believed to be civilians. The World Health Organization (WHO) estimated that 310,000 people died as the result of war in the year 2000.

**Women in wars and conflicts**

Huge differences in the health of mothers and children exist between the poor countries undergoing conflict and the predominantly rich countries exporting arms to them. Women are more susceptible to the mental health consequences of war and are more likely to face threats of community violence outside the home.

At the core of the current issues on women’s mental health and human rights, the view is that the role of health professionals in disasters (particularly wars, genocide, and violent conflicts) should be that of honorable, righteous agents and they must take action towards what is ethically and professionally right.

“Overall, a total of 72 million people are believed to have lost their lives during the 20th Century due to conflict, with an additional 52 million lives lost through genocides.”

First World Report on Violence and Health World Health Organization, states: WHO (2002) the intense violence that women suffer during conflict does not arise exclusively due the conditions of war; it is directly related to the violence that exists in women’s lives also during peacetime. Throughout the world, women experience violence because they are women, and often because they do not have the same rights or autonomy that men do. They are subjected to gender-based persecution, discrimination and oppression, including sexual violence and slavery. The United Nations Declaration on the Elimination of Violence Against Women defines this violence as “any act of gender-based violence that results in, or is likely to result in physical, sexual or psychological harm or suffering to women, including threats of such acts, coercion or arbitrary deprivation of liberty, whether occurring in public or in private.”

No woman is exempt from violence and exploitation.

During conflict women and girls are attacked since they are related to political adversaries, as they are political leaders themselves, or simply for the reason that they were at home when the soldiers arrived. Also women and girls experience violence at the hands of many others besides armed groups. Women are physically and economically forced or left with little choice but to become sex workers or to exchange sex for food, shelter, safe passage or other needs. Their bodies become part of a barter system, a form of substitute for money that buys the necessities of life. Government officials, aid workers, civilian authorities and their own families have all been party in using women in this immoral way.

While the arrival of peacekeeping personnel has the advantage of providing the local population with an increased sense of security, it may also have some negative repercussions. Prostitution, especially child prostitution, may increase with the influx of relatively well-off personnel in situations where local economies have been devastated and women do not have options for employment.

In 1998, a study aimed to identify a) the needs of women in wars b) to examine the international law, to examine the international laws, mainly the laws pertaining to the humanitarian laws and c) to the lesser extent laws of human rights were evaluated, in order to review the extent to which these laws provided protection for women. The idea was to implement an overall ICRC’s operational response to the needs of women affected by armed conflict. The 1998 study raised awareness that ICRC could do a lot to curb sexual violence by more specific dissemination among arms bearers on the prohibition of all forms of sexual violence and alert those in a position to put an end to such grave violations.

The ICRC was very much alarmed regarding the type, magnitude, and extent of the violations committed against women in armed conflicts worldwide. In order to assess their needs, the ICRC pledged in 1999 to endorse respect for women, especially targeted by sexual violence committed against them. Several women have related through their personal experiences, as to how war adversely affected their lives. Although men, women and children all are victimized as a result of genocide, but women suffer further as a result of sexual exploitation, torture, and losing lives due to their ethnic background.

**Objectives**

The current article has three objectives:

1. Provide an overview of the psychiatric impact of wars and terrorism on women in the Muslim world.
2. Highlight the invisible sufferings of Muslim women.
3. Stress the importance of inherent cultural and religious strengths and sensitivity and rather unique psychosocial circumstances and support system available within Muslim societies.

Methodology


Mental health consequences of war for Muslim women

A WHO report (2001) “Mental Health: New Understanding, New Hope” estimated that 10% of those who have experienced traumatic events associated with war and armed conflict will have mental health problems, such as depression, anxiety and psychosomatic difficulties. Children, the elderly, and women are among the more socially or economically vulnerable.

A large number of women in wars may end up having to bear the burden of becoming the primary caregivers of their family. Added responsibilities on women often overload their capability to cope; as their concern with the needs of the family may lead to their inability to address their own personal needs, especially if they become widows. Their means of supporting the family may also be limited and prostitution may become a necessary option.

On the other hand, the care-giving role may have a protective function providing women with an identity and a natural accepted role in society. Psycho-social distress in women is commonly expressed through somatic complaints. Women generally have little understanding of the psychological nature of such symptoms. Lack of knowledge about psychotherapy and the stigma of psychiatric illnesses are probable factors for why there may be resistance to express psychological distress fears and worries. Another reason for women to somatize their psychological illnesses (especially depression and anxiety) is that their families may view treatment for psychological problems as non-legitimate or unnecessary.

Many women refugees or those women who live in war zones are frequently subject to severe social constraints as they are expected to follow traditional patterns. They may only feel comfortable by showing loyalty to old customs, which are not necessarily appropriate to their altered current situation and wishes.

Women’s health situations are commonly characterized by a multiplicity of problems caused by a combination of traumatic past and current stressors. Women are often forced to face restrictions in their personal mobility and efforts to adapt to new roles thus further adding to their disadvantage and marginalization. Society has an obligation to develop services that offer culture and gender sensitive care and observe women’s basic human rights.

Rape, sexual torture and exploitation during war

The unique hazard for women during war is the trauma inflicted by men in the form of assault, rape and torture to demean them in order to exercise their power. Some examples of this form of power over women include military brothels, rape camps, prostitution, and the ever growing menace of trafficking. The culture of war fosters such torture and expression of male aggression. Further, social and economic damage in the wake of war is predominately devastating for women and children. Rape is a weapon of war that infuses terror, humiliates and silences women and their families. It may result in the development of social outcasts since raped women in most Muslim societies are marginalized. In addition, life in exile may be full of threats and hazards because personal security is not guaranteed; indeed, women risk sexual exploitation in different ways in detention camps and refugee camps.
Sexually violated women experience fear, betrayal, guilt, and feelings of humiliation, which often prevents them from reporting sexual violence. It is important to examine the noticeable symptoms keeping in mind that such behavior may represent pathology attached to the traumatic experiences themselves or be situation-specific responses to current stresses, or represent lack of personal control in the new settings. If perceptively explored, most of the sexually traumatized women will often be diagnosed with PTSD.

Reactions to psychological and sexual trauma are universal. Nonetheless, the severity and cultural interpretations of symptoms and the coping strategies may vary from culture to culture. It is vital to note that rape and sexual exploitation in war was not documented systematically until the recent investigations of genocidal rape of Muslim women during the conflict in the former Yugoslavia. These atrocities were considered and documented as war crimes for the first time although historically such war atrocities and crimes against local women have always been present, accepted and in the knowledge of senior military officers.

**Death and injury by landmines**

Women and children are common casualties in agricultural and subsistence-farming societies where landmines are intentionally placed in agricultural fields and all along the way to water sources and markets. The intention behind this form of mining is to starve a people by killing its farmers. More than 100 million antipersonnel landmines and unexploded weapons lie dispersed and unmarked in fields, pasturelands, and near borders in 90 countries throughout the world. Approximately 15,000 to 20,000 people are maimed or killed each year by landmines and more than 70 per cent of the reported victims are civilians. This is a common occurrence in the Syrian Golan Heights, Afghanistan, Palestinian Territories, Occupied Jammu and Kashmir and the tribal areas of Pakistan. In many parts of Africa, women farmers are responsible for almost 80 per cent of the food produced. When injured, they lose the ability to farm and to feed their family. Often, their husbands abandon them leaving them to beg on the streets or be sexually exploited. As recovery from war continues, it is likely that an even greater percentage of those injured and killed by landmines will be women and children when they begin their return to peacetime sustenance activities: collecting firewood and water, taking care of animals and farming.

**Conflict in the Middle East: Impact on women’s mental health**

For over six decades the Middle East has been in a situation of overt inter-nation armed conflicts as well as long-term low intensity conflicts. Every day the media bring the horrors of ongoing violence in Iraq, Palestine, Israel and Lebanon. In 1975, Lebanon became the site of a civil war and two Israeli invasions. The war that raged for 16 years produced many Lebanese widows, orphans, migrants, refugees, and displaced persons in their own country. As the Lebanese conflict went on, women became active participants in the war experience. Furthermore, Lebanese women who suffered for years...
from war-induced physical and mental health problems did not receive appropriate medical care. Review of several war studies is vital to assess the mental health of Lebanese women during the war. There were several mediating factors in the development of depression in women exposed to war in Lebanon; for example, the areas in the south of Lebanon were under occupation until the year 2000. Events associated with the occupation have affected the psychological and physical health of the population. In a study to investigate the prevalence of PTSD, general psychiatric morbidity and depression among residents in the formerly occupied region females were six times more likely to have PTSD than males. Also depression and PTSD followed the same pattern and were significantly correlated. This reflects the high prevalence of PTSD and the co-morbidity associated with it. The extent of exposure to traumatic events was a positive predictor both for PTSD as well as general psychiatric morbidity in Lebanese women. Some socio-economic and life-style factors were also able to partly predict PTSD. 

The quality of life of the Iraqi mother “Community Study in Mosul/Iraq”

Since 1980, Iraq has passed through three wars and 13 years of severe economic sanction which stamped its burden on the family and the mother in particular. The mother was regarded as the key person or the principle caregiver in the family as most men were at that time in military services. This was the situation up to 9th April 2003, which marked the start of foreign occupation in Iraq. Since then, economic sanction become worse added to the steep economic drift in the income of the mother to cope with this bad quality of life. Working mothers or house wives face almost the same efforts to secure her normal minimal needs of the families securing healthy maternal, physical wellbeing, relationship with others, social, community and personal needs. An ICRC article “Women in Iraq: Like being inside a big prison” describes the plight of women in Iraq. The ICRC’s growing concern about the increasing reports of murders, rapes and kidnappings as well as general intimidation and oppression of women. Internal conflicts come out of the very womb of society. They are often a consequence of a loss of general security and from external interventions Women bear the brunt of the burden of displacement having to maintain a delicate balance between the risks they run in frequently hostile environments and the crucial need to provide for the immediate requirements of the family. The Iraqi woman has managed to stand the test of history; in particular, by helping others reclaim their humanity and self-confidence. Iraqi women can still provide some economic and cultural assistance whenever possible and can also contribute to spreading religious values in the right way. 

Syria tops world list for forcibly displaced after three years of conflict

A survey by the UNHCR and International Relief and Development found progressively more difficult conditions among the hundreds of thousands of Syrians displaced to camps in Jordan. The study identified harsh living conditions among both Syrian urban and other non-camp refugees with 50% of refugee dwellings inadequate and hundreds of thousands struggling to pay rent. The day-to-day struggle for survival for some of the 450,000 registered Syrian refugees as they face rising rents, inadequate housing and educational challenges for their children is a miracle. Almost four-in-every-five Syrians displaced to Jordan live outside formal camps. As their resources dwindle, many are turning to “negative coping mechanisms” to make ends meet sometimes placing themselves at risk of exploitation. Three years after the onset of the conflict, Syria has become the world’s leading country of forced displacement with more than nine million people uprooted from their homes. Presently, 2.5 million Syrians have registered as refugees in neighboring countries or are awaiting registration. With displacement inside Syria having reached more than 6.5 million, the number of people in flight internally and externally exceeds 40% of Syria’s pre-conflict population. At least half of the displaced are children. In the absence of visible development towards a political solution, UNHCR envisages that the refugee population in the surrounding region will grow to become the largest refugee population in the world. In Lebanon alone, the number of registered refugees from Syria is approaching 1 million and could grow to 1.6 million at the end of 2014 if existing trends continue. Jordan is also shouldering the burden, estimating the related cost at more than US$1.7 billion so far. The surge in demand for healthcare has led to a shortage of medicines. In northern Jordan there is a growing shortage of drinking water for Jordanians and displaced Syrians. Syrian parents report feeling desperately worried about their children who have experienced horrors and are showing signs of psychological distress. In 2012, roughly 7% of mental health patients had symptoms of severe mental disorders, according to Médecins Sans Frontières. This year, that number has risen to 15%. "Everything here is psychological trauma," says a surgeon. A reality
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substantiating women’s heightened risk of exposure to traumatic experiences and PTSD producing events such as sexual violence, human trafficking and prostitution is reflected in the current Syrian conflict. Many suffer from depression, anxiety and PTSD, having lost their homes to bombing or having witnessed terrible events. Others are previously diagnosed psychiatric patients who have been unable to access medication or treatment during the crisis.

The International Federation for Human Rights (FIDH), in collaboration with the Arab Women Organization (AWO),42 sent an international fact-finding mission to meet with Syrian women displaced to Jordan in December 2012. The mission aimed to strengthen documentation and awareness of crimes targeting women in the ongoing conflict in Syria. It remains extremely difficult to measure the extent of crimes of sexual violence or to draw conclusions on patterns, in particular, due to the stigma surrounding such crimes. However, a majority of interviewees reported having witnessed or heard about cases of sexual violence and said that the fear of being raped had motivated their decision to flee the country. Several of the women interviewed gave indirect accounts of rape and other forms of sexual violence committed by pro-government forces during house searches, following arrest at checkpoints and in detention. There were also accounts of such crimes having been committed by anti-government armed groups many of those interviewed also spoke of the risk of women being abducted.

According to several women and organizations providing support services, survivors of rape are sometimes forced into marriage, in order to “save family honor.” Risks of stigmatization and rejection of survivors impose a culture of silence, preventing women reporting crimes of sexual violence. As a result, the vast majority of those in need of medical and psychosocial support do not have access to such services.

According to the International Rescue Committee (IRC), assessments conducted in Lebanon and Jordan in 2012 suggest “one of the reasons that families from Homs, Damascus, Dara’a, and Idlib governorates fled were because of a perceived risk of kidnapping and rape.”

According to the International Commission of Inquiry on Syria in March 2013, “Indirect accounts suggest that women who have been held for any period of time at checkpoints or in intelligence agencies may have suffered rape or other sexual assault.”

Syrian refugees need psychosocial and mental health care for themselves, their children, and other severely distressed family members. Their stories are heart-breaking. Parents report feeling desperately worried about their children, who are wetting the bed, covering their ears and crying when airplanes pass overhead, clinging to their parents, and unable to concentrate at school.

Occupied Palestinian Territories

Palestinians continue to find themselves totally dispossessed and forcibly made to change their normal path of independence, progress and prosperity. Loss of possessions, especially one’s land, carries psychological significance in Arab culture. It is equated with loss of honor.

The second mass trauma the Palestinians were subjected to was in 1967 when the rest of historical Palestine was occupied by Israel (West Bank, East Jerusalem and Gaza). In essence, the traumatized Palestinian children of today are burdened with the cumulative trauma bequeathed to them by their two ancestral generations. So much has been written on Palestine by various local and international social scientists, psychiatrists and journalists, particularly by the distinct and active Gaza Community Mental Health group (GCMHP). More than six decades of war, torture airstrikes and frequent bombings of civilian populations have played havoc unparalleled in the history of this century. The systematic policy of psychological warfare against the Palestinian people and the methodical humiliation and demoralization which targets the Palestinian people’s psyche, emotionally and cognitively, has played havoc on the long suffering Palestinians. In community psychiatry there are three main factors that constitute the highest stressors, which affect people psychologically: a). Lack of social support system. b) There are limited social relations as people are confined to their homes: every town and village is cut off from the other and completely isolated. There is disintegration of family and social relationships, and c) Unemployment and poverty.

For Palestinians, the increase in life threatening situations and the fear of losing one's life have caused grief and trauma and have affected all sectors of the community. It is understood that 25% of any community directly living in a conflict area or war zone is affected psychologically on a long-term basis. It is estimated that the number in the Occupied Palestinian Territories has reached 30-35% that will be affected on a long-term basis.43

It is widely known that bombing and shelling is more traumatizing than other measures of force because these methods of warfare are more sporadic and constitute a drastic threat to people's sense of existence and security.
For Palestinians, the lack of control over one's environment is a main cause of psychological difficulty.46 A majority of studies of psychosocial consequences of persistent violence and brutal occupation of Palestine are about the general population. The misery and horrors of psycho trauma experienced by children and adolescents is particularly reported, but there research on women’s psychiatric issues separately is limited. Undoubtedly the Palestinian Arab woman is the backbone of strength and resilience in Palestine, West Bank and Gaza. There are some significant studies on torture and desperation, apathy and frequent rages of the inhabitants of the Refugee Camps. The author visited Gaza in 2011 and observed that the Gaza women were focused in their jobs, determined to support their families and had a resolute strength and resilience, not so commonly seen in other countries. They were devout believers and their faith in the religion appeared to be their major strength for survival.47

According to the GCMHP, those most affected were people of middle-age. The most common cases were from Gaza city and the southern area due to presence of the large population in camps. It has been observed that persons in Eastern culture react to stressful events by exhibiting somatoform symptoms, including conversion fits, motor, sensory, and dissociation states. Another study reported the psychological distress and well-being among traumatized Palestinian women during the Intifada was published in 1998. This study investigated the extent to which differences in the presence of trauma, political and normative stressors, family resources, family coping, and family hardness could account for variation in women’s psychological distress and well-being.48

The primary sample included 310 women who were affected by political oppression during the Intifada. Results indicated that negative life events were more predictive of psychological distress and well-being than was the presence of a trauma or political stressors and normative stressors were shown to have albeit different effects on the mental health status of both traumatized and non-traumatized women. Consistent with previous findings 49, 50, 51 the cumulative life changes had a major impact on the well-being of traumatized women, but not for the non-traumatized. As the author consider, it could be that the presence of the trauma engenders stress and as a result women become unable to manage the hardships and difficulties of transitions and crises, with respect to non-traumatized women, concerns about political stressors were associated with high psychological distress.

Previous reports about Palestinian women52 indicated that women strongly exposed to hardships of military occupation tended to employ more social and political activity and less inactive and accommodative coping modes than did less traumatizes women. According to Diab, a vast majority of the Palestinian populations were suffering from symptoms of psychiatric disorders. He pointed out that the clients of GCMHP’s Community Centers suffered from various psychological problems, including panic, feelings of insecurity, easily provoked aggressiveness, anger, psychosomatic disorders, depression, frustration, low morale, fear, poor concentration, lack of belonging or affiliation, lack of confidence in self and others, emotional numbness, and PTSD symptoms. Obsessive-Compulsive Disorders were also fairly common, and there was a definite rise in illness relapse rates.

El Sarraj pointed to the significance of highlighting such statistics and showing the direct impacts of the siege on the citizens.53 He stressed on the importance of the accuracy and avoiding exaggeration in stating any statistics. El Sarraj focused on the ‘victim psychology’ stating ‘since we, as Palestinians, shouldn’t adopt the role of victim, and exaggerate in blaming others and defaming ourselves. Our priority should be national reconciliation and unity and supporting the Palestinian resiliency so as to achieve our legitimate rights, endorsed by international conventions’.

The physical and mental health needs of the Gaza people are extremely challenging to address, particularly the psychological and emotional crises. During the Israeli military strikes from December 2008 to January 2009 approximately 1380 Palestinians were killed, at least 5380 people were injured, including 1872 children and 800 women.54 In these improvised settings within health facilities maternity wards and operating theatres were transformed into trauma units. The consequences must be drastic in terms of maternal and child morbidity and mortality because 3500 deliveries were expected to have taken place during the twenty-three days of military operations. Findings from a recent UNFPA assessment indicate that during that period there was an increased number of miscarriages in pregnant women and an increased neonatal mortality in Shifa Hospital in Gaza City.55

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), only the rough estimates show that during the last Gaza crisis 25,000 to 50,000 people reported having experienced severe mental stress and required some form of psychological intervention to address the long-term effect. The restoration of normal socioeconomic
conditions, secure living conditions and adequate psycho-social support services are undoubtedly needed to restore peace and tranquility to the lives of Gaza Palestinians.  

According to, ‘The Impact of Armed Conflict on Palestinian Women’ a number of men who were detained by Israelis used the same interrogation tactics against their wives and family members that had been used on them in prisons. Since the second Intifada began, Israeli restrictions on movement have led to unemployment and overcrowded living conditions have been a consequence of homes having been bulldozed; these factors may have contributed to increased levels of domestic violence, incest, rape and suicide, according to one study in the Bureij refugee camp and surrounding areas through a project titled Bureij Women is Health Center. The project uses a woman-to-woman rights-based approach to reproductive health care. Services related to gender based violence (GBV) are integrated within the Associations’ services. Staff have received training to assess clients for GBV as well as addressing the range of physical and psychological needs that a survivor might have, including referrals for specialized care.

Collaborative fight against domestic violence in Bosnia-Herzegovina  

In post-war Bosnia-Herzegovina, large-scale, collaborative work to address overall gender equality and women’s rights is underway. Gender centers tasked with working on equality have been established at the state and municipal level. In November 2005, the Coordination Body created a protocol against domestic violence that was signed between various government ministries, canton governments, and NGOs. The protocol has led to the creation of a database to track domestic violence cases and a draft five-year Action Plan against domestic violence in Canton Sarajevo. Literature reviews pertaining to mass rape during times of war are still not conclusive enough to identify and explain the unique factors that promoted it. The former Yugoslavia, particularly Bosnia-Herzegovina, serves as a case-study against which the literature is reviewed. The authors conclude that women’s experience of rape in war, like the abuse of women’s human rights, is often determined by the intersection of a variety of factors, such as age, race, class, religion, ethnicity, and nationality. Future studies should further explore how these complex variables relate to each other in an attempt to understand the horrific crimes that are often perpetrated against women during wartime.

Focus on Afghanistan: A center stage for war on terror  

Almost 25 years of war in Afghanistan can be divided into four distinct phases: the 1979 invasion of the country by the Soviet Union and the decade of war that followed until the Soviet departure in February 1989; three years of armed conflict between the Mujahedeen (resistance fighters) and the Soviet supported Communist government until its collapse in April 1992; two years of civil war between Afghan factions; and five years of fighting still ongoing between the Northern Coalition and the Taliban. All together, these conflicts have killed an estimated 1.7 million people, permanently disabled another 2 million and driven more than 5 million from their homes. Collective communal psychological wounds – are called "social suffering" by a medical anthropologist Arthur Kleinman. This psychological suffering permeates the lives of survivors scraping by in unimaginable poverty in the midst of a collapsed infrastructure, the common consequence of modern combat. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 30% to 70% of people who have lived in war zones report symptoms associated with PTSD and depression.

In 2002, shortly after the Taliban government fell in Kabul, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention dispatched a research team to Afghanistan to study the prevalence of mental trauma among civilians there. The survey remains the only modern, comprehensive inquiry into the mental health of Afghans. It found that 42% of Afghans suffered from PTSD and 68% exhibited signs of major depression. In other words, up to 19 million of the country's 28 million people were suffering from psychological injuries. And that was a full decade of war ago. Much of Afghanistan is too unsafe for mental-health-care professionals to operate effectively. In the entire country there are only 200 beds for mental-health patients.

The unpredictable nature of suicide bombs and other improvised explosive devices are a relatively new feature of the war, which have clearly added to the anxiety about the current conflict. In urban areas, the risk of suicide attacks and remote controlled bombs remains high. Women and children face anxiety over the risk of abduction, suicide attacks and the remote control bombs that were laid in bazaars. People were more likely to express fear or anxiety about the conflict spreading or frustration with the government, poverty and lack of employment opportunities.

Family violence is one of the most tiring and most painful problems for women in Afghanistan and most
other Muslim countries. At the same time, it is also a fact that Afghanistan is a country where male prejudice against women is high and where it seems women are regarded as housekeepers and child producing machines. While such views have no religious basis a religious basis, it appears a religious basis has been created for them.

Abuses in the name of Islam, particularly in the past six years, have played a role in making women realize that they are not solely born to serve men and without them the society would not move ahead. A small number of enlightened Afghan women have gained a different understanding of the use of the veil as sacred rather than as a symbol of enslavement to their husbands, which is how it is depicted by fundamentalists. Most of the organizations supporting women’s basic human rights, lack programs on women’s issues or on the struggle for their liberation either for the reason that the ban on women to be treated by male doctors or because of the restriction on women’s movement without being accompanied by a close male family member or due to the indifference by their male family members. Consequently, such deprivations have led to a large number of women’s premature deaths or led them to live the lives of invalids. The psychological effects of these deprivations on women are compounded by their debilitating states. The number of suicides has increased among women in the past six years; but female suicides in the past were also not unfamiliar.

The majority of women are extremely reluctant to talk about personal experiences of sexual violence, mainly due to the taboos and stigma linked with such topics in the Afghan society. Nevertheless, few women have disputed that sexual violence related to conflict have occurred. Women frequently stated that sexual violence happened in their community and men frequently noted instances when women were raped or “dishonored,” particularly during the civil war period.

The study, published in the Journal of the American Medical Association (2007) "Feelings of hatred and revenge, and the desire of acting on that feeling of revenge, directly affects the peacemaking process," says Barbara Lopes Cardozo, a psychiatrist who oversaw the 2002 mental-health survey in Afghanistan and who has studied mental health of civilians in such war-scarred geographies as Kosovo, Somalia, and Uganda. "We found very high numbers for having those feelings of hatred and revenge - almost 80% - in Afghanistan." PTSD can give rise to domestic violence. The U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs reports returning service members are up to three times more likely to abuse their partners than American civilians. Afghanistan is no exception: two-thirds of Afghan children surveyed by British anthropologists in 2006 reported traumatic experiences; two years later, a study in the Journal of Marital and Family Therapy reported more than half the children surveyed in Kabul said that they had witnessed three or more types of domestic violence. The study concluded that this knowledge has adversely affected the children in Afghanistan's villages and towns, but how does one help heal a country that has been forged in millennia of almost incessant conflict? There is no such thing as a Marshall Plan for the mind. Most mental-health professionals agree that war injures the psyche, but not everybody thinks that the diagnosis of PTSD, formally recognized by the American Psychiatric Association in 1980, can be applied to people from non-Western cultures where perceptions and experiences grief and shock may be expressed differently.

A study taking the narratives to create the 22-item Afghan Wellness Questionnaire, which assesses the degree of emotional distress people experience in a cultural context. Questionnaires were given to 324 adults in eight districts of Kabul, revealing high to moderate levels of depression, anxiety and traumatic grief; and poverty that plague the country. A summary of the findings:

- Women have the highest levels of depression, traumatic grief and anxiety. By comparison, most men report moderate levels.
- Widowed women are at greatest risk for emotional problems and impaired psychosocial functioning.
- The more children men have, the better their mental health. However, the opposite holds true for women: The more children they have, the higher their levels of emotional distress.
- As men age, their mental health gets worse. However, age is not related to mental health for women.

Despite experiences of violence and loss, many showed high levels of resilience. In the study, Afghans described losing hope and withdrawing socially as "leaving the world" and not using the resources God provided them by withdrawing into grief. “For Afghans, whose sense of self is totally entrenched in their social networks and in their faith in Islam, 'leaving the world' is really a kind of psychological suicide." Afghans tend to place their identity in their family and community. This differs from Western culture, in which individuals often put
More than 70% of the population fulfilled the criteria for psychiatric morbidity. Afghanistan is a country where violence is not unusual at any time and people are used to it. The suffering of Afghan refugees in camps

Following is an account of visit by the author and colleague to the Afghan refugee camps at the Pak/Afghan border and around Afghanistan to Spin Buldak in November 2001. Afghani people have suffered more than two decades of violence, human rights abuses, displacement, devastation and war. Many became homeless in their own country, bearing the pain and sufferings. Their homes and fields were ruined and they were forced to take refuge in camps established by welfare agencies in their own country and in the neighboring countries. The authors who visited the refugee camps established in Chaman-Kandhhar border and at Spin Buldak noticed that the beautiful greenery, orchards and houses had simply disappeared by heavy cluster bombings. The camps were spread systematically in lines over the flat dusty area where the ground was a thick layer of powdery mud without a green twig in sight. It was a surreal experience, as if one had reached the place where a nuclear bomb had exploded. For the refugees, in their own words, it was an apocalyptic experience. They were living in miserable conditions and suffering the worst kind of human misery. It was observed that most people were numbed by continuous war and suffering. Elderly or disabled men and boys sat solemnly outside their tents, with their tasbihs (prayer beads), or were seen praying in a makeshift mosque near the camps. Women remained in the camps with babies and young girls and some children were idly loitering in the open area near the camps. They were like dazed, apathetic souls, without any complaints. The saddest comment made by relief workers was that these refugees never asked for anything; not even food. Some villagers chose to remain in the ruins of their houses, where relief workers would deliver food and other essential items. ‘These are proud Afghans, they will die, but not beg’, said a relief worker. Mufti et al., 2005 conducted a survey of the adult population in a village in Nangarhar in Eastern Afghanistan and found high rates of psychiatric morbidity. Afghanistan is a country where violence is not unusual at any time and people are used to it. The country has been in civil war for over three decades. More than 70% of the population fulfilled the criteria for some form of mental illness. Major depression was 27.9%; Dysthymia 8%; PTSD 53%; psychotic disorders 5.6%; and generalized anxiety disorders at 9%. The male female ratio was 1:2 Even though, high rates of PTSD could be due to the traumatic events of the country’s recent past, high rates of depression and anxiety also might reflect the general unrest, insecurity and hard times the population has endured. These findings bring to the forefront the silent human cost of armed conflict and the need for rehabilitation and healing of the society. Religion in particular can bind a person to a peaceful past; strengthen a sense of identity; and provides quicker relief. Spirituality acts as a buffer for trauma here. Whatever is culturally appropriate must be encouraged to continue the healing process

Psychosocial effects of conflict on Kashmiri population

The struggle for independence in Kashmir can be equated to the Palestinian struggle for their occupied territories. However, compared to Palestinians the Kashmiri’s struggles seem muted and invisible. Kashmir suffers in isolation with limited support from the international media nor do they have notable help from the international humanitarian support agencies. Ongoing armed conflict in the last two decade has had significant psychosocial consequences affecting the physical, cognitive and emotional health of many there. Although no official figures are available, mental health professionals agree there has been an increase in the number of physical and mental health disorders in Kashmir over the last 20 years. Kashmir’s Composite Rehabilitation Centre (CRC) states that an estimated 30 - 40% of all those seeking their services have been affected by the state conflict. Research studies indicate that a significant number of Kashmiris are in need of treatment for PTSD. Violence has affected many families living in Kashmir one way or another, which raises the potential for serious effects on their well-being, e.g. relationships become strained, and higher risk of accidents is not uncommon after severe stresses and the danger of alcohol and drug abuse increases (CRC). According to a human rights group, by 2000 the number of people reporting PTSD symptoms was around 38,696 (Jammu Kashmir Coalition of Civil Society (JKCCS)) rising to 48,000 by 2002. Prior to the eruption of conflict in 1989, there were hardly any known cases of PTSD. In 1989, an estimated 1700 patients attended the Kashmir’s only psychiatric hospital. By 2002, the number of patients had reached 48,000. In the conflict
zone, women and children were found to be worst hit. Not only has a whole new group of widows and ‘half widows’ come up, but a growing number of women are seen to be afflicted with various psychosomatic diseases as a result of continued trauma from the past decade. Nearly 60% of Kashmiris reported being exposed to major trauma and one out of six reported PTSD symptoms at some point in their life. Another survey reported 40% of orphaned children, believed to be more than 60,000 in number in Kashmir, suffer from a significant psychiatric disorder. Because of traumas and the constant threat of danger, over one-third of locals will at some point suffer from a medication-necessitating mental disorder. Mental health groups estimate that 60,000 Kashmiris committed suicide last year; a record number. Many factors with causal links to PTSD are apparent in Kashmir, e.g. loss, fear, distrust, random violence, a sense of powerlessness. Kashmir illustrates what researchers have long suspected: that prolonged exposure to direct confrontation results in still greater anguish. People don’t become used to violence; they either become more vulnerable or more resilient as a consequence. Under such pressure, the social networks that glue communities risk being diminished. ‘This is a Muslim society that used to have the lowest rate of suicide in India. But the past few years have seen a spurt of cut throats and burns.'

Kashmir’s extreme case raises troubling questions for conflict areas elsewhere. What happens when a large population suffers from PTSD? What happens to a generation born of collective trauma? Does PTSD beget more violence? Are the ‘talking therapies,’ recognized as effective in the West, a cure for a culture where people believe in ghosts? How can an entire society be healed? Not easily, says Kaz de Jong, a mental health advisor with MSF-Amsterdam, (Médecins Sans Frontières), which operates a mobile clinic in an attempt to reach the more remote areas; de Jong estimates the prevalence of psychological distress in Kashmir is 33% - one of the highest rates in the world. Depressed women pass on their hopelessness to the next generation. Children are reporting to psychiatric clinics in greater numbers. So, too, are young men of fighting age, an unheard of development in a culture where males don’t normally admit to weakness. Even more surprising is the rise in suicides, especially among males.

The continuation of armed conflict in the state of Jammu and Kashmir over the last 12 years has resulted in the brutalization of society. In the militancy and counter militancy operations mounted by the forces of Indian state, nearly 70,000 Kashmiri’s have been killed; more than 15,000 women have become widows; while 1000 women are living the lives of ‘half widows’ as the fate of their ‘missing’ husbands remains unknown. Six-thousand people are believed to be the victims of enforced or involuntary disappearances. More than 25,000 children have become orphans. Schools, colleges and universities have not been functioning for the last 10 years.

**Psychosocial impact of war against terror on Pakistan**

Starting from the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in the early 1980s, Pakistan has suffered from trauma and terror for more than three decades now. Pakistan has been host to more than four million refugees from Afghanistan and taking care of Afghan refugees for over four decades. Militancy, terrorism and drone attacks have taken a psychological toll on the dwellers of violence-wracked Malakand and the Federally Administered Tribal Areas (Khyber Pakhtunkhawa KPK). Every third person in South and North Waziristan, Bajaur and Swat suffers from depression and many women and children complain of recurring nightmares of blood-splattered bodies and homeless families living in destitution. Persistent violence has generally created immunity and an unusual resilience, which has led to increasing tolerance to violence in the society. The violence apparently has permeated in the seams of the society, thereby making people insensitive, and intolerant; which further results in escalation of violent incidents. As a consequence people suffering from phobic and anxiety disorders who have been stabilized suffer from relapses following each terrorist attack. Anger resentment, anxiety, depression and frustration have affected the work performance and interpersonal relationships of a large proportion of people. Continuous news of fresh terrorist attacks in the country has resulted in loss of social interaction and cohesion among people. People end up continuously watching television where distressing news and horrific images of bomb blasts or the plight of IDPs in camps are constantly being flashed across the screen. Many are afraid of travelling even in their own vehicles; often, parents are reluctant to send their children to educational institutions after hearing apprehensive news.

There is perplexity and confusion in the minds of people, as they have lost faith in their leaders and their clergy. ‘Who is the enemy and who is the friend of Pakistan’ is a dilemma facing every Pakistani and there is an escalation of anger and bitterness among common people against the government and the state apparatus.
Terrorism is widely propagated as anti-West activity; however, it has affected far more lives of Pakistani and other non-Western communities. The effects of trauma resulting from terrorists’ activities have not been studied as extensively as have other forms of trauma, particularly in countries like Pakistan. A complex interplay of social, political and religious values, along with the frequent violent suicide bombing incidents, has serious implications for the mental health of the Pakistani people; particularly in the North West-Frontier Province (NWFP) of Pakistan, which has been the center stage for all violent activities of militants since the early 1980s. The civilian population has been the target of terrorism and routinely blamed as perpetrators of these terrorist activities, which have led to resentment and confusion in the civilian population in other areas of Pakistan.

Collateral damage caused by the ‘war on terror’, waged by the U.S. and its allies in Afghanistan since 2001, may well extend to psychological trauma sustained by thousands of women in the bordering areas of north-western Pakistan. Of the 15,000 people from the Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) treated by psychiatrists at the Khyber Teaching Hospital in 2013, an estimated 9,833 were women. “Many of these women had lost relatives or friends either at the hands of the Pakistan army or Taliban militants.” The prolonged war has caused psychological problems to a majority of the residents of the FATA; especially the women. In 2013, the WHO reported an estimated 451,377 people, including 345,899 women, suffered from psychological problems there. According to the London-based Bureau of Investigative Journalism, since drone strikes were first launched in 2004, more than 2,500 people may have died in the unmanned aerial attacks over the FATA and nearby areas of Pakistan. The strikes have added to the trauma of the local population in the FATA. In 2014, the United Nations Refugee Agency (UNHCR) reported more than 100,000 people have been displaced, mainly from the Khyber region, as a result of a recent increase in the intensity of fighting.

In many Muslim countries including Pakistan, there is high prevalence of poverty, which makes it easier for terrorist groups to hire people. Secondly, poor literacy rates, and the incorrect interpretation of the concept of Jihad in Islam, is another important reason for impoverished boys, particularly the orphans from Afghan War in madressah’s (religious seminary) to sacrifice their lives for jannat (heaven) in the next world.

Terrorist attacks have seriously affected the quality of life of an average Pakistani. There is reported increase in the anxiety disorders, panic attacks and mood disorders in the Pakistani population, particularly in the larger cities of Karachi, Lahore and Islamabad. Women suffer economically and socially, as their mobility and work is impacted due to frequent terrorist attacks. Moreover, many report intense, phobic anxiety disorders and moderate to severe affective disorders. There has been a reported increase in cases of both acute and chronic PTSD at the author’s private practice in the suburbs of Karachi. Rough estimates of about three patients per month refer themselves or are referred by the families for symptoms of PTSD.

Who is responsible for internally displaced persons (IDP’S)?

Women and children comprise nearly 80% of internally displaced persons and refugees. The war in Bosnia, for example, led to the displacement of millions of civilians, mainly women. Even a decade after the civil war, many of these civilians are still living as refugees in their country of origin or in abroad. The intensity and nature of this war has resulted in unprecedented numbers of people escaping conflict, to the extent that people displaced by war in the 1990s has had a tremendous public health impact. In war and conflict zones, women are more likely to face the threats of community violence outside the home. Women have experienced violent acts, as seen in recent conflicts, including those in the Gaza and in Iraq. There is growing recognition by international organizations about the specific risks that women face in refugee camps. Women who search for refuge from the misery and privation arising from armed conflicts may end up experiencing further harassment in the refugee camps or settlements, which from an outside perspective, is generally perceived to be a safe environment.

Over the last 15 years, the nature of displacement has shifted dramatically. The growing number of internally displaced persons, who generally do not have access to international aid, has created what is being called a ‘crisis of displacement’. Because of border closings, many people who would have become refugees are trapped inside a country at war. Basic services, such as water and electricity are disrupted; food supplies are cut off. People fear the violations of international human rights and humanitarian law that have become endemic to many of these wars. Under such conditions, people flee wherever they can. More often than not, they find refuge within their own country, although many
displaced people can be internally displaced at one stage, then become refugees and then in some cases return to their native country; but remain internally displaced. As of 2001, an estimated 13.5 million people were displaced internally in various nations. While refugees are entitled to assistance and protection under international law, the internally displaced have no institutional or legal mechanism for receiving international assistance. The key legal document safeguarding refugee rights is the 1951 UN Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees and its 1967 Protocol. Under the Convention, States are expected to cooperate with the UNHCR, which provides protection and assistance in partnership with governments, regional organizations and non-governmental organizations (NGOs).

The situation for internally displaced persons is less clearly defined. Although international humanitarian law guarantees all civilians the right to protection and assistance, the fact is that humanitarian agencies can only assist internally displaced people if the host country allows them access. In addition, since there is no single agency within the United Nations mandated to provide for internally displaced persons, it can take time to raise the funds, and set up and coordinate the aid programs required. There remains the risk that many internally displaced people will fend for themselves or rely on poorly run, often dangerous camps that are not always under the protection of international agencies. Many disappear into cities, doubling up with family or friends, struggling to survive on their own.

In response to the vast numbers and needs of internally displaced persons, the UN Secretary-General in 1992 appointed a Special Representative to develop a framework to protect IDP’S rights. In collaboration with a team of international legal experts, Guiding Principles for Internal Displacement were developed. A hallmark of the Guiding Principles is the call for specific recognition of the needs of women. They acknowledge the situation of female heads of households; emphasize women’s physical and psychosocial needs; reaffirm their need for access to basic services; and call for their participation in education and training programs. Over the past five years, humanitarian agencies have promoted the Guiding Principles and used them as a framework for providing assistance and protection to the internally displaced. On the occasion of International Women’s Day, the Women and War advisor of the ICRC, Florence Tercier, explained why the predicament of displaced women is a particularly difficult one. For instance armed conflict displaces people from their homes and livelihoods. Women often have to cope with the loss of close relatives and find new ways to support themselves and their families. The ICRC works to focus on the specific needs of women displaced by war. International humanitarian law has at all times given women general protection equal to that of men. Simultaneously, humanitarian law treaties identify the need to give women added special protection according to their particular needs. The four Geneva Conventions of 1949 and their additional protocols protect women and men as components of the civilian population not involved in an armed conflict. Both women and men of the armed forces are also protected when taken into custody by the enemy. However, the fact is that many women encounter services that may exacerbate their feeling of disempowerment, due to their focus on pathology and reduced functioning instead of promotion of health and recovery. Thus, if accessible services are disempowering women, there is a risk that they will find little relief when referred to care. Therapists must be sensitive to the needs of these women. Culturally competent staff that encourage empowerment, self-management and autonomy in daily activities, can help early recovery and independent survival of these women.

**Conclusion**

Muslim women worldwide suffer tremendous psychological morbidity be it in their own countries in peacetimes or as refugees and IDP’S; and in political and ethnic conflicts, wars or insurgencies. Women often shoulder the burden for their families and extended families and manage household affairs; they are often the major bread-winners within single parent families. War widows are exposed to many traumatic experiences; being single women; they risk torture, humiliation and sexual violence. The most unfortunate aspects of sexual violations are sexual harassment assault, rape and trafficking as a consequence of war. In the Muslim world, women who have been harmed in this way routinely suffer alone and in silence – often made to feel responsible for what has taken place at the risk of being stigmatised and made accountable for upholding the family honor. Cultural and religious values play a significant role in the lives of Eastern Mediterranean Muslim women. It is recommended that interventions to address their experiences include active provision of psychosocial support for Muslim women. The author’s experience of Afghan refugee women in camps and women survivors of the 2005 Pakistan earthquake has been vital in developing a “sense of coherence” that peoples’ ability to create positive health is dependent
upon a combination of the ability to assess and understand their situation, to find meaning in their circumstances and to develop resilience to cope with traumatic events. C83 Culturally sensitive diagnostic approaches are needed to assess trauma symptoms and associated impairment. Immediate psychosocial relief operations can start with non-specific interventions to help groups of affected people organize around issues of feeling safe and encourage perception for the future that involve mastery and commitment when rebuilding their lives. C84, C87 The main issue is the anxiety and indecision of local psychosocial support teams about whether to adopt Western approaches to assessment, diagnosis and treatment or otherwise strengthen the local non-Western cultural approaches. The debate suggests that diagnoses may be controversial and there are at least two ideologies on the impact of trauma, disaster and conflict on different populations. We need to think about ways to develop meaningful psychosocial support programs that are culturally appropriate.

Research suggests that a strong belief system, whether grounded in faith or in a political ideology, is a protective factor for refugees not least because it assists in coping with trauma. C88 Relocation to a new country may challenge one’s existing sense of coherence. Hence it is vital that mental health services should work to support refugees’ resilience by helping them to understand and find meaning in their experience and to adopt health-promotion behaviors. When providing psychosocial support for Muslim refugee women, the culture, religion and gender sensitive approach is obviously vital in an era of many conflicts and wars in the Muslim world.

Further reading

- Niazu U. Women in the face of disasters ASTSS Newsletter, Issue 5 August 2008
- Lindsey C. Women Facing War, Geneva: International Committee on the Red Cross, 2002
- Note by the Secretary-General, “Internally Displaced Persons,” A/56/168, 21 August 2001
- "Pakistanis protest civilian deaths in U.S. drone attacks”, Saeed Shah, Mcclatchy.com, 2010-12-10.
- Byman DL. Do targeted killings work?, Brookings 14-07-2009
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Abstract

Objectives: The aim of this article is to facilitate genetic research in mental health in the Arab world through a specific interview designed for this purpose and used internationally mainly the Arabic Diagnostic Interview for Genetic Studies.

Methods: The original English Diagnostic Interview for Genetic Studies (DIGS) was translated and adapted to Arabic by two teams from Lebanon and Qatar. It was successfully field tested in both countries in an ongoing genetic study.

Conclusion: The Arabic DIGS is now available in the Arab world and has been field tested by both the Lebanese and the Qatar teams and should be easy for use by Arab researchers. A preview of the Arabic DIGS can be seen at IDRAAC website www.idraac.org (search for DIGS).
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Introduction

Mental disorders account for a significant portion of disease burden throughout the world and research in the field is understandably on the rise globally on several fronts. One of those fronts, genetics, has already achieved remarkable success in confirming what twin and adoption studies had been showing repeatedly: we inherit a sizeable portion of what defines us as human beings, including the malfunction of those attributes.

Mental disorders are diagnosed at present by a set of criteria, several instruments having been developed over the past four decades specifically designed for particular goals and settings (office, epidemiology, clinical trial). For the specific field of genetic studies, the National Institute for Mental Health (NIMH) in the USA developed a semi-structured Diagnostic Interview for Genetic Studies (DIGS) to assess the phenotypes of most psychiatric disorders.

The DIGS offers “(1) polydiagnostic capacity; (2) a detailed assessment of the course of the illness, chronology of psychotic and mood syndromes, and comorbidity; (3) additional phenomenologic assessments of symptoms; and (4) algorithmic scoring capability” and is recommended by its authors to be used as “part of archival data gathering for genetic studies of major affective disorders, schizophrenia, and related conditions”. Since then, the original English DIGS has been translated into and used in several languages among which Colombian Spanish, Croatian, French, German, Hindi, Korean, Portuguese and Spanish.

The Arab world has been part of this increasing trend in mental health research. While earlier research focused on descriptive data in subgroups, the last decade has witnessed a sharp rise in epidemiological studies which are now relatively well established in the Arab region, and conducted on national levels, partly due to the availability of reliable and valid interview tools, the most widely used being the Composite International Diagnostic Interview (CIDI) adapted into Arabic by IDRAAC in Lebanon.

To date, the CIDI has been used to collect national data for Iraq, Lebanon, and most recently Saudi Arabia. On the other hand, the cultural specifics of higher levels of consanguinity in the Arab world offer an added value and thus offer a unique opportunity to conduct genetic studies. A team of experts from Lebanon and Qatar embarked on translating and adapting the DIGS into Arabic as a first step towards an enhanced line of genetics research in this region. The purpose of this paper is to introduce the Arabic version of the DIGS (aDIGS) and discuss some of its properties.

Genetic Studies and the DIGS

The DIGS was designed to capture the spectrum of phenomenology related to psychiatric disorders and record the information in a manner that could be easily digitized in a database. The adaptation of a specific system is an advantage in terms of reliability and
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The Arabic Diagnostic Interview for Genetic Studies (DIGS) was designed to capture extensive and detailed clinical data from a lifetime perspective and to be able to provide the diagnostic clinician with a framework around which to qualify the clinical syndromes. It was designed specifically with genetic research in mind, whereas other instruments such as the CIDI were designed with epidemiological studies in mind. Once translated and adapted in a culture the preponderance of studies, and specifically those with genetic research, are completed using the DIGS. The advantage is the capacity to directly compare diagnoses and phenotypes across cultures. Thus, the genetic studies on bipolar disorder from Korea are completed using the DIGS as a diagnostic instrument.

Recently a confirmatory study on the association of ANK3 and bipolar disorder in Asia was published\(^1\); the availability of the DIGS allows for a systematic comparison of subtypes of bipolar disorder\(^2\). The Spanish and French versions of the DIGS have been widely used world-wide\(^3\). There is a concerted effort within the Psychiatric Genomics Consortium to expand the samples available for genetic analyses\(^4\) in order to increase the power for identification of additional loci and to be able to compare genetic effects across disorders.

**Methods**

The work for the present study was initiated simultaneously in two different sites: Lebanon and Qatar. In Lebanon, the work was conducted by the Institute for Development, Research, Advocacy and Applied Care (IDRAAC) in partnership with the Faculty of Medicine at Balamand University and Saint George University Medical Center. In Qatar, the project was done in association with the Research Department at Weill Cornell Medical College in Qatar. The entire project was conceived in collaboration with the Department of Psychiatry at the University of Michigan (USA). IDRAAC through its team of multidisciplinary experts has a well-established history of conducting mental health research including translating and adapting instruments to Arabic and Weill Cornell Medical College in Qatar has embarked on a vibrant program of research in many areas including genetics and mental health.

The present study was completed over a three year period (September 2009 to August 2012) and was funded by the Qatar National Research Fund NPRP program. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) committees of Weill Cornell Medical College in Qatar and the Saint George University Medical Centre/Faculty of Medicine, Balamand University, Lebanon, which is registered with the US Office of Human Research Protections (OHRP) in the Department of Health and Human Services.

All researchers (17 from Lebanon and five from Qatar) who participated in the adaptation of the Arabic DIGS in both Qatar and Lebanon attended audiovisual training on the DIGS provided by Dr MGM to insure consistency with other international sites on the delivery of the DIGS. The translation of the English DIGS into Arabic was initially attempted by the Qatari team. The research team from Lebanon at IDRAAC then undertook the following steps. First, it located equivalents of all DIGS questions found in the Arabic CIDI version 3.0 previously adapted by IDRAAC into Arabic and used extensively on more than 7,289 interviews to date. Second, cognitive debriefing was conducted by experienced clinical interviewers from the Lebanese team on 34 subjects (24 psychiatric patients and 10 healthy controls).

Patients were selected from the outpatient psychiatric unit at Saint George University Medical Center in Lebanon and had a variety of diagnoses: Major Depressive Disorder, Anxiety Disorder, Bipolar Disorder (with or without psychotic symptoms), Schizoaffective Disorder, Obsessive Compulsive Disorder and Substance Use Disorders. The average duration of the cognitive debriefing was three hours. The Arab Psynet technical dictionary (www.arabpsynet.com) as well as the Arabic Diagnostic and Statistical Manual for Mental Disorders (DSM) version IV\(^5\) were checked to refine the wording. Then a comprehensive series of meetings were held with the senior research team at IDRAAC. The final wording was reached after reviewing all the above sources and by consensus. The Arabic DIGS was then shared with the Qatari team. In Qatar, several interviews using the Arabic DIGS were conducted with patients with schizophrenia, bipolar disorder and normal controls. Some minor refinements in the wording were introduced.

**Remarks**

Individual changes from the original English DIGS were introduced in Lebanon and Qatar to allow for the following:

1. The ethnicity card and questions about the ethnicity/race in the questionnaire were modified. Arab countries with a specific code for each country were added.
2. All technical words (section name, disorder, medical terms, and specific symptoms) were followed by their respective English terms for a better understanding.

3. The question about the discharge from the Army in the Demographic section was modified.

4. The imperial measurements of height and body weight were replaced by the metric system of measurements, which is more widely used in the Arab world.

5. In the C2 section, the question about the President of the United States was replaced by the president/monarch/leader of the respective Arab country.

6. In section E, the medications card was adapted to the Lebanese and Qatari market. Some medications not mentioned in the English DIGS were added to reflect common use in this part of the world.

Difficulties in Lebanon and Qatar

Time: In Lebanon and in Qatar, due to occasional “tiredness” of the patients, the aDIGS was administered in two sessions. Since the interviewers were clinicians with very extensive expertise, this might not have been the same in other settings. Indeed it has become apparent to us that in using the DIGS like other clinically based semi-structured interviews (SCID), it is essential to have a very good understanding of the disorders under consideration and to have asked similar questions, in a variety of settings, to a very large number of patients. It is not meant to be delivered by individuals who simply have been exposed to the training such as in the fully structured interviews used in large epidemiologic studies (DIS, CIDI).

Psychosis: A special problem encountered in Qatar is the rather common belief among Muslims in general and Qatari and other GCC nationals in particular that the world is filled with invisible angels called “jinn”. So when a patient refers to “jinn” in his/her conversation, it is often difficult to tell whether the patient is psychotic or not. Using the aDIGS to assess psychosis does not make the issue easier to resolve and might need additional probing and interview with the family members.

Substance use: One problem with the DIGS is the difficulty differentiating between drug induced psychosis and bipolar disorder or schizophrenia. Here again repeated interviews, including with family members, might resolve this issue although, judging from our clinical practice, this often remains a thorny problem.

Chronicity vs. recurrence: In assessing the longitudinal course of an illness, it is often difficult to assess return to baseline when the person had been all along unemployed, lives with the family who usually cares for him/her anyway, and social interactions outside the home are limited. We found that data from the families are extremely valuable to resolve this issue.

Perhaps one of the best features of the DIGS is the ability to describe verbatim what the patient is saying and deciding later on the form of psychopathology. The same is true with the course of illness: provide a description and decide later.

Limitations

We have not formally conducted inter-rater reliability measurements for the aDIGS partly because patients were reluctant to sit for another lengthy interview. However, inter-rater variability of the DIGS has been reported to be good to excellent in most translated versions and mirrored the findings in the original US version. Specific problems such as the low inter-rater reliability of schizoaffective disorders in the US version, was confirmed by the Columbian Spanish, the French and the Korean versions. This is possibly due to the inherent low inter-rater reliability of schizoaffective disorder and not limited to the DIGS. Another reported problem with reliability such as Bipolar II in the French version might be due to small sample size. We expect the inter-rater reliability of the aDIGS to be similar as long as it is used only by trained and experienced clinicians. The questions asked are overall quite clear and mental health clinicians in the Arab world, like their counterparts in the West, are trained heavily in the DSM or the ICD systems of classification of mental disorders. Another limitation is that the aDIGS has not been field tried in countries other than Lebanon and Qatar and slight modifications might be needed in other Arab countries. Lastly, an update of the DIGS to DSM-V will necessitate modifications of some sections accordingly.

Conclusion

Genetic investigations of mental disorders have increased worldwide and trans-cultural and trans-ethnic data add a wealth of information to the increasing knowledge in the field. Genetic studies in the Arab world have been timid so far and international cooperation, which is essential for genetic studies, is a welcome opportunity to be exploited. In addition, the Arab world
still carries a higher rate of consanguineous marriage, albeit with differences across Arab countries. In addition, the regular proximity of families, frequently living in the same dwelling or the same neighborhood, renders the Arab world an interesting site for genetic investigation. Structured interviews such as the DIGS offer an essential tool in this endeavor. The use of identical tools has facilitated cross national comparisons in an unprecedented way in the field of mental health epidemiology and this has encouraged us to do the same for the DIGS. Our translation of the DIGS into Arabic (aDIGS) will hopefully facilitate future work cross nationally. A preview of directions for the DIGS can be seen at IDRAAC website on www.idraac.org and search DIGS.
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Abstract

Objectives: To find a brief semi-structured or self-report depression rating scale with the highest accuracy for a diagnosis of DSM-IV defined depression in patients with schizophrenia from Iraqi-Kurdistan. Methods: 200 people with schizophrenia living in the Kurdistan Region of Iraq were recruited. The Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview (MINI) was used to define the presence of schizophrenia; depression was further defined according to DSM-IV criteria. Symptoms of depression were examined using five scales: the Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ2, PHQ9), Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS), the Centre for Epidemiological Studies Depression scale (CES-D) and the Calgary Depression Scale for Schizophrenia (CDSS). Three psychiatrists conducted interviews and rated the Clinical Global Impression (CGI). ROC curve analysis was used to establish the optimal cut-off as well as comparative sensitivity and specificity. Results: Eighty (40%) patients had DSM-IV major depression and 97 (48.5%) had major or minor depression; 157 (78.5%) had at least two DSM-IV symptoms of depression. Comparing the five scales for identification of depression showed the optimal methods for detection of major depression (against non-major depression) were the PHQ9 > PHQ2 > CDSS. Against major depression the PHQ9 was the most accurate method with a sensitivity of 93.8% and a specificity of 84.2%. Optimal methods for detection of major or minor depression (against no depression) were the PHQ2 > PHQ9 > CDSS. The PHQ2 had a sensitivity of 85.6% and a specificity of 96.1%. Conclusion: Self-report scales, particularly the PHQ2 and PHQ9 appear to perform well against DSM-IV defined depression in schizophrenia. Further validation against non-DSM-IV standards is recommended.

Keywords: Schizophrenia, depression scale, screening diagnostic validity
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Scales to measure depression in schizophrenia
Various methods have been utilized to help clinicians assess depression in patients with schizophrenia. Examples of self-report scales include the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI)\(^{27}\) and the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS).\(^{28}\) Observer rated scales have also been used such as the Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HAM-D).\(^{29}\) None of these instruments were specifically developed for this population and like all tools may theoretically be influenced by other clinical factors, such as negative psychotic symptoms and extrapyramidal symptoms (EPS). For example, the HAM-D has been shown to be influenced by negative symptoms and EPS in schizophrenia, according to most, (Craig et al., 1985; Goldman et al., 1992; Collins et al., 1996; Kontaxakis et al., 2000; Yazaji et al., 2002)\(^{30,34}\) but not all studies.\(^{35}\) In 1990, Addington and colleagues developed a customized scale, the Calgary Depression Scale for Schizophrenia (CDSS), based on items selected from the HAM-D and the Present State Examination,\(^{36}\) which had reasonable ability to distinguish between depression, negative symptoms and EPS.\(^{37}\) The CDSS has a unique format with eight semi-structured questions rated on a four-point scale and one purely observer based item (item nine). The CDSS has been shown to be a reliable, valid, and specific measure of depression in patients with schizophrenia.\(^{37}\) A limitation of many scales, however, is that they are too lengthy or impractical for routine clinical use. Recently a number of short self-report instruments have been extensively validated in primary care and hospital settings. Examples include the two and nine item Patient Health Questionnaire and the seven item HADS-Depression subscale. Given these developments in screening for depression, our aim was to find the optimal tool with the highest accuracy in comparison to DSM-IV defined major depression and DSM-IV defined major or minor depression.

### Methods

#### Sample and patients

Recruitment involved a non-probability, purposive sample of schizophrenic patients who visited both in-patient and outpatient clinics in the psychiatric unit of the largest teaching hospital and two health centres that provided out-patient psychiatry services in Erbil between the period of April 2009 and March 2010. The process was undertaken by three trained psychiatrists among the authors. Patients with schizophrenia were identified with the Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview (MINI). Within this group, we used DSM-IV criteria for major depression and minor depression without assumptions of causation or phase of illness. We wished to clarify which scales most accurately identified the presence of depression as comorbidity, regardless of opinions about the origin of the depressive symptoms. We did not require the exclusion of cases who were not in the residual phase of schizophrenia. None of the patients had a history of drug use at the time of interview.

#### Tools

The following scales were used: CES-D; PHQ9; HADS-D and CDSS. The CES-D scale (Radloff 1977) is a 20-item self-report scale designed to measure depressive symptoms in the general population.\(^{38}\) It was found to have a high internal consistency and adequate test-retest repeatability when tested in household interview surveys and in psychiatric settings. The PHQ-9 is the nine item depression scale of the Patient Health Questionnaire\(^{39}\) based directly on the diagnostic criteria for major depressive disorder in the DSM-IV. It is viewed as a potentially valuable tool for assisting primary care clinicians in diagnosing depression as well as selecting and monitoring treatment. The HADS-D is the depression subscale of the HADS, a 14 item self-report scale\(^{28}\) which has been extensively used by hospital and primary care patients with and without somatic symptoms. It has equally good sensitivity and specificity as other commonly used self-rating screening instruments.\(^{40}\) As mentioned above the CDSS has been evaluated widely in patients with schizophrenia.\(^{41}\) All questionnaires applied in the present study were translated into Kurdish since all participants were Kurds. These were then back translated into English by a linguistic expert who was blind to the original English versions. Validities of translated versions were confirmed by a team of ten experts in the field before distributing them to participants.

#### Analysis

ROC curve analysis was used for each scale against an interview standard diagnosis of depression based on the MINI. In addition, we calculated the optimal sensitivity, specificity and Positive Predictive Value (PPV) and Negative Predictive Value (NPV).

### Results
Eighty (40%) patients had DSM-IV major depression and 97 (48.5%) had major or minor depression; 157 (78.5%) had at least two DSM-IV symptoms of depression.

**Performance of the PHQ2**
Against major depression the PHQ2 was very accurate with a sensitivity of 86.3% and a specificity of 85%. Overall accuracy was 85.5% with an AUC of 0.921. Against major or minor depression the PHQ2 was the most accurate method with a sensitivity of 85.6% and a specificity of 96.1% and an overall accuracy of 91.0%. It achieved excellent accuracy for both rule-in and rule-out of depression in schizophrenia.

**Performance of the PHQ9**
Against major depression the PHQ9 was the most accurate method with a sensitivity of 93.8% and a specificity of 84.2%. Overall accuracy was 88% with an AUC of 0.957. It had the best case-finding and best screening properties. Against major or minor depression the PHQ9 was the second most accurate method with good sensitivity and specificity (80.4% and 84.5%, respectively). The optimal cut-off point was >=14.

**Performance of the CES-D**
Against major depression the CES-D was modestly accurate with better rule-out than rule-in properties. It achieved a low sensitivity of 67.5%, but with a specificity of 86.7%. Overall accuracy was 79.0% with an AUC of 0.845. Against major or minor depression the CESD was modestly accurate with a good sensitivity of 81.4%, but with a specificity of only 64.1%. Overall accuracy was 72.5% with an AUC of 0.804. The optimal cut-off point was >=24.

**Performance of the HADS**
Against major depression the HADS-D was not particularly accurate and although sensitivity was 95%, specificity was only 35%. Overall accuracy was 59.0% with an AUC of 0.525. It was neither good in case-finding nor in screening for depression in schizophrenia. Similarly against major or minor depression the HADS-D was not accurate with a low specificity of only 29.1%. Overall accuracy was 60.5% (AUC 0.505).

**Performance of the CDSS**
Against major depression the CDSS was fairly accurate particularly in rule-out (screening). It had a sensitivity of 68.8% and a specificity of 89.2%. Overall accuracy was 81% with an AUC of 0.822. Against major or minor depression the CDSS was modestly accurate with a sensitivity and specificity of 76.3% and 79.6% respectively. Overall accuracy was 78% with an AUC of 0.824. The optimal cut-off point was calculated as >=6, although a higher threshold of >=9 was suggested for the diagnosis of major depression alone.

**Discussion**
We aimed to find a brief semi-structured or self-report depression rating scale with high accuracy in the diagnosis of DSM-IV defined depression in patients with schizophrenia from Kurdistan Region of Iraq. We used a broad DSM-IV definition of major depression as well as major or minor depression (combined) without assumption of causality. This has the advantage of highlighting depression comorbidity in any form that might occur. Using this method we found a high rate of comorbidity in the present sample; indeed, 78.5% had at least two DSM-IV symptoms of depression; 48.5% qualified as having either major or minor depression, and 40% had DSM-IV major depression. Thus minor depression alone was relatively uncommon, seen in only 8.5%.

Comparing five well known scales for the identification of depression showed that the optimal methods for detection of major depression (against non-major depression) were the PHQ9 > PHQ2 > CDSS. The optimal methods for detection of major or minor depression (against no depression) were the PHQ2 > PHQ9 > CDSS. Looking in more detail, rule-in and rule-out accuracy was consistently good or excellent for PHQ9 and PHQ2, but no other scales achieved this level of performance. The HASD-D was the only scale that was rated as qualitatively poor, especially in a rule-out capacity. The superior performance of the PHQ might be expected when the criterion reference under study is DSM-IV defined depression as the PHQ9 asks the same questions required by DSM-IV for a diagnosis. Definitions of both major and minor depressions require that one of two core symptoms (low mood or loss of interest) are present. It would be interesting to define depression according to ICD-10 criteria and repeat the study. It would also be interesting to use a strict definition of post-psychotic depression and see if performance of the scales differs. Our study appears to be the first to examine the PHQ and the CESD in the context of depression in schizophrenia. The superior performance of the PHQ is attractive particularly given the brevity of the PHQ2. However, this requires confirmation ideally against ICD-10 criteria. If one excludes the PHQ because of symptom overlap with
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DSM-IV criteria then it appears that the CDSS is the next best scale. Previous studies involving the CDSS have largely compared it with PANS positive and negatives symptom profile, but rarely against any gold standard for depression.\textsuperscript{34,36,42,43} These have generally demonstrated that the CDSS is able to distinguish depression from negative psychotic symptoms and EPS, but there has been inconsistent relationship between the CDSS and positive symptoms in schizophrenia\textsuperscript{44,46} Further, in our view it is the ability of a scale to identify the core concept of depression that is important rather than its relationship with possible confounding factors. In this regard, Addington et al. (1994) found that a score above six points on the CDSS may best separate patients with schizophrenia and depression from those with schizophrenia alone.\textsuperscript{37} However, in the present study we found a cut-off point of 8v9 was optimal. Bressan et al. (1998) found that cut-off values of 4v5 were recommended in order to detect minor depression in schizophrenia patients,\textsuperscript{45} which was similar to our optimal threshold of 5v6. To date, only a handful of head-to-head comparisons of depression scales in schizophrenia have been conducted and none have considered the advantages of self-report or semi-structured scales without requiring observer judgment. Lancon et al. (2000)\textsuperscript{43} examined 95 patients with schizophrenia according to DSM-III-R criteria and the CDSS, Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HDRS), Montgomery and Asberg Rating Scale (MADRS), and Widlocher Psychomotor Retardation Scale (ERD). There was no criterion standard in this study, but the authors did find high inter-correlations with other depression-rating scales. Kim et al. (2006) studied 84 inpatients meeting the DSM-IV criteria for schizophrenia using four scales: CDSS, BDI, HAM-D and PANSS.\textsuperscript{46} The areas under the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves using DSMIV major depression as the criterion was 0.94, 0.89, 0.90, and 0.81, respectively for the CDSS, HAM-D, PANSS-D, and BDI. Liu et al. (2009) studied 101 inpatients meeting the DSM-IV criteria for schizophrenia and DSM-IV major depression criteria. They examined the CDSS, MADRS, HAM-D and PANSS-D. The areas under the receiver operating characteristic curves of the CDSS, HAM-D, MARD, and PANTSS-D were 0.954, 0.881, 0.828, and 0.897, respectively.\textsuperscript{47} Thus, two smaller previous studies have examined the CDSS and found higher AUC than that documented here (0.822).

We acknowledge several limitations to the present study. We could not differentiate co-morbid depression with schizophrenia from ‘post-psychotic’ depression. This shortage in our study might be due to our being bound by the MINI when diagnosing schizophrenia, through which there is no obvious place to differentiate the ‘psychotic’ from ‘post-psychotic’ phases. Furthermore, we did not measure phase of illness or positive or negative symptoms in schizophrenia; therefore, no analysis of these subgroups was possible. We acknowledge that tools may perform differently in these subgroups. As previously mentioned we kept an intentionally broad definition of depression without assumption of aetiology or other restrictions. This could be seen as both a study strength and study weakness. A fundamental question not addressed here is whether the symptom profile of DSM-IV is ideal for diagnosing depression in the context of psychosis. This is a difficult question to address and re-defining the criterion standard requires a fundamental objective measure tightly associated with comorbid depression in schizophrenia. To our knowledge, no study has attempted this although some studies have begun to examine if symptoms of depression may differ in schizophrenia with comorbid depression from the classical primary depression.\textsuperscript{48} Moreover, questionnaires applied in the present study were designed primarily for cultures with high-income societies that possibly differ from the Iraqi-Kurdish society. Cross-culturally validated questionnaires might fail to assess possible different phenomenological expressions of disorders. Nevertheless, we found this method the most feasible means of assessment until a future culturally-specific way of assessment can be delivered.

In conclusion, in a sample of 200 individuals with schizophrenia, we found a high prevalence of broadly defined DSM-IV depression and very high rates of symptoms of depression. Comparing five well-known scales for the identification of depression demonstrated that the optimal methods for detection of depression (against non-major depression) were self-report, namely the PHQ9 and PHQ2. We suggest further validation of these findings should be attempted against ICD-10 criteria and in different phases of schizophrenia.
Fig 1. ROC Curve of five depression scales against DSM-IV major depression in schizophrenia.

Fig 2. ROC Curve of 5 Depression Scales against DSM-IV major or minor depression in schizophrenia.
Table 1: Demographics of the sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>31.8 (10.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>148 (74%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>18 (9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (secondary or higher)</td>
<td>88 (44%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>23 (11.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>137 (68.5%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Correlation matrix for self-report scales

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PHQ2</th>
<th>PH9Q</th>
<th>CESD</th>
<th>HADS</th>
<th>CDSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PHQ2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PH9Q</td>
<td>0.760582</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CESD</td>
<td>0.563995</td>
<td>0.86176</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HADS</td>
<td>-0.01439</td>
<td>0.280424</td>
<td>0.454264</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDSS</td>
<td>0.766872</td>
<td>0.734336</td>
<td>0.641409</td>
<td>0.068959</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Summary of accuracy of scales

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Optimal Cut</th>
<th>AUC</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
<th>PPV</th>
<th>NPV</th>
<th>Clinical Utility (+)</th>
<th>Clinical Utility (-)</th>
<th>Overall Correct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Major Depression</td>
<td>2v3</td>
<td>0.921</td>
<td>86.3%</td>
<td>85.0%</td>
<td>79.3%</td>
<td>90.3%</td>
<td>0.684 [good]</td>
<td>0.767 [good]</td>
<td>85.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHQ9 (9 items)</td>
<td>13v14</td>
<td>0.957</td>
<td>93.8%</td>
<td>84.2%</td>
<td>79.8%</td>
<td>95.3%</td>
<td>0.748 [good]</td>
<td>0.802 [good]</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CES-D (20 items)</td>
<td>27v28</td>
<td>0.845</td>
<td>67.5%</td>
<td>86.7%</td>
<td>77.1%</td>
<td>80.0%</td>
<td>0.521 [average]</td>
<td>0.693 [good]</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HADS-D (7 items)</td>
<td>3v4</td>
<td>0.525</td>
<td>95.0%</td>
<td>35.0%</td>
<td>49.4%</td>
<td>91.3%</td>
<td>0.469 [poor]</td>
<td>0.320 [poor]</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDSS (9 items)</td>
<td>8v9</td>
<td>0.822</td>
<td>68.8%</td>
<td>89.2%</td>
<td>80.9%</td>
<td>81.1%</td>
<td>0.556 [average]</td>
<td>0.723 [good]</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major or minor</td>
<td>2v3</td>
<td>0.970</td>
<td>85.6%</td>
<td>96.1%</td>
<td>95.4%</td>
<td>87.6%</td>
<td>0.816 [excellent]</td>
<td>0.842 [excellent]</td>
<td>91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHQ9 (9 items)</td>
<td>13v14</td>
<td>0.913</td>
<td>80.4%</td>
<td>84.5%</td>
<td>83.0%</td>
<td>82.1%</td>
<td>0.667 [good]</td>
<td>0.693 [good]</td>
<td>82.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CES-D (20 items)</td>
<td>27v24</td>
<td>0.804</td>
<td>81.4%</td>
<td>64.1%</td>
<td>68.1%</td>
<td>78.6%</td>
<td>0.555 [average]</td>
<td>0.503 [average]</td>
<td>72.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HADS-D (7 items)</td>
<td>2v3</td>
<td>0.505</td>
<td>93.8%</td>
<td>29.1%</td>
<td>55.5%</td>
<td>83.3%</td>
<td>0.521 [average]</td>
<td>0.243 [poor]</td>
<td>60.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDSS (9 items)</td>
<td>5v6</td>
<td>0.824</td>
<td>76.3%</td>
<td>79.6%</td>
<td>77.9%</td>
<td>78.1%</td>
<td>0.594 [average]</td>
<td>0.622 [average]</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AUC - Area under receiver operator characteristic curve. PPV - Positive predictive value. NPV - Negative predictive value. UI - Clinical utility index. The positive utility index (UI+ = sensitivity x PPV) measures rule-in value and the negative utility index (UI - specificity x NPV) measures rule-out value. The following qualitative grades of diagnostic accuracy have been applied to the clinical utility index were >= 0.81: excellent, >=0.64: good and >=0.49: average <0.49 = poor.49
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The Experience and Severity of Premenstrual Syndrome among a Saudi Sample using a newly Developed Arabic Language Scale

Haifa Mohammad Algahtani, Haitham Ali Jahrami

Abstract

Background: Premenstrual Syndrome (PMS) has been described widely in the medical literature with limited reports on its prevalence and severity in the Arabian Gulf region. Method: The present study is a cross-sectional study conducted between 1st July 2013 and 5th August 2013. An Arabic scale was developed according to DSM-IV-TR criteria for PMS with the aim of evaluating PMS experience and severity among a Saudi sample. The scale has 23 items evaluating psychological symptoms, physiological symptoms, and impairment of functioning. The scale was distributed to 350 women in the following cities of Saudi Arabia: Dammam, Dhahran, Safwa, Jeddah, and Riyadh. Only 278 women completed the scale. Result: Cronbach alpha coefficients were greater than 0.8 indicating excellent internal consistency. Convergent and discriminant validity were measured using the cross correlation approach and items defining each domain significantly correlated with each other. The majority of the sample had mild to moderate psychological and physical symptoms with some mild impairment in functioning (mainly daily routine and relationships). Psychological symptoms were more prevalent than physical symptoms, but the difference was not major. Conclusion: Results indicate that 99% of the sample was found to suffer from PMS symptoms with the majority of women experiencing mild symptoms (48.9%). The rates of moderate and severe PMS were 44.6% and 5.6% respectively.

Key words: Premenstrual Symptoms, Saudi Arabia, Arabic scale

Introduction

Premenstrual Syndrome (PMS) has been described as early as the 11th Century. Trotula of Salerno, a female gynecologist, remarked in The Diseases of Women, “There are young women who are relieved when the menses are called forth”[1].

The definition of PMS has evolved over time; in most reports it is a cluster of cyclical physical and emotional symptoms that occur in the second half (luteal phase) of the menstrual cycle and stops with the start or after a few days of menses (follicular phase)[2]. Some of the common physical and emotional symptoms include: abdominal bloating, headache, breast tenderness, irritability, anxiety, anger and depressed mood[3,4].

Epidemiological studies have shown that the prevalence of PMS varies with the methods and measuring instruments used[5,15]. Studies that survey the broad and general PMS symptoms found the highest prevalence of premenstrual dysphoric women[6].

As per ICD-10, the presence of one premenstrual symptom, whether physical or emotional, would qualify for a diagnosis of PMS with no emphasis on functional IMPAIRMENT[7] while DSM-IV-TR require five out of 11 symptoms resulting in functional impairment to diagnose the more severe form of PMS - premenstrual dysphoric disorder (PMDD)[8].

Mild premenstrual symptoms are experienced by approximately 80% of women while only 3-8% of women experience PMDD[3,6]. Initially, PMDD was a research criterion in the DSM-IV-TR appendix. Only recently was it included as a diagnostic category under mood disorder in DSM-5 after an expert panel found enough criteria to satisfy that inclusion[1].

The vast majority of the epidemiological studies of PMS were done on Western subjects. No Arabic language tool existed to date to evaluate the prevalence and severity of PMS in Arab women. This study was therefore planned to develop a comprehensive screening tool to identify women who might suffer from premenstrual disorders and to assess severity and impact of PMS and PMDD in Saudi women.

Method

The present study is a cross-sectional study aimed at assessing the experience and severity of PMS among a
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The sample of Saudi women using a newly developed Arabic tool. Medline search was utilized to find Arabic PMS measuring tools and look for PMS prevalence studies in the Arabian Gulf. There was no Arabic language scale designed to examine PMS symptoms; therefore the first researcher developed the Arabic Premenstrual Syndrome Scale (A-PMS) to screen and evaluate severity of PMS among Arabic speaking women. Data were collected between 1 July 2013 to 5 August 2013 from a sample of women aged 15 years and older, living in Dammmam, Dhahran Safwa, Jeddah and Riyadh, in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. We assumed that our participants had regular menstrual cycles, but this was not validated with each participant.

The A-PMS translated the DSM-IV-TR criteria into a four point Likert-like scale with degrees of severity. The A-PMS stated that “…within the past three months or so you have experienced the following premenstrual symptoms one week before menses.” Together 23 items were listed, including: depressed mood, feeling helpless or hopeless, feeling guilty, anxiety or worry, mood fluctuation, increased sensitivity toward others, anger, easily tempered, decrease or lack of interest, difficulty concentrating, lethargy, feeling tired or decreased energy, increased appetite, craving for certain foods like chocolate, hypersomnia, insomnia, sense of loss of control, feeling overwhelmed, breast tenderness, breast engorgement or weight gain, headache, muscle or joint or back pain, and acne. Item 23 focused on functional impairment in three subcategories: “relationships,” “school or work,” and “daily routine.” Throughout the questionnaire symptoms were classified as “None”, “Mild”, “Moderate” and “Severe”.

The 23 items were divided into three domains: physical symptoms, psychological symptoms and impairment of functioning. The physical symptoms include items 11 through 15 and 18 through 22; the psychological symptoms include items 1 through 10, 16 and 17. The A-PMS took about 15 to 20 minutes to complete and about five minutes to score and interpret.

A total of 350 copies of the scale were distributed in different geographical locations in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. In each region a data collection coordinator was used to facilitate the data collection process. The survey took place during the month of Ramadan so the survey coordinators were instructed to collect about 120 questionnaires from random women in mosques, charity organizations, malls and summer student centers using one set of procedures for data collection. The purpose of the survey and instructions for its completion and return were also explained using simple language on a cover letter attached to the scale. The cover letter clearly stated that participation was strictly voluntary and, by submitting the returns, participants consented to their data to be used for research purposes. No identification information was collected to ensure confidentiality and anonymity of the participants. The authors designed the present study in accordance with principles listed in the Declaration of Helsinki. The study was approved by the Saudi Aramco Medical Services Organization (SAMSO).

Data Analysis

Questionnaires were coded, entered and analyzed using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS 18). Transformation procedure was used to compute the score of each domain using the function of “average score”. The research was exploratory in nature; descriptive statistics including mean, standard deviation and frequencies were then calculated.

Reporting reliability is very important for any newly developed tool. Reliability is defined simply as the instrument ability to be coherent with itself. Two main approaches are usually measured in reliability. First, internal consistency: defined as the degree to which responses to individual items in a multiple-item measure are consistent with each other. Second, test-retest reliability: defined as the measurement ability to produce same results over time under the same conditions. In the present research study, internal consistency approach was used by computing the coefficients of items defining on single domain in premenstrual syndrome. The test-retest reliability was not computed for two main reasons: (1) that there is evidence that each menstrual cycle is different from another for the same woman and therefore violating the assumption that “same conditions” or same symptoms are applied; and, (2) asking a large number of women (278 participants) to fill the questionnaire and then complete it again is practically difficult and will result in yielding a very low response rate. Nonetheless, the authors acknowledge that multiple point scales are notorious for poor test-retest reliability and therefore future studies by the research team should standardize the test for test-retest reliability.

Psychometric properties of the A-PMS were also examined as it was a new research tool. The coefficient of reliability or internal consistency was computed using the standard procedure of Cronbach alpha. Alpha coefficients
were computed for the sum of items that comprised a domain. Discriminant validity was judged via cross-correlation approach in measuring validity whereby within each domain each item was correlated with every other item. Chi square test performed to examine the differences between participants’ age and severity of symptoms; Chi square test was also performed to examine the differences between participants’ age of menarche and severity of symptoms. A third Chi square test was performed to examine the differences between participants’ occupation and severity of symptoms.

**Results**

A total of 278 women completed the A-PMS. Participants were aged between 15 and 54 years of age with a mean age of 23.40 (SD 8.50) years. Age of menarche ranged from 8 to 15 years. The majority of participants (152, 54.7%) were students in high school or university and were single. Results revealed that psychological and physical symptoms were mostly mild to moderate with a mean score of 1.23 (SD 0.65) for the psychological symptoms and a mean score of 1.19 (SD 0.60) for the physical symptoms. Assessment of functional impairment revealed very slight impairment with a mean score of 0.70 (SD 0.70). Table 1 presents the descriptive results of the A-PMS dimensions. Psychological symptoms were slightly more prevalent than physical symptoms. Results of the Cronbach alpha procedure were, respectively, 0.90, 0.80 and 0.80 for the psychological symptoms, physical symptoms and measurement of functional impairment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Descriptive results of the A-PMS, N=278</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Psychological symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cronbach Alpha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment of functional impairment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The rate of prevalence of each premenstrual symptom (classified according to severity) is shown in detail in Table 2. Approximately 90% reported depressed mood (88.5%), feelings of anger (89.6%), lethargy (89.9%), and muscle, joint, and back pain (86.7%) as key symptoms. These symptoms impaired relationships (48.6%), work or school productivity (37.4%) and daily routine (62.6%). Some missing values were encountered during the analyses, but these were very minimal to be reported.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Prevalence rates of premenstrual symptoms according to the level of severity N=278</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Symptom N (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Depressed mood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Hopelessness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Guilt feeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Anxiety/worry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Affective labiality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Increased sensitivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Feelings of anger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Easily tempered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Lack of interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Difficulty concentrating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Lethargy/fatigue/decreased energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Increased appetite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Craving for certain food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Hypersonnia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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We categorized women with premenstrual symptoms into four groups according to symptoms severity: no symptoms, mild symptoms, moderate symptoms and severe symptoms. Table 3 presents the prevalence of symptom dimensions according to severity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3: Prevalence rates of premenstrual symptoms according to the level of severity N=278</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Psychological symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment of functional impairment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall PMS experience</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to Table 3, 139 women (50%) reported no or mild symptoms. The remaining 124 (44.6%) reported moderate symptoms and only 15 (5.4%) reported severe symptoms.

Three sets of Chi square tests performed to examine the differences between:
1. Participants’ age and severity of symptoms
2. Participants’ age of menarche and severity of symptoms
3. Participants’ occupation and severity of symptoms.

The severities of symptoms were not different among groups when tested according to the above variable.

Discussion

The objective of the present study was to evaluate the experience and severity of PMS symptoms among a sample of Saudi women using a newly designed Arabic language tool. The Arabic Premenstrual Syndrome scale (A-PMS) translates the DSM-IV-TR criteria into a rating scale with degrees of severity. The A-PMS lists 23 items divided into three domains: psychological; physical and impairment of functioning. A score of 0 was given to symptoms rated none, score of 1 to symptoms rated mild, score of 2 to symptoms rated moderate and 3 to symptoms rated severe. A total of 139 women (50%) reported no or mild symptoms. The remaining 124 women (44.6%) reported moderate symptoms and 15 women (5.4%) reported severe symptoms. Among the psychological symptoms, the scores were highest for depressed mood, anxiety and worry, and lack of interest while for physical symptoms the lethargy/fatigue score was the highest followed by muscle and joint pain. Women with severe symptoms experienced impairment in activity of daily living, relationship, study and work.

Our results are in accordance with the majority of PMS prevalence studies. One particular study has developed a premenstrual symptom screening tool according to DSM-IV criteria and the results show mild PMS in 65%, moderate in 26% and PMDD in 5.9%. Another Saudi study used a self-administered questionnaire to examine the prevalence and predictors of PMS among college-age Saudi women, and the prevalence of mild PMS was 60%.
while moderate and severe were 40%\(^9\). This study did not specify the cutoff point for moderate versus severe.

The above results are in contrast to a Turkish study that used Premenstrual Tension Syndrome Scale that contained 44 items (PMSS) and reported moderate to severe PMS in 79% of their participants with physical symptoms scoring higher in relation to psychological symptoms\(^10\). This difference could be related to inclusion of more physical items in their scale in addition to cultural variation in reporting of symptoms.

Results of retrospective and self-report studies have shown higher rates, in general, of PMS in comparison to prospective study\(^9\) yet an observational prospective study done on medical students in Pakistan, using a daily record of severity of symptoms, has shown similar results to retrospective studies; with mild PMS in 59.5% of participants, moderate in 29.2%, severe in 11.2% and PMDD in 5.8%\(^11\). Similar results were shown in an Iranian study that used a translated version of premenstrual symptoms screening tool\(^12\).

Only 5.6% of our sample reported severe symptoms of PMS leading to some impairment of their functioning, while the prevalence of severe PMS in other studies has ranged between 1.2 to 12.9 %\(^11,14\). As we stated earlier, this variation is in light of different methodologies, samples studied and instrumentation implemented.

To diagnose PMDD, one should satisfy the criteria stated in DSM-IV with the presence of five PMS symptoms experienced in the luteal phase of most menstrual cycles over the past year; confirmed by prospective daily charting in two symptomatic cycles, causing disturbance to daily functioning, and not a result of other psychiatric conditions. Prospective charting of symptoms in at least two consecutive cycles has shown to give more accurate indication of severity. With this in mind we cannot assume that those who report severe PMS in our study suffer from PMDD.

This study has a few limitations. The major limitation was that we evaluated PMS by retrospective reports. In the retrospective design, women are likely to recall only their last experience. Another limitation of this study is the absence of an assessment of possible concurrent physical or psychiatric illnesses that might have interfered with the results. Also variables like parity and use of contraceptive that might affect the severity of symptoms were not included. Finally, the small sample size combined with sampling could be debated for bias in the findings, results are therefore neither population-representative nor generalizable; nonetheless, the results of this study can be considered as preliminary findings for future research. We suggest that data gathering for future research should include larger sample sizes.

**Conclusion**

The A-PMS scale was sensitive enough to produce results similar to published literature. Results indicate that 99% of the sample was found to suffer from PMS symptoms. Psychological and physical symptoms were equally presented with no major functional impairment. As a research tool, the scale showed high internal consistency and high validity properties. The current research developed the A-PMS for the screening of premenstrual symptoms of Arabic speaking women. This fast, simple and cost-effective scale is an effective tool that will contribute to future research of PMS in the Arab world.
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مقياس التوتر الذي يسبق الطمث (الدوره الشهرية)
A-PMSS

في أي يوم من الدورة أنت حاليا، الرجاء وضع دائرة على الرقم المناسب:
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يمتلك التقييم التالي على بعض الاعراض النفسية والجسدانية التي قد تصاحب الدوره الشهرية. عند إجابتك على الأسئلة التالية حاولي التركيز على فترة الأسبوع أو الأسبوعين التي سبقت دورتك الشهرية خلال الأشهر القليلة الماضية (3-4 شهور):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>رقم</th>
<th>الاعراض النفسية والجسدانية التي قد تصاحب الدوره الشهرية</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>الشعور بالضغط أو الحزن</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>الشعور بالبكاء أو فقدان الأمل</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>الشعور بالقلق والتوتر</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>تشنجات في المزاج (بكاء بشكل مفاجئ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>خسارة إحساسية زادة بخصوص الآخرين</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>الشعور بالضعف</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>سهولة في التشاجر مع الآخرين</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>تعقيد أو عدم الرغبة في عمل نشاطات مهمة (كممارسة الهوايات)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>الصعوبة في التركيز</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>الشعور بالتعب والغموض أو قلة في النشاط</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>زيادة الشهية وآكل بالشراهة</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>الشعور برغبة في تناول أطعمن كالشوكولاتة والموالح</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>زيادة في مدة النوم أو صعوبة في الاستيقاظ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>صعوبة في خروج النوم أو الاستمرار في النوم</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>الشعور بفقدان السيطرة وسرعة الانتقال</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>الشعور بعدم القدرة على التحمل</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>الأدمام في الأفكار</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>الأدوات التدريبية أو الشعور يقلل زيادة وزن</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>الشعر بصدع</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>الغموض أو حفظ الشابان</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>الأدمام في السعالي أو الأفكار</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>الاسم بالذين أو الشعر يقلل وزنا في الوزن</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>الأدوات التدريبية أو الأفكار</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

هل أثرت أي من الاعراض التي أعطيت على أي من التالية:
1. علاقات بالآخرين
2. تحصيل الدراسة/ال عملي
3. روتين اليومي

تاريخ اليوم: .................................................. 
العمر: .............................................. 
المستوى التعليمي: ........................................ 
المهنة: ................................................ 
في أي سن بدأت معك الدورة الشهرية: ........................ 
متى كانت اخر دورة: ...........................................
Depression and Burnout among Residents
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Abstract
Objective: To determine the relationship between depression and burnout among physicians and whether depression and burnout were identical. Method: Cross-sectional study using an anonymous handled survey to Suez Canal University Hospital residents. Beck Depression Inventory-II and Maslach Burnout Inventory were used to measure Depression and Burnout, respectively. Results: Among 84 (64.6%) responding residents, statistically significant relations were found between depression and burnout. A significant positive correlation was found between depression and both emotional exhaustion and depersonalization. A negative correlation was found between depression and personal accomplishment. Burnout, unlike depression, is not related to gender, marital status or work hours the physician works. Both depression and burnout predict one another. Conclusion: Depression and burnout are two different problems that are closely related among physicians.

Key terms: Residents, Beck Depression Inventory-II, Maslach Burnout Inventory
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Introduction and Rational
According to Maslach and colleagues¹, burnout is a syndrome defined by the three principal components of emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and diminished feelings of personal accomplishment.

Earlier studies on physicians have reported a burnout rate of 30% to 40%². Accumulating evidence suggests that the components of burnout may be common among practicing physicians with 46% to 80% reporting moderate to high levels of emotional exhaustion, 22% to 93% reporting moderate to high levels of depersonalization, and 16% to 79% reporting low to moderate levels of personal achievement³. Studies of medical residents have yielded similar results⁴.

True clinical depression is a mood disorder in which feelings of sadness, loss, anger, or frustration interfere with everyday life for an extended period of time⁵. Falkum⁶ found that there were high correlations between emotional exhaustion and depression. Shanafelt and colleagues⁷ reported that 51% and 31% of burned-out residents had a positive result on a depression screen and self-reported major depression, respectively, versus 29% and 11% of residents who were not burned out.

According to the findings of West and colleagues⁸, self-perceived errors are significantly associated with depression as well as burnout among internal medicine residents.

Masuko and colleagues⁹ suggested that burnout is closely related to depression but simultaneously has its own factors and that burnout is not a subtype of the depressive disorder.

From the above, it appeared that complex interactions between burnout and depression had yet to be described and understood.

The studied sample in the present study does not have any unique characteristics that differ from any other residency program studied elsewhere, as residents in this study work in settings typical for any other university-based training programs in other countries. However, residents in this sample of Egyptian young physicians are believed to be different regarding their cultural and social backgrounds. Therefore, a study of the interactions between burnout and depression among Egyptian physicians is of practical and scientific importance.

Research Questions
In light of the above introduction, the following question was formulated:

1. Are burnout and depression identical phenomena?
**Hypotheses**

Hypotheses deal with the expected results of a study. Hypotheses are generally based upon a scientific theory, allowing for both prediction and testability\textsuperscript{10,11}. The hypotheses tested in this study are:

(H\textsubscript{01}) Burnout and depression are identical phenomena.

(H\textsubscript{11}) Burnout and depression are not identical (different) phenomena.

**Subjects and Methods**

*Type of the study:*
This is a comparative cross-sectional study.

*Place of study:*
The study was held in Suez Canal University Hospital in Ismailia.

*Sampling and sample size:*
**Target population: resident physicians in Suez Canal University Hospital.**

**Sample type: simple random sample; where sample members were randomly selected from resident physicians.**

**Sample size:**
The sample size was determined using the following equation\textsuperscript{12}:

\[
S = \left[ \frac{Z_{\alpha/2}}{\Delta} \right]^2 \times P (1-P)
\]

Where:
- \(Z_{\alpha/2}\) (confidence level) = 1.96
- \(\Delta\) (width of confidence interval) = 0.05
- \(P\) (prevalence of burnout among physicians\textsuperscript{13}) = 33%
- \(S\) (sample size) = 340

As the population was known and was small, finite population correction was calculated as follows\textsuperscript{14}:

\[
n = \frac{S}{1 + (S - 1) / N}
\]

Where:
- \(N\) (finite population size) = 180
- \(n\) (adjusted sample size) = 118

A drop out of 10% was expected, so the sample size became:

\[
118 + (118 \times 10/100) = 130
\]

*Measurement instruments:*
To achieve the objectives of this study, a questionnaire was used; formed of three parts:

1. Personal data (age; gender; marital status) and average number of working-hours per week.
2. Beck Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II)\textsuperscript{15}.
3. Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI)\textsuperscript{16}.

*Procedure:*
Each physician was handled a three-part questionnaire and given a one-week period to complete it. The order of presentation of the BDI-II and MBI was counterbalanced to minimize any potential order effect.

After the end of the one-week period, the physician was considered as “non–respondent” if the questionnaire was not returned. Any physician who’s BDI-II suggested a psychiatric disorder was formally interviewed by the researcher and the diagnosis was confirmed by two independent psychiatric consultants; with Medical Doctor Degree in psychiatry for at least 10 years.

*Scoring and interpretation of results:*

1- Beck Depression Inventory-II

The cutoffs used\textsuperscript{15}:

- 0-13: minimal depression;
- 14-19: mild depression;
- 20-28: moderate depression; and
- 29-63: severe depression.

2- Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI):

The MBI is designed to assess the three aspects of burnout syndrome. Each aspect is measured by a separate subscale. Burnout is conceptualized as a continuous variable, ranging from low to average to high degrees of experienced feeling. A participant was considered to meet the study criteria for burnout if he or she got a “high” score on at least two of the three dimensions of MBI.

*Pilot study*
Inconsistencies of the intermediate questionnaire were modified on the basis of a pilot study that included 20 physicians. The intermediate questionnaire was administered to 20 physicians, who had never seen the questionnaire before, for pilot-testing. Each of these 20 physicians after filling up the questionnaire themselves was then interviewed for any difficulty encountered.
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during the filling up of the questionnaire. Any inconsistencies were taken into account and suggestions were incorporated into the second intermediate questionnaire to form the final questionnaire.

The study was held and data collected during the year 2012.

**Results**

Out of 130 residents, 84 completed the questionnaires (response rate of 64.6%). The respondent group was such that most were males (54.8%), single (76.2%), and the group’s average work-hours per week was 84.12 hours (SD=30.46), with a large range (30-144) of work-hours per week. Out of the studied group, 36 residents (42.8%) had moderate-to-severe depression.

Out of the studied group, 64 residents (76%) were burned-out. Considering each domain of burnout separately, high levels of burnout affected a majority of the studied residents; being most prevalent for emotional exhaustion, followed by depersonalization and finally “lack of” personal accomplishment (Table 1).

### Table 1: Distribution of studied population according to burnout level in different domains (N = 84)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Burnout Domains</th>
<th>Burnout level</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No.</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>No.</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE ⚫</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP ⚫</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA ⚫</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Relation between gender and study variables**

Female residents were significantly different from their male colleagues regarding severity of depression. The ratio of (minimal-to-mild: moderate-to-severe) depression was found to be about 2:1 among males and about 1:1 among females. These ratios indicated higher distribution of more severe depression among female residents (Table 2).

### Table 2: Relation between gender and depression “Beck score” among studied population (N =84)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depression Beck Score</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male (n = 46)</td>
<td>Female (n = 38)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No.</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>No.</td>
<td>%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimal</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>60.9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>31.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Statistically significant p < 0.05 Fisher’s exact test

The relation between gender and burnout, as well as each of its domains, was statistically insignificant. Burnout affected both genders indifferently.

**Relation between marital status and study variables**

Married and single residents differed significantly regarding the severity of depression. All (100%) of severely depressed participants were single while 60% of the married group showed minimal-to-mild depression (Table 3).
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Table 3: Relation between marital status and depression “Beck score” among studied population (N =84)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depression Beck Score</th>
<th>Marital status</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Single (n = 64)</td>
<td>Married (n = 20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No.</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimal</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>46.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>31.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Statistically significant p < 0.05
Fisher’s exact test

The relation between marital status and burnout, as well as each of its domains, was statistically insignificant. Burnout affected single and married residents indifferently.

Relation between work hours/week and study variables

Neither depression nor burnout was found to correlate with work hours. Both depression and burnout affected the physicians no matter what work schedule they had.

Relation between depression and burnout

Burned-out residents were significantly different from the normal group regarding depression (Table 4).

Table 4: Relation between depression and burnout among studied population (N =84)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Severity of Depression</th>
<th>Burnout</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes (n = 64)</td>
<td>No (n = 20)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No.</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimal</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>47.1</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Statistically significant at p < 0.05
Fisher’s exact test

A total of 100% of the moderately-to-severely depressed residents were in the burnout group. Minimally depressed residents were 14 times less likely to get burned-out (OR 0.07) while moderately depressed residents were 32 times more likely to have burnout (Table 5). A strong association between burnout and depression severity was found in the study.

Table 5: Strength of association between burnout and depression among studied population (N =84)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of Depression</th>
<th>Odds Ratio of Burnout</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimal</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.02 – 0.25</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>0.42 – 10.19</td>
<td>0.368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>32.01</td>
<td>1.86 – 552.29</td>
<td>0.017 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>6.17</td>
<td>0.34 – 111.73</td>
<td>0.218</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Statistically significant at p < 0.05
The prevalence of burnout increased among the residents as their severity of depression increased (Figure 1).

According to Tabachnick and Fidell\textsuperscript{17}, coefficients more than 0.30 are considered meaningful. A significantly positive correlation was found between emotional exhaustion and severity of depression \((r=0.61; p<0.001)\) (Figure 2-A). The more severe the depression (indicated by higher Beck scores) the more severe the emotional exhaustion the resident had. The relationship between emotional exhaustion and depression may be considered meaningful as it is > 0.30\textsuperscript{17}.

\[ r=0.61 \ (p<0.001 \ ^*\) \]

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{distribution.png}
\caption{Distribution of burnout according to depression level among studied population (N=84)}
\end{figure}
A significantly positive correlation was found between depersonalization and severity of depression ($r=0.63$; $p<0.001$) (Figure 2-B). The more severe the depression the higher the depersonalization the resident experienced. The relationship between depersonalization and depression may be considered meaningful as it is $>0.30^{17}$.

A significantly negative correlation was found between personal accomplishment and severity of depression ($r=-0.56$; $p<0.001$) (Figure 2-C). The more severe the depression the lower the sense of personal accomplishment the resident had. The relationship between personal accomplishment and depression may be considered meaningful as it is $>0.30^{17}$.

Of the study variables, only depression (Beck score) and female gender were found to significantly predict burnout. Female residents were more than 13 times more likely to have burnout than their male colleagues. On the other hand, for every increase of one point in the Beck score of a resident, the risk of burnout increased about 1.5 times (Table 6).
Female gender, working hours per week and depersonalization domain of burnout were found to be significant positive predictors of the severity of depression (Beck score), making them risk factors for depression (Table 7).

Female residents had five more Beck score points on average compared to their male colleagues.

Every additional hour of work per week the resident worked was associated with an increase of 0.043 points of the Beck scale on average (in other words, every 24 work hours per week increased the Beck score by about one point).

Every point of the depersonalization domain the resident had was associated with an increase of 0.273 points of the Beck scale on average (every four points of depersonalization domain increased the Beck score by about one point).

Marital status was found to have significant negative effect on severity of depression (Beck score), making it a protective factor against depression.

Married residents had about four fewer Beck score points on average compared to their single colleagues.

**Discussion**

Residents’ response rate (64.6%) seemed rather low. However, regarding the high rates of depression and burnout among participants, as shown below, such a rate could be acceptable. Especially so when the response rate in other burnout studies among physicians was as low as 26.7%\(^43\). The responding residents in the current study belonged to different specialties.

The mean work-hours per week among the residents was over 80 hours per week (range from 30 to 144). Regulatory attempts at limiting medical resident work hours to an 80-hour limit are running in other countries like the US\(^45\). In Europe, a nine-year transition period was agreed upon by the European Parliament to limit
working hours to a maximum of 58 hours effective from August 2004 to be reduced further to a maximum of 48 hours per week ultimately. The debate related to the regulation of work hours tends to focus more on costs rather than safety of physicians or patients.

In the present study, the fact that the risk of burnout and depression may differ across individuals is acknowledged. The present study examined the relationship between burnout and depression. Despite the small sample, significant and meaningful relationships for each of the three burnout dimensions and depression scores were found.

Of the study sample, 42.8% suffered from depression using the cutoffs for the Beck's inventory with a considerably high mean score. The rate was high in comparison to most other literature. The political turmoil, exposure of residents to increased violence due to lack of security beside the chronic stressors on physicians (low salaries, excessive work, need for studying) may all contribute to such a high rate at the time of the study. If the non-respondents in the present study were taken into consideration (46 physicians), the prevalence may have ranged from 27.7% (if all were not depressed) to 63.1% (if all were). Erdur et al. found the mean depression score was 10.6 and the prevalence of depression was 15.1%; both lower than what the present study has found. The prevalence of depression in UK doctors is between 10 and 20%. One review of psychiatric illness in medical trainees described a prevalence of 15% to 46%.

Of the study sample, 76% suffered from burnout using the criteria of scoring "high" in at least two of the three dimensions of burnout. If the non-respondents in the present study were taken into consideration (46 physicians), the prevalence may have ranged from 49.2% (if all were not burned out) to 84.6% (if all were). Residents were also the most affected group in the study held in Al-Mansoura University Hospital as well. Such a high rate is not an exception actually. Shanafelt et al. found that burnout was very common among residents in all years of residency training: More than 75% of respondents in the study met the criteria for burnout. Martini et al. also found that first-year residents had significantly high rates of burnout (77.3%).

In a study on Saudi physicians, 29.5% of respondents reported high emotional exhaustion, 15.7% high depersonalization and 19.7% low personal accomplishment. Egyptian residents had more severe results on both emotional exhaustion and depersonalization. In Kuwait, 63.2% had high emotional exhaustion, 65.3% high depersonalization and 61.1% low personal accomplishment. Again, Egyptian physicians suffered more emotional exhaustion and depersonalization and less lack of personal accomplishment. It might be suggested that the pattern of burnout in Egypt differs from that in the Gulf region.

**Discussion on the relation between the burnout domains and depression**

Symptoms of burnout are often considered to be job-related and situation specific whereas depressive symptoms may be viewed as more generalized and free of contexts. Nonetheless, during residency, burnout and depression usually coexist and overlap.

In the present study; significant association between burnout and depression was found; a finding that agrees with previous research. The relationship between burnout and depression was found to be bidirectional, with all the moderately-to-severely depressed residents being among the burned-out group while those not depressed were 14 times less likely to be burned-out. Ahola and Honkonen indicated such a relationship in their work as well.

The current study investigated the association between burnout domains and depression, and the results revealed that a strong and meaningful correlation exists between depression and all domains of burnout, which is in parallel to reports in the literature. Even though physicians have greater awareness about depression diagnosis and treatment, physicians are often unwilling or unable to seek help.

Most of the studies on the relationship between depression and burnout conclude that they are separate nosological entities and that there is a correlation between them. The findings of the current study were no exception from the above mentioned conclusion. The prevalence of burnout among the residents (76%) was 1.7 times the prevalence of depression (42.8%). Such a finding indicated that the present study measured two different problems with two different magnitudes. It found that severe depression was not significantly associated with burnout, which indicated that burnout and depression were not mutually inclusive phenomena or always combined. A finding that agrees with a previous study by Iacovides et al., which suggested that
participants that suffer from the burnout syndrome do not manifest depressive symptomatology most of the time. However, Iacovides et al.\textsuperscript{33} also suggested that younger participants with burnout have higher percentage of ‘mild’ depression than ‘absent’ depression, a result that was shown by the current study along the range of severity of depression.

The current study found that the ratio of depressed females was about 1:1 while for males it was almost 1:2, which indicated that depression was associated with female gender. On the other hand, gender showed no association with burnout or any of its domains. A finding that, besides being in parallel with previous research,\textsuperscript{34} pointed to separation between the two phenomena.

The present study found that depression and marital status were significantly related with married residents less depressed than their single colleagues. It might be suggested that marriage protected against severe depression though still a burden. On the other hand, this study found no association between burnout and marital status - a result that agreed with some previous literature\textsuperscript{35,36} and was contradicted by some other research. In terms of marital status, Maslach et al.\textsuperscript{1} found that singles, especially men, are more exposed to burnout than married individuals. However, Russell et al.\textsuperscript{37} reported that married employees' job burnout is reported higher than single ones. The absence of a consistent relation between marital status and both burnout and depression indicated their distinction from each other.

In the current study, depression and burnout were found to have different predictors. While more work hours predicted more depression, being married predicted less depression. None of those factors predicted burnout, which shared a common predictor with depression; i.e. female gender. Physician gender and age were not strong independent predictors of burnout\textsuperscript{38}.

Predictors of burnout may differ across nations. In Turkey\textsuperscript{39}; the most significant and common predictors of all burnout dimensions were the number of vacations at individual level, number of shifts per month and public ownership of healthcare facilities. In a Finnish study\textsuperscript{40}, specialty seemed to play a major role. The highest burnout scores were noted in general practitioners and non-specialists working in health centers. This was attributed to heavy patient loads, long hours, and problems of professional identity. The situation was also the same for physicians in USA\textsuperscript{43}.

Interestingly, both burnout (depersonalization) and depression predicted one another.

\section*{Conclusion}
Both depression and burnout are prevalent among young physicians. Although all are exposed to the same work environment not all of them become depressed or burn-out, which signals that physicians are not negative receivers of stressors. They react to them in unique and variable ways. It is not necessary for depression and burnout to be accompanied, as they proved to be - albeit related - two sincerely different phenomena. However, both depression and burnout predict each other among physicians. Burnout seems to be less selective than depression; no matter what gender, marital status or work hours the physician has, burnout has no exceptions.

\section*{Limitations}
All studies are subject to limitations. Due to the limitations, caution should be used in generalizing the results of the study to the general population.

A major limitation of the study was the small sample size. The anonymous nature of the questionnaires is a potential source of selection bias that is difficult to assess. For example, residents with higher levels of burnout may have been less inclined to take on the additional task of completing the questionnaires. Also, despite the promise of anonymity, residents may have been anxious about providing answers critical of the training programs.

A limitation inherent in correlational research designs that utilize surveys for data collection is the respondents’ self-reported information on the survey\textsuperscript{41}. Consequently, respondents may report what they think rather than what they do\textsuperscript{41}. In turn, the participants’ responses may be a truthful representation of their thoughts and attitudes, but may not be an accurate representation of their actions and circumstances.

The authors used the cut-off points of Maslach et al.\textsuperscript{16} and Beck et al.\textsuperscript{15}, which need not be the same for Egyptians, as both tools have not been standardized on an Egyptian population. There is a limited amount of literature on the Egyptian physicians’ context on the relation between depression and burnout.

There was no separate control group, but the use of non-burned-out and minimally-to-mildly depressed
physicians as the comparison group meant that both groups experienced similar conditions, giving a high degree of matching.

Future Implications

Applying similar research nation-wide to involve more resident physicians, and using a longitudinal study design, should create a huge data base. Such data can be used to correlate specialty and the chances for depression or burnout and personality. A personality assessment during the house officer year may simply predict which specialties are least or most associated with depression or burnout for each physician. Thus, a physician may get an idea of what is awaiting for him/her as a consultatory tool. Even more, such assessment can be used by certain emotionally loaded training programs for prior selection of trainees.
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Abstract

Background: The burnout syndrome is characterized by emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and low personal accomplishment. It is associated with impaired job performance. Aim: Evaluate the effect of an educational program on level of professional burnout among family physicians working in family practice centers affiliated to the Faculty of Medicine-Suez Canal University in terms of change in the scores of the three dimensions of burnout. Participants and method: A quasi-experimental study design with pre-post assessment was used to evaluate the effect of an educational program on level of professional burnout among family physicians working in family practice centers affiliated to the Faculty of Medicine, Suez Canal University. A total of 31 physicians were assessed. The program was implemented from March to April 2012. The evaluation of burnout was via the Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI). Results: Among family physicians more than (80%) were females; more than 60% were married (67.7%) and had one or two children (64.5%); and over a third (38.7%) consulted 10 to 20 patients/day. The mean number of working hours/week for the government was 33.6 ± 12.9 hour. Prevalence of burnout after six months of the intervention program decreased from (41.9%) to (32.3%) with absence of significant change in the mean scores of emotional exhaustion and depersonalization before and after intervention. There was a decrease in the percent of physicians scoring high in emotional exhaustion and depersonalization domain from 48.4%, 67.7% respectively to 38.7%, 61.3%. More than 80% of the studied family physicians were satisfied with the intervention program. Conclusion: There was a considerable prevalence of burnout among family physicians. Person directed approach has limited effect in reduction of professional burnout.

Keywords: Family physicians, emotional exhaustion, intervention program
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Introduction

The burnout syndrome is characterized by losing enthusiasm for work (emotional exhaustion), treating people as if they were objects (depersonalization), and having a sense that work is no longer meaningful (low personal accomplishment) and it refers to a negative consequence of chronic work stress. Burnout as a syndrome is present in many individuals under constant pressure. Physicians in particular are frequently overloaded with the demands of caring for sick patients. Studies have shown that primary care physician report alarming levels of professional and personal distress as up to 60% of practicing physicians report symptoms of burnout.

Burnout appears to be quite prevalent in both developing and developed countries and probably represents considerable economic, social and psychological costs to employees and employers in these countries. Burnout may also lead to increased alcohol or drug use, which can also impact patient care. Burnout is remarkably stable when studied across time on the same individuals and the chronic nature of burnout is probably not due to its genetic or personality origins, but rather to work-related characteristics. In Yemen, the burnout rate was reported to be 11.7%. While among Tunisian primary care doctors 33% were found to have suffered from burnout. It is documented that physician burnout has been associated with impaired job performance, poor health and has led to physician error; these errors can in turn contribute to burnout. Dissatisfaction and distress have significant costs not only for physicians and their families but for patients and health care organizations as well.

The consequences of burnout among practicing physicians include not only poorer quality of life and lower quality of patient care, but also a decline in the stability of the physician workforce. It is reported that there has been a major decrease in the percentage of graduates entering careers in primary care in the last 20 years with reasons related to burnout and poor quality of life. This trend, coupled with attrition among currently practicing physicians is likely to have a significant effect...
Physician well-being prevents burnout and the less frequent, but significant problem of physician impairment\(^9\). Furthermore, attention to well-being promotes patient safety and reduces the probability of errors thereby diminishing the threat of malpractice litigation\(^10\). Now health system administrators and managers are beginning to study the extent of physician burnout in their settings as a precursor to recommend meaningful organizational changes\(^11\).

Early intervention programs could ensure that practicing physicians in trouble get help in time before their problems interfere with care of patients and give rise to medical errors\(^12\,13\). The studies showed that counseling programs designed to prevent burnout enhance mental health and quality of life and motivate doctors to reflect on and acknowledge their own situation and personal needs. This might subsequently lead them to seek medical treatment, reduce working hours and reconsider personal and professional priorities\(^14\). The doctors participating in these counseling programs reported a high degree of satisfaction with the intervention, the association between satisfaction and outcome is fairly high\(^15\).

**Methods**

*Participants:* The present study is a quasi-experimental intervention design with pre-post assessment to evaluate the effect of an educational program on level of professional burnout among family physicians working in family practice centers affiliated to the Faculty of Medicine, Suez Canal University (FOM/SCU). The pre-post intervention study involved 31 family physicians. A physician was excluded if he/she refused to share in the study or follow regulations; were known to have any psychiatric disorders or received any training program related to burnout in the last six months.

*Sample:* Sampling process was conducted in two stages: Stage\(^1\): A comprehensive sample for the family physicians in the family practice centers affiliated to FOM/SCU who accepted to participate in the study. Stage\(^2\): A pilot study was carried out on seven family physicians (not included in the final result) to test the clarity, applicability of the study tools, modify the educational program and make it more appropriate to our culture; identify the difficulties that may be faced during the application, as well as the time of the program was estimated during this pilot study. The necessary modifications according to the results obtained were done with the most important being the incorporation of a discussion session after each interactive lecture into discuss the homework.

*Methods:* The method used for the present study is described in five phases (below).

(1) Preparatory phase: all physicians working in family practice centers affiliated with FOM/SCU were invited to participate in the study through a series of mailed, in addition to personal, interviews with follow-up telephone calls from the researcher.

(2) Questionnaire preparation phase: demographic data, some work characteristics of the participating physicians and level of reported burnout as measured via the Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI), which is the most commonly used questionnaire to measure burnout in research studies. The MBI human services survey is a self-administered, 22-item questionnaire developed to measure burnout in human services workers and is regarded to be the “gold standard” in measuring burnout. The MBI items are rated on a scale from 0 to 6 (0 = never, 1 = a few times per year, 2 = once a month, 3 = a few times per month, 4 = once a week, 5 = a few times per week, and 6 = every day). It is designed to assess three primary dimensions of burnout: losing enthusiasm for work (emotional exhaustion) and contain the first nine questions in the appendix; having a sense that work is no longer meaningful (low personal accomplishment), which consists of the second eight questions; and the third domain ( depersonalization) that includes a third section comprised of five questions.

In a previous study, the factorial validity of the MBI was examined using exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis. Results showed that the Arabic version\(^17\) of the MBI is a valid and reliable instrument for measuring professional burnout. Thus, the Arabic version was used in the present study as it could be easily understood and could allow for more accurate answers. Burnout dimensions were categorized in Table 1:
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Table 1: Burnout dimensions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of burnout</th>
<th>Emotional exhaustion</th>
<th>Depersonalization</th>
<th>Low personal accomplishment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>≤16</td>
<td>≤6</td>
<td>≤31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>17-26</td>
<td>7-12</td>
<td>32-38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>≥27</td>
<td>≥13</td>
<td>≥39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A participant was considered to meet the study criteria for burnout if he or she gained a "high" score on at least two of the three dimensions of the MBI (using the cut off points for level of burnout according to the standard version)

(3) Preparation of the training program: Originally designed in Syria, some modifications to its implementation were necessary in the present study following results of the pilot. The program relies on a set of cognitive behavioral skills, including control of ideas, improving the language of the internal dialogue, and round table and group discussions to increase awareness of the negative ideas and their impact on negative behavior while attempting to replace negative self-appraisals with positive ones. The program also involved training physicians on relaxation techniques, which can be applied rapidly to alleviate their experience of burnout. The program consisted of seven sessions. Each session lasted 60 minutes and was divided in two parts: an interactive lecture via a 15 minute power point presentation and a 45 minute discussion.

(4) Implementation phase: The training program was provided only for those family physicians who agreed to participate in the present study. A total of 33 family physicians completed the study; two were dropped from the study. Participants were divided into three groups according to the convenience of their work. The same session was presented three times in the same week for the three groups and any who missed a session were able to attend with another group. The program implementation took about two months with a follow-up to measure the degree of satisfaction with educational the program. Participants were reassessed for their level of professional burnout at the six month point, which marked the end of the program.

(5) Final phase: This phase involved data management and statistical analysis.

Statistical analysis

The obtained data were coded, entered using Statistical Package of Social Science (SPSS version 20) for analysis of the results. Level of significance selected for the present study was 95% (p<0.05, CI=95%). Tests of significance included unpaired Student’s t-test for continuous data and Chi-square test for categorical data. Fisher’s exact test was carried out when the cells had expected counts of <5. The Mann-Whitney rank sum test was used for skewed data and Wilcoxon’s rank test for paired samples. Dichotomous variables were analyzed with McNemar’s test. Multiple logistic regressions were used to identify predictors of burnout. Data were presented in tables and graphs according to the type of variables.

Results

Table 2 (below) demonstrates sociodemographic characteristics of the studied physicians. More than 80% of family physicians were females; 67.7% were married and 64.5% had one or two children. Of the studied family physicians 93.5% stated they were non-smokers; 64.5% were residents/demonstrators. A majority 83.9% did not practice regular exercise with 90/3% reporting no definite chronic diseases and a 77.4% reporting no social problems. More than three quarters (77.4%) had no perceived financial problem.

Considering the relationship of burnout and sociodemographic characteristics of the physicians studied, there was a statistically significant relationship between burnout and both marital status and qualification of the studied physicians with prevalence of burnout higher in married physicians (59.6%) than in those who were single (39.7%). Prevalence of burnout also was higher in assistant lecturers (63.3%) compared to residents/demonstrators (42.6%).

There was an inverse statistically significant relationship between burnout and practicing exercise/smoking of the studied physicians with the prevalence of burnout being lower in physicians who exercised (22%) compared to (61.5%) in those who did not practice exercise. With regard to smoking, the prevalence of burnout was higher in non-smokers (60.1%) when compared to smokers (18.2%). There was no statistically significant relationship between burnout and age, gender, number of
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children, having definite chronic disease, perceived financial or social problems.

With regard to the work circumstances of those studied, more than one third of family physicians (38.7%) reported seeing 10-20 patients/day. About sixty percent (61.3%) practice in group most of time and the majority (90.3%) had no private work. The mean number of working hours/week for the government was 33.6 ± 12.9 hour.

Table 3 (below) shows prevalence of burnout after six months of the intervention program decreased from 41.9% to 32.3% with no statistically significant difference.

Table 4 (below) represents absence of significant change in the mean of emotional exhaustion and depersonalization scores before and after intervention by six months; however, this was not the case with low personal accomplishment scores which continued to increase after intervention from a score of 6 increasing to 8.

Table 5 (below) shows a decrease in the percentage of physicians scoring high in emotional exhaustion and depersonalization domain from 48.4% and 67.7% respectively to 38.7 and 61.3%.

Figure 1 (below) shows distribution of family physicians according to their satisfaction with the intervention program. More than 80% of the studied family physicians were satisfied (the score ≥60%) with the intervention program.

### Table 2: Sociodemographic characteristics of the studied physicians

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sociodemographic characteristics</th>
<th>Family physicians (n=31)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 30</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 - 35</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 35</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean ± SD</td>
<td>28.68 ± 3.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>24 – 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital status</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widow</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorced/separated</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of children</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 - 2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 - 5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest level of education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor’s degree</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master’s degree</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have a favorite</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice exercise</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family member have chronic disease</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having chronic disease</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having perceived financial problem</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having social problem</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Pre-post intervention changes in the prevalence of burnout among family physicians

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time of assessment</th>
<th>Burnout among family physicians (n = 31)</th>
<th>Significance test (p-value)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No.</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-intervention</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>58.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six months after intervention</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>67.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Pre-post intervention changes in Maslach burnout inventory subscales score among family physicians

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Burnout Domains</th>
<th>Pre-intervention</th>
<th>Six months after intervention</th>
<th>Significance test (p-value)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Mean ± SD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional exhaustion</td>
<td>26.00 ± 11.65</td>
<td>26.42 ± 12.69</td>
<td>Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test (0.992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depersonalization</td>
<td>27.36 ± 9.31</td>
<td>27.03 ± 10.53</td>
<td>Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test (0.113)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low personal accomplishment</td>
<td>6.16 ± 5.48</td>
<td>8.77 ± 7.62</td>
<td>Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test (0.829)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Pre-post intervention changes in burnout inventory domains among family physicians

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Burnout Domains</th>
<th>Pre-intervention</th>
<th>Six months after intervention</th>
<th>Significance test (p-value)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No.</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional exhaustion</td>
<td>Low/Moderate</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>51.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>48.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depersonalization</td>
<td>Low/Moderate</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>83.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low personal accomplishment</td>
<td>Low/Moderate</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>32.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>67.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Distribution of family physicians according to their satisfaction with the intervention program
Discussion

The present study showed that the prevalence of burnout among family physicians was 41.94%, which was higher than that found by others; for example, in Yemen it was 11.7% whereas among Tunisian primary care doctors there 33% reported suffering from burnout. However, Linzer and Bergner, estimated that 22% of physicians in the USA, 27% of physicians in Great Britain and 20% of physicians in Germany suffer from burnout.

Another study conducted by Linzer involved 422 United States family practitioners and general internists in ambulatory clinics from 2001 to 2005 looking at the primary care working conditions and adverse stress reactions, e.g. stress and burnout, and noted that 26.5% reported burnout.

The reasons for such high levels of burnout among the study participants are likely to be complex reflecting both the effect of the environment in which doctors’ work and personal characteristics of the doctors themselves. Differences in burnout rates across countries can be attributed to the job–demands–resources model, which conceptualizes burnout as a consequence of the imbalance between job pressure and available resources. Healthcare professionals working in areas known for low burnout rates have lower occupational pressure and more resources; also differences in economic and political circumstances among countries may play a major role. The previously mentioned view was emphasized by the results of other studies.

In the present study, there was a statistically significant relationship between burnout and marital status, especially in the low personal accomplishment domain. Prevalence of burnout was higher for married physicians (59.6%) than those who were single (39.7%). The risk of developing burnout is estimated to be five times greater among married women; this may be explained in that the time married female physicians are able to spend at work is limited. Physicians appear to gain their sense of personal accomplishment from the number of hours they work - the greater the number of hours the higher the sense of accomplishment. Such an attitude might reflect the way in which physicians are being evaluated and the major aim they seek. Although physicians complain about their long working hours, they consider the number of working hours as the main evaluative tool for their accomplishment. This is not all good though because it is the quality; not the quantity, that matters in medical practice.

Regarding the effect of the educational intervention program, the prevalence of burnout after six months of the intervention decreased from 41.9% to 32.3% with no significant changes in the mean score of burnout domains; the mean score of EE was 26.42 after intervention compared with 26.00 before intervention. These study findings coincide with Roby who provided brief intervention of six hours across three weeks for a group of 24 graduates from a psychology school. The current study findings were inconsistent with many studies like that by Krasner who recruited 70 primary care physicians in a Continuing Medical Education course (2007-2008). The course included mindfulness meditation, self-awareness exercises, narratives about meaningful clinical experiences, appreciative interviews, didactic material and discussion. It consisted of an intensive eight week phase (2.5h/wk, 7-hour retreat) followed by 10-month maintenance phase (2.5h/mo) and resulted in significant decrease in all burnout domains; the mean score of emotional exhaustion was decreased from 26.8 to 20.0, depersonalization from 8.4 to 5.9 and personal accomplishment.

The relationships between coping, work-related stress, e.g. feeling overloaded, feeling poorly managed, dealing with blame and anger, dealing with change in clinical practice, encountering difficulties in relationship with self and others, dealing with patient suffering and having managerial responsibilities and burnout after a counselling intervention for help-seeking were addressed by Isaksson in a cohort study that included 227 physicians who attended a counselling intervention for burnout at the Resource Centre Villa Sana in 2003-2005. Interventions were based on an integrative approach incorporating psychodynamic, cognitive and educational theories and the physicians chose to participate in one of two different interventions. Daily lectures, group discussions, and physical activity were offered as well as an individual counselling session, this intervention resulted in significant reduction in the levels of emotional exhaustion; the mean score was decreased from 3.0 to 2.4.

The above mentioned results was evident in other studies like that done by Higgins who concluded that a cognitive behavioral program that included rational emotive therapy resulted in a lower level of emotional exhaustion compared with a non-treatment control group. Corcoran and Bryce who showed positive effects of a four-week interpersonal skills training on levels of emotional exhaustion, and Schaufeli who observed a decrease in levels of emotional exhaustion, but not in the
other burnout components for community nurses one month after they had followed a three-day burnout workshop.

The discrepancies might be related to the current study methodology which didn’t involve variable methods that enhanced active involvement by the study participants, follow-up as the other studies. The intervention program in the current study relied on a person-directed approach so results were different from the studies that used organization-directed approach in reduction of burnout, such as that by Adams30 and Walster31 who concluded that the effectiveness of burnout prevention at work depends on certain management measures.

The results of the current study also disagreed with other studies that used both person and organization-directed prevention measures, which resulted in significant positive changes in burnout and concluded that the only way to truly prevent burnout is through a combination of organizational change and education for the individual as burnout occurs when there is a disconnect between the organization and the individual32. The study findings were inconsistent with the results of systematic review for 25 primary intervention studies. 17 of them (68%) were person-directed interventions, two (8%) were organization-directed and six (24%) were a combination of both interventions types showing that 80% of all programs led to a reduction in burnout. Person-directed interventions reduced burnout in the short term (six months or less) while a combination of both person- and organization-directed interventions had longer lasting positive effects (12 months and over). In all cases, positive intervention effects diminished in the course of time 33.

The researcher found the results of the current study indicate that cognitive-behavioral strategies at the individual level have a potential for success, but is more complicated at the organizational level where reducing or removing work-related stressors have been shown to decrease burnout. This opinion was confirmed through burnout experts who stated that, in order to reduce occupational burnout, a strategy of combining both organizational and individual level activities may be the most beneficial approach to reduce the three main symptoms of burnout34.

Despite the fact that little effect was demonstrated by the intervention program, this study had some limitations that are worth mentioning to assist in further research. First, the intervention didn’t address the organizational factor that constituted the most common causes of burnout among study participants. Another limitation was related to the structure of the intervention; the short period of the program (the person-directed approach); limited methods that encourage the participants to cope with stress, to think in a positive manner during exposure to stressful situations or group intervention and other clinical material, e.g. self-awareness exercises, narratives about meaningful clinical experiences, appreciative interviewers, didactic material or role plays. A further methodological limitation related to small sample size, self-selection of the participants, using the cut-off points for level of burnout according to MBI standard version7 limited location lastly the adherence of participants was not satisfactory due to work load and limited time. These limitations affected the ability to generalize the results on all family physicians.

**Conclusion**

There was a considerable prevalence of burnout among physicians working in clinical departments of the Suez Canal University hospital and in family physicians working in family practice centers affiliated with the Faculty of Medicine - Suez Canal University. Person-directed approach against burnout, which was used in the present study, had a limited effect in reduction of professional burnout.
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الملخص

تهدف الدراسة إلى تحسين الإداء الوظيفي للأطباء العاملين في مراكز طب الأسرة التابعة لقسم الأسرة في جامعة قناة السويس وبالتالي تحسين الرعاية المقدمة للمرضى. تم تحديد مستوى الاحتراق النفسي باستخدام مقياس ماسلاش للاحتراق المهني على 171 طبيباً في قسم طب الأسرة بعد الموافقة. تم تقديم برنامج معرفي تكنولوجي للتحسين من أعراض الاحتراق النفسي. تم تقييم الاحتراق النفسي بعد ستة أشهر. وقد أظهرت النتائج انخفاض معدل انتشار الاحتراق النفسي بين الأطباء المشاركين في البرنامج بعد ستة أشهر مع عدم وجود فروق أداء خلال فترة تدريبية في حين أن أكثر من ثمانين بالمائة من الأطباء المشاركين بالبرنامج كانوا راضين عن البرنامج.
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The Relationship between Mothers’ Mental Health and the Prevalence of Depression and Anxiety of Preschool Children after the War on Gaza Strip
Abdel Aziz Mousa Thabet, Ashraf Ahmad Abu-Khusah, Panos Vostanis

Abstract

Objective: The present study investigated the prevalence of depression and anxiety among preschool children and relationship to mothers’ mental health. Participants: A sample of 380 preschool children aged 4-6 years with their mothers were selected from 24 kindergartens in the Gaza Strip. Method: Children were assessed by maternal reports for depression and anxiety; their mothers were assessed using the General Health Questionnaire-28. Results: Results showed the mean anxiety score for preschool children was 27.46, generalized anxiety mean was 3.42, social anxiety was 3.94, obsessive compulsive disorder was 4.92, physical injury fear was 10.47, and separation anxiety 4.94. No gender differences in showing anxiety symptoms except for physical injury fear which was greater in girls than boys. Anxiety problems were greater in children with low family income; no significant differences between the means of preschoolers’ anxiety problems according to type of residence or number of siblings. Mean depression was 33.10, mean lack of vitality and worthlessness was 12.98, mean loneliness and anxiety was 9.03, and mean anger and aggression 7.37. There were significant differences in depression for children with low family income although no significant differences according to type of residence. For mothers, mean total GHQ scale was 6.54, somatic symptoms was 1.80; mean anxiety and insomnia was 2.18, mean social dysfunction was 1.26, and severe depression was 1. Using 4/5 cut-off points, cases of mothers according to GHQ-28 were 185 (53.6%) and 160 (46.3%) were not cases. Conclusion: There was a significant positive correlation between mental health problems of mothers and subscales and depression and anxiety and subscales of their children.

Key words: Preschool children anxiety, depression, Mothers’ mental health
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Introduction

Anxiety disorders are among the most common and functionally impairing mental health disorders to occur in childhood and adolescence. An epidemiologic study with preschoolers included a sample of 307 children, ages 2 to 5 years recruited through pediatric practices in semirural North Carolina, drawn from Durham and the surrounding rural area. Egger and Angold reported a 2.4%, prevalence rate for separation anxiety, 6.5% for generalized anxiety and 2.1%, for depression. Others reported point-prevalence estimates averaging 2.5 to 5% in community samples. A study in Trondheim, Norway of all children born between 2003 and 2004, who attended a regular community health check-up for 4-year-olds, found the prevalence of anxiety disorders was 1.5%.

Recently, in a two-stage study, parents of 339 children aged 4–6 years who came for a medical check-up at three primary care centers in Reykjavik were recruited for assessment of anxiety disorder in their children. Anxiety disorder in the population studied was a reported 5.7%. Depression is one of the psychiatric categories of major interest for both clinicians and researchers. Most of the epidemiological studies conducted in recent years using standardized methods of data collection based on DSM diagnostic criteria for depressive disorder report prevalence rates of major depression in children ranging from 0.4% to 2.5%. There are only a few reports available on the prevalence of mood disorders in preschool children mainly due to the complexity of diagnosis. Prevalence rates of emotional disorders in children of this age-range were found to be less than 1%, and the prevalence of depression, not otherwise specified, was 0.3%. Moreover, a study of prevalence of ADHD, ODD, depression, and anxiety in 796 children, aged 4 years old, who were recruited from schools and pediatric practices in a diverse, urban area found MDD ranging from zero with the algorithm-based questionnaire to a high of 2.1% with a structured interview; dysthymia rate was with rates below 1%.

However, previous studies have focused mostly on children aged 6 years and older. Although a growing body of data suggested that depression does exist among preschoolers, skepticism remains about whether it is clinically meaningful or increases the later risk of psychiatric conditions, similar to childhood depression,
which is not a developmentally transient syndrome but rather shows chronicity and/or recurrence. The results underscore the clinical and public health importance of identification of depression as early as preschool. Depression in preschool-aged children does not always look the same as depression in older children and adults, which is one reason why preschool depression has been largely neglected. In a study of all children born between 2003 and 2004 in Trondheim, Norway, who attended the regular community health check-up for 4-year-olds, the prevalence of depressive disorders was found to be 2.0%.

A number of studies have consistently found that a mother's mental health (particularly her level of depression) is a strong predictor of mental health problems experienced by her children. The psychological wellbeing of parents had been found to be a major risk factor for child development. In addition, preschool depression may go unnoticed by parents because the symptoms may not be disruptive; these children may not seem obviously sad (as do many depressed adults) and may have periods of normal functioning during the day. A study of Palestinian mothers and their children found that PTSD in children was the best predictor of mothers' psychopathology. Other studies had documented the influence of environmental factors, including parenting, on children's behavior and psychosocial functioning.

The aim of the present study was to investigate the prevalence of depression and anxiety among preschool children and relationship to mothers’ mental health and other socioeconomic variables in Gaza Strip after the war on Gaza on 2008-2009.

Methodology
Participants
The study population includes all children in Gaza Strip between the ages 4-6 who were found in 303 kindergartens totaling 31,689 children of whom 15,588 were boys (49.2 %), and 16,101 were girls (50.8 %) with their mothers. The study sample consisted of randomly systematic cluster sample of 380 preschool children aged 4-6 years with their mothers. This study sample was selected from 24 kindergartens, 4 kindergartens from and equal number of children from each kindergarten was selected randomly from the registration book (North Gaza, East Gaza, West Gaza, Middle area, Khan Younis, and Rafah). The total number of questionnaires returned were 345, 174 (50.4%) were boys and 171 (49.6%) were girls with response rate of 90.7%.

Instruments
Sociodemographic questionnaire
A questionnaire to be completed by the parents was devised specifically for the present study in order to obtain information about the participants, including gender, age, number of brothers and sisters, birth order, health problems, area of residence, family income, maternal age, maternal education, and maternal occupation.

General Health Questionnaire-28
Maternal mental health: Ratings based on the General Health Questionnaire (GHQ-28). It covers severe depression and suicidal risk, anxiety and insomnia, social dysfunction, and somatic symptoms (10). Emphasis is on changes in condition so items compare current mental state to the person’s normal mental health status.

GHQ-28 scores above the cutoff of 4/5 are considered to be possible psychiatric cases. In a previous study, Cronbach’s alpha was 0.91 and test–retest coefficient after six months was 0.90. Validation of GHQ-28 as determined by comparison with the Clinical Interview Schedule yielded a sensitivity of 88.0 percent and specificity of 84.2 percent. This scale had been validated in the Arabic culture and showed reliability and validity. The internal consistency of the scale, calculated using Cronbach’s alpha, was α=0.91 and split half was 0.88.

Spence Children's Anxiety Scale (SCAS)
A preschool version (The Preschool Anxiety Scale) was adapted from the Spence Children's Anxiety Scale (SCAS). The Arabic version used in the current study consisted of 28 statements that describe anxiety of preschool children. It assessed generalized anxiety, separation anxiety, and obsessive-compulsive disorder (3, 9, 18, 21, 27), and physical injury fear (7, 10, 13, 17, 20, 26). For each item, parents were encouraged to answer all statements as well as she/he can even if some do not seem to apply to her/his child. In this study we tested the reliability of the SCAS as follows: generalized anxiety (5 items) where the value of alpha = (0.61) and the value of split half = (0.53), social anxiety (6 items) where the value of alpha = (0.68) and...
the value of split half = (0.73), OCD (5 items) where the value of alpha = (0.57) and the value of split half = (0.41), physical injury anxiety (6 items) where the value of alpha = (0.76) and the value of split half = (0.69), separation anxiety (5 items) where the value of alpha = (0.57) and the value of split half = (0.43).

The Preschool Children Depression Checklist (PCDC)

Depressive symptoms were transformed into 32 questions that cover an array of depressive behaviors in this age range (mood, affects, interaction with peers and with adults, play characteristics, somatic and vegetative disturbances, etc.). The Arabic version of the scale used in the current study consisted of 32 items. Items on the checklist were scored on a severity scale of 0 to 4 (0 = never observed; 1 = rarely observed; 2 = sometimes observed; 3 = often observed; 4 = always observed). The 32 questions cover an array of depressive behaviors preschool children where lack of vitality and worthlessness (2, 3, 6, 8, 9, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 22, 23, 28, 30), loneliness and anxiety (11, 12, 13, 18, 24, 25, 26, 31), while anger and aggression (4, 5, 21, 27, 29). In the current study reliability of the depression scale for preschool children was as follows: lack of vitality and worthlessness (14 items), alpha Chronbach was 0.84 and split half = (0.81), loneliness and anxiety (8 items), alpha Chronbach was 0.66, and split half = (0.56), anger and aggression (5 items) alpha Chronbach was 0.57 and split half = (0.57).

Study procedure

An approval letter was obtained from an authorized ethical committee within the Ministry of Health to allow the researcher to carry out the study. The researchers trained a team of three mental health professionals to help in data collection. The team collected data after meeting with the principal of each of the 24 kindergartens chosen randomly from Gaza Strip. We explained the purpose of the study then we asked them to select randomly from the registration book the number of children already prepared in a list for sampling. The mothers received a written form to sign explaining the study purpose and stressing that the data will be kept with the researchers for scientific research and will not carry any threat or harm to the children or mothers. The mothers were interviewed by researchers and field workers inside the kindergartens and every interview continued for 30 minute. The response rate was (90.7 %).

Statistical analysis

Data was entered by the statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) ver. 18. Descriptive statistics including frequencies for socio-demographic variables, preschool anxiety items, preschool depression items, and for General Health Questionnaire-28 items was used. T-Independent test was used to test gender differences in depression and anxiety. One way ANOVA test was used to study the differences in means of preschoolers’ anxiety and depression according to age, family income, and type of residence; also it was used to study the difference in means of mothers’ mental health problems according to family income and number of sons. Pearson correlation test was used to demonstrate the relationship between preschool children anxiety and depression scales and mothers’ mental health.

Results

Socio-demographic characteristics of the study sample

As shown in Table 1, the total number of questionnaires returned were 345, 174 (50.4%) boys and 171 (49.6%) girls with response rate of 90.7%. Ages ranged from 4-6 years with mean age 5.13 years (SD=0.64). Regarding their place of residence, 21.2% of children were from North Gaza, 33.9% were from Gaza, 13.6% from Middle zone, 19.1% from Khan Younis, and 12.2% from Rafah. Regarding the number of siblings, 52.5% had less than four, 35.9% had from five to seven and 11.6% had eight or more siblings. Regarding mothers’ education, 1.4% were illiterate, 3.8% had elementary education, 22.3% primary education, 41.7% had secondary education, 6.7% had diploma, 22.0% had a university degree, and 2.0% had postgraduate education. Regarding mothers’ job, 91.6% of mothers were housewives, 2.6% were simple workers, and 5.8% were civil employees. For family monthly income 55.1% had family income less than 300 USD, 22.0% had family income ranged between 301-600 USD, 13.9%, had family income ranged between 601-750 USD, and 9.0% had income of 751 USD and more.
Table 1: Socio-demographic characteristics of the study sample (N=345)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boys</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>50.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girls</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>49.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age of children 4-6 years (Mean =5.13, SD = 0.64)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of siblings</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 4</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>52.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-7 siblings</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>35.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 8 siblings</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Place of residence</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Gaza</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>21.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaza</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>33.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle zone</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khan Younis</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>19.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rafah</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mothers’ education</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illiterate</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>22.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>41.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diploma</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>22.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgraduate</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mothers’ work</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housewife</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>91.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple worker</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil employee</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Family monthly income</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 300 USD</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>55.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>301–600 USD</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>22.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>601 - 750 USD</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>13.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>751 USD and more</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Children anxiety and depression

Means of preschool anxiety

Table 2 (below) shows that means of total anxiety was 27.46, generalized anxiety 3.42, social anxiety 3.94, obsessive compulsive disorder 4.92, physical injury fear 10.47, separation anxiety 4.94. T independent t-test was done comparing means of anxiety problems according to gender. The t-test results showed that there were no significant gender differences in total anxiety problems and other subscales, but there was a significant difference in means of physical injury fear toward girls (boys mean = 9.68, vs. girls mean = 11.26) (t= -2.24, p= 0.03).

Table 2. Means and standard deviations of preschool anxiety scales

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preschool anxiety problems</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total anxiety scale</td>
<td>27.46</td>
<td>16.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalized anxiety disorder</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>3.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social anxiety disorder</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obsessive compulsive disorder</td>
<td>4.92</td>
<td>3.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical injury fears</td>
<td>10.47</td>
<td>6.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation anxiety</td>
<td>4.94</td>
<td>3.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Anxiety problems of preschool children and sociodemographic variables

In order to investigate the differences in anxiety and other sociodemographic variables, such as place of residence, number of siblings, family monthly income a one-way ANOVA test was used to find the differences in which the anxiety and subscales were entered as dependent variable and other socioeconomic variables as
independent variables. Post hoc tests using Boneferroni test showed that there were significant differences between the means of total anxiety problems according to family income for children from families with income less than 300 USD. Results showed that means of total anxiety problems were less in children from families with high family income than the other groups. However, there were no significant differences between the means of preschoolers’ anxiety problems according to type of residence or number of siblings.

Means of preschool depression
Table 3 (below) shows that means of total depression scale was 33.10, lack of vitality and worthlessness was 12.98, loneliness and anxiety was 9.03, anger and aggression was 7.37.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depression subscales</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total depression scale</td>
<td>33.10</td>
<td>18.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of vitality and worthlessness</td>
<td>12.98</td>
<td>8.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loneliness and anxiety</td>
<td>9.03</td>
<td>5.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anger and aggression</td>
<td>7.37</td>
<td>3.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to investigate gender differences in depression symptoms, an independent t-test was performed. The present study showed that mean depression for boys was 34.25 (SD=17.16) and 31.94 for girls (SD=19.62), mean of lack of vitality and worthlessness for boys was 31.74 (SD=8.72) and mean for girls was 12.21 (SD=9.03), mean for loneliness and anxiety for boys was 9.01 (SD=4.85) and for girls was 9.05 (SD=5.67), and mean anger and aggression for boys was 7.67 (SD=3.79) and for girls was 7.07 (SD= 4.03). No statistically significant differences between boys and girls in depression and all subscales.

In order to investigate the differences in depression and other sociodemographic variables, such as place of residence, number of sibling, a one-way ANOVA test was used. Post hoc tests using Boneferroni test showed that there were significant differences between the means of preschoolers’ depression problems according to family income for children with family income of less than 300 USD. There were no significant differences between the means of preschoolers’ depression problems according to type of residence or number of siblings.

Mothers’ Mental Health

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General health subscales</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total General Health Questionnaire</td>
<td>6.54</td>
<td>6.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somatic symptoms</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>2.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety and insomnia</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>2.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social dysfunction</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe depression</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results showed that the most common symptoms were "Been getting edgy and bad-tempered?" 47.2%, "Been feeling run down and out of sorts?" 42.0%; however, the lowest items answered yes were "Found the idea of taking your own life kept coming into your mind?" 0.9% and "Been thinking of yourself as a worthless person?" 7.5%.

Means of mothers’ general health
Table 4 (below) shows that mean for total GHQ scale was 6.54, mean somatic symptoms was 1.80, anxiety and insomnia was 2.18, social dysfunction was 1.26, and severe depression was 1. Using 4/5 cut-off points, according GHQ-28 cases of mothers were 185 (53.6%) and 160 (46.4%) were not cases.

Relationship between mothers’ mental health and preschool children anxiety
In order to find the relationship between mothers’ mental health and preschool children’s depression and anxiety, a coefficient correlation test was conducted using the Pearson correlation test. Results showed there were positive correlations between all preschool children anxiety problems and total general health questionnaire and subscale of mothers. Table 5 (below) shows that total health problems of mothers was correlated and total anxiety scale of preschoolers (r=0.44, p<0.001), generalized anxiety (r=0.45, p<0.001), social anxiety (r=0.34, p<0.001), obsessive compulsive disorder (r=0.27, p<0.001), physical injury fear (r=0.34, p<0.001), and separation anxiety (r=0.32, p<0.001). Somatic symptoms scale of mothers was correlated with total anxiety of preschoolers (r=0.44, p<0.001), generalized anxiety, (r=0.45, p<0.001), social anxiety (r=0.34, p<0.001), obsessive compulsive disorder (r=0.27, p<0.001), physical injury fear scales of preschoolers (r=0.34, p<0.001), and separation anxiety (r=0.32, p<0.001). Anxiety and insomnia of mothers were correlated with total anxiety of preschoolers (r=0.39, p<0.001), generalized anxiety (r=0.43, p<0.001), social anxiety (r=0.28, p<0.001); obsessive compulsive
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(r=0.24, p<0.001), physical injury fear (r=0.31, p<0.001), and separation anxiety (r=0.29, p<0.001). Social dysfunction scale of mothers and total anxiety scale of preschoolers (r=0.29, p<0.001), generalized anxiety (r=0.26, p<0.001), social anxiety (r=0.23, p<0.001), obsessive compulsive (r=0.17, p<0.001), physical injury fear (r=0.23, p<0.001), and separation anxiety scales of preschoolers (r=0.26, p<0.001). Severe depression scale of mothers was correlated with total anxiety (r=0.43, p<0.001), generalized anxiety (r=0.42, p<0.001), social anxiety (r=0.34, p<0.001), obsessive compulsive disorder (r=0.26, p<0.001), physical injury fear (r=0.34, p<0.001), and separation anxiety (r=0.31, p<0.001).

Table 5: Correlation between mothers’ mental health and preschool anxiety scales

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total GHQ</th>
<th>Somatic Symptoms</th>
<th>Anxiety and Insomnia</th>
<th>Social Dysfunction</th>
<th>Severe Depression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total anxiety scale</td>
<td>0.44**</td>
<td>0.44**</td>
<td>0.39**</td>
<td>0.29**</td>
<td>0.43**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalized anxiety</td>
<td>0.45**</td>
<td>0.45**</td>
<td>0.43**</td>
<td>0.26**</td>
<td>0.42**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social anxiety</td>
<td>0.34**</td>
<td>0.34**</td>
<td>0.28**</td>
<td>0.23**</td>
<td>0.34**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obsessive compulsive disorder</td>
<td>0.27**</td>
<td>0.27**</td>
<td>0.24**</td>
<td>0.17**</td>
<td>0.26**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical injury fear</td>
<td>0.34**</td>
<td>0.34**</td>
<td>0.31**</td>
<td>0.23**</td>
<td>0.34**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation anxiety</td>
<td>0.32**</td>
<td>0.32**</td>
<td>0.29**</td>
<td>0.22**</td>
<td>0.31**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P ≤ 0.05*, P ≤ 0.01**, P ≤ 0.001***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Relationship between mothers’ mental health and preschool children depression

Table 6 (below) shows that total mothers’ mental health problems using GHQ scale and total depression symptoms of preschoolers (r=0.43, p<0.001); lack of vitality and worthlessness (r=0.35, p<0.001), loneliness and anxiety (r=0.40, p<0.001), anger and aggression (r=0.40, p<0.001). Somatic symptoms of mothers was correlated with total depression symptoms of children (r=0.43, p<0.001); lack of vitality and worthlessness (r=0.35, p<0.001); loneliness and anxiety symptoms of preschoolers (r=0.40, p<0.001); and anger and aggression symptoms of preschoolers (r=0.40, p<0.001). Insomnia scale of mothers and total depression symptoms (r=0.38, p<0.001), lack of vitality and worthlessness (r=0.31, p<0.001); loneliness and anxiety (r=0.38, p<0.001); anger and aggression (r=0.34, p<0.001). Social dysfunction symptoms of mothers was correlated with total depression symptoms of preschoolers (r=0.31, p<0.001), lack of vitality and worthlessness (r=0.25, p<0.001), loneliness and anxiety (r=0.27, p<0.001), social dysfunction anger and aggression symptoms (r=0.29, p<0.001). Severe depression of mothers was correlated with total depression symptoms of preschoolers (r=0.37, p<0.001), lack of vitality and worthlessness (r=0.31, p<0.001), loneliness and anxiety (r=0.34, p<0.001), and anger and aggression (r=0.34, p<0.001).

Table 6: Correlations between mothers’ mental health and preschool depression scales

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total GHQ</th>
<th>Somatic Symptoms</th>
<th>Anxiety and Insomnia</th>
<th>Social Dysfunction</th>
<th>Severe Depression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total depression scale</td>
<td>0.43**</td>
<td>0.43**</td>
<td>0.38**</td>
<td>0.31**</td>
<td>0.37**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of vitality and worthlessness</td>
<td>0.35**</td>
<td>0.35**</td>
<td>0.31**</td>
<td>0.25**</td>
<td>0.31**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loneliness and anxiety</td>
<td>0.40**</td>
<td>0.40**</td>
<td>0.38**</td>
<td>0.27**</td>
<td>0.34**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anger and aggression</td>
<td>0.40**</td>
<td>0.40**</td>
<td>0.34**</td>
<td>0.29**</td>
<td>0.34**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note: p ≤ 0.05*, p ≤ 0.01**, p ≤ 0.001***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

The current study investigated the relationship between mothers’ mental health and depression and anxiety among a sample of preschool children in Gaza Strip after war on Gaza. Results showed that the mean total preschool anxiety scales was 27.46, generalized anxiety was 3.42, social anxiety was 3.94, obsessive compulsive disorder was 4.92, physical injury fear was 10.47, and separation anxiety was 4.94.

The current study found only significant differences in means of physical injury fear as one of the anxiety problems experienced by girls. This result was consistent with the study which reported no gender differences for generalized anxiety disorder, and separation anxiety.
disorder, at any level of impairment\textsuperscript{7}. In another study to validate the new version of preschool children scale, the study showed that the only gender difference across the Revised Preschool Anxiety Scale (PAS–R) scales was that girls scored higher than boys on specific fears only according to mothers’ reports\textsuperscript{19}. These data are consistent with other studies that have failed to demonstrate gender differences in anxiety symptoms at the pre-school age\textsuperscript{1}.

Examination of gender differences also provided an interesting result. No significant differences were found between boys and girls in a large sample of 3 to 5 year olds for the total symptom ratings or any of the factor scores\textsuperscript{17}. This finding contrasts with much of the literature relating to older children in which it has been widely concluded that girls manifest higher levels of anxiety and anxiety disorders than boys\textsuperscript{20}. Another study of pre-school Palestinian children in the Gaza Strip, aged 4 to 6 years, found no significant gender differences in total behavioral and emotional problems in preschool\textsuperscript{21}.

In contrast with older children, who often present with post-traumatic stress and depressive disorders, preschool children may respond through increased nonspecific behavioral problems and symptoms of underlying anxiety, such as those reported by parents in the present study. The high prevalence rates of certain symptoms; for example, the increased frequency of temper tantrums, fears, overactivity, attention seeking and poor concentration might be associated with exposure to trauma\textsuperscript{22}. In this area of war and conflict, boys are more exposed to trauma and physical injury is represented as heroism especially when the injury is war-related. Even children were proud of injury, but girls had more fears due to concerns about their appearance.

The results of the current study also showed significant differences between the means of preschoolers’ anxiety problems according to family income for children from families with incomes of less than 300 USD. We attributed this result to the inability of low income families in Gaza Strip to meet the basic needs of their children, which probably forces some parents to use violent ways of disciplining children as an expression of their failure to meet their needs. Therefore, this parental rearing could increase the anxiety and fear experienced by preschoolers.

Our study was consistent with studies which found low income parents reporting higher levels of frustration and aggravation with their children resulting in those children being more likely to have poor verbal development as well as exhibiting higher levels of distractibility and hostility\textsuperscript{23}. The results of the current study showed no significant differences between the means of preschoolers’ anxiety problems according to type of residence. This result was expected because the Gaza Strip’s entire population shares similar levels of high poverty and also socioeconomic characteristics.

For depression, the current study showed that the mean of total preschool depression scale was 33.10, for lack of vitality and worthlessness 12.98, loneliness and anxiety 9.03, anger and aggression 7.37. It is obvious that the most common depression symptoms were lack of vitality and worthlessness. According to the researchers’ points of view, lack of vitality and worthlessness is the core of depression problems and the researchers hypothesized that the lack of vitality and worthlessness would be high in preschool children in Gaza Strip because of the war and conflict situation to which Palestinian children are exposed and the increased poverty level in Gaza Strip due to siege and conflict, which has escalated in the last five years. Poverty deprives children of many basic needs leaving them to feel as though they are not like other children and this outlook is often what leads to feelings of inferiority.

The current study also showed no significant differences between boys and girls regarding depression of preschool children. The result was consistent with a study in Spain which found the depression ratio between boys and girls was 1:1 24. Findings were also consistent with research that found no gender differences for major depressive disorder and dysthymia at any level of impairment\textsuperscript{7}. A further study found no significant differences according to gender\textsuperscript{8}. We postulated that such non-significant gender differences may be due to the actual situation in Gaza Strip whereby both boys and girls face the same political, social, and family situation which is a major source of their distress. As in anxiety, poverty is one of the risk factors in developing depression. The current study demonstrated that depression problems were greater among children from families with incomes lower than 300 USD. Other studies\textsuperscript{25} have reported that children growing up in poor families are likely to have adverse home environments or face other challenges which would continue to affect their development even if family income were to increase substantially.

The results of the current study demonstrate that the cases of mothers were 185 (53.6%). High mental health problems in mothers could be attributed to continuous
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stress and trauma inflicted on Palestinian mothers due to siege and blockade and after war on Gaza in 2009. Prevalence of mental health problems in mothers was higher than in that found in a study from Southern Norway, which found that clinically important psychological distress was reported by 29% of mothers.26 The rate was also higher in a study that examined the relationship between psychological distress in mothers and separation anxiety disorder symptoms in children in which 35% of mothers were cases.9 The results of the current study also showed mental health problems were greater in mothers where monthly family income was lower than 300 USD.

Finally, the results of the current study demonstrated that there were significant positive relationships between mothers’ mental health problems and preschool children anxiety and depression in Gaza Strip. Our results were consistent with most studies that evaluated the relationship between the mental health problems of mothers and their children, which demonstrated how parental mental-health problems can compromise the parenting abilities of mothers and fathers while also representing a threat to their children’s adjustment.27 It has also been found that children’s emotional and behavioral problems were strongly linked with maternal perceptions of attachment insecurity.28 Similarly, there was evidence that a significant and positive relationship existed between maternal anxiety and separation anxiety disorder in children.9 A study of mothers and teachers evaluated children at age five and found an association between antenatal maternal anxiety and children’s behavior rated by their mothers.24 Similarly, a study of 324 preschool children, aged 4 to 6 years, showed a significant association between total mothers mental health problems and total preschool children mental health problems.9

Study limitations
A possible limitation of the current study was the use of screening measures rather than extensive diagnostic or structured interview. Also, maternal reports as indicators of children’s behavior will not necessarily detect emotional problems in preschool children.

Conclusion
The current study contributes to the existing literature by highlighting the importance of the maternal role in preschoolers’ mental health in Gaza Strip because it showed how mothers mental health and both anxiety and depression of preschoolers are positively correlated. It showed that anxiety and depression of preschoolers are positively correlated too. Further, it showed that preschool children, whether they were boys or girls, reported the same depressive symptoms with the only clear difference being that physical injury fear was a symptom of anxiety where the results demonstrated that physical injury fear in girls was greater than in boys. Also the current study highlighted the way in which low income adversely influences the mental health of both mothers and preschoolers with an emphasis on how mothers’ mental health was also adversely influenced if their sons’ were mental health was affected.

Recommendations
In light of the current study results, the following recommendations are made within the context of the Gaza Strip: Mothers should communicate effectively in front of their children and should avoid revealing their bad feelings at the risk of these being transferred to their children. Also, mothers should promote active participation with their preschool children at home by talking with them since this has the potential to improve the relationship between mothers and their children, which would, in turn, promote better mental health for children. Training for preschool kindergarten staff in the early detection of emotional problems experienced by preschoolers would be to the children’s benefit because early intervention during the preschool period has been found to be effective in ameliorating other childhood disorders. Kindergartens should reinforce activities that children prefer for recreation and to improve their mental health through activities, such as leisure trips, educational trips, and play.
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الملخص

هُدِّفت هذه الدراسة إلى معرفة نسبة إنتشار أعراض الاكتئاب والقلق بين الأطفال في سن قبل المدرسة وعلاقة بالصحة النفسية للأم الفلسطينية في فترة غزة بعد الحرب. لفعل هذه الدراسة تم اختيار عينة عشوائية من 380 الأمًا والأطفال في سن رياض الأطفال الذين تتراوح أعمارهم بين 4 و6 سنوات من روضة في قطاع غزة، وقد تم تقييم الأطفال والآمًا من خلال الاختبارات الشخصية، وقياس القلق والاكتئاب للأطفال الذين تم تصنيفهم من قبل الأمات عن الأطفال، وقياس الصحة العقلية للأمات. أظهرت نتائج الدراسة أن متوسط القلق عند الأطفال كان 27.46، أما بالنسبة لمحارب القلق الآخر فقد كان متوسط القلق العام 3.43، ومتوسط القلق الاجتماعي 3.94، ومتوسط الضعف القهري 4.92، وقد أظهرت هذه الدراسة أن متوسط القلق العام حول الأطفال كان 44.46، أما بالنسبة للفئات الأخرى فقد كانت متوسط القلق الاجتماعي 0.40، ومتوسط القلق الاجتماعي 0.40، ومتوسط القلق الاجتماعي 4.40، ومتوسط القلق الاجتماعي 73.44، وقلق الانفصال عن الأم 4.40.

هذه الدراسة لم تظهر أي فروق ذات دلالة إحصائية بين الأبناء والبنات في أعراض القلق، ما عدا أعراض القلق من الحروب، وقلق الكبار. أظهرت هذه الدراسة أن هناك فروق في معدلات القلق في اختلافات الأسر، حيث كان أعلى عند الأطفال من الأسر ذات الدخل السنوي عن 633 دولار، ولم يكن هناك فروق في معدلات القلق حسب الجنس أو مكان السكن. أما بالنسبة للأمات، فقد كان متوسط الصحة العقلية للأمات 6.40، ومتوسط القلق الاجتماعي 0.80، ومتوسط القلق الاجتماعي 0.80، ومتوسط القلق الاجتماعي 0.80، ومتوسط القلق الاجتماعي 0.80.
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Trauma, PTSD, Anxiety and Coping Strategies among Palestinians Adolescents Exposed to War in Gaza

Abdelaziz Thabet, Omar EL-Buhaisi, Panos Vostanis

Abstract

Aim: The present study investigated types of traumatic events experienced by Palestinian adolescents exposed to war in Gaza in relation to PTSD, anxiety and coping strategies. Methods: The sample comprised 358 adolescents aged 15 to 18 years; 158 boys (44.1%) and 200 girls (55.9%). Self-administrated questionnaires included Gaza Traumatic Events Checklist, Spence Children’s Anxiety Scale, Posttraumatic Stress Disorder according to DSM-IV scale, and the Adolescent-Coping Orientation for Problem experiences Scale. Results: The mean number of traumatic events reported by adolescents was 13.34 with 90.8% witnessing mutilated bodies on TV, 88.5% exposed to heavy artillery shelling, 86.6% seeing evidence of shelling, and 86.0% hearing sonic sounds from jetfighters. The mean total anxiety was 41.18, obsessive compulsive subscale was 8.90, generalized anxiety subscale was 4.46, social phobia was 6.99, separation anxiety was 6.16, physical injury fears was 5.48, and panic/Agoraphobia was 5.4. Girls reported more anxiety problems than boys; 11.8% of all participants reported no PTSD while 24.2% reported fewer than two symptom clusters. Criterion for partial PTSD was met by 34.31% while 29.8% reported symptoms meeting DSM-IV-TR criteria for full PTSD. Girls also reported more PTSD symptoms than boys. Participants reported coping by developing social support, investing in close friends, and/or engaging in demanding activities. Those reporting traumatic experiences developed less social support and requested more professional support while participants with PTSD coped by ventilating feelings, developing social support, avoiding problems. Participants with fewer PTSD symptoms tended towards solving their family problems while those with anxiety reported ventilating feelings, developing social support, and engaging in demanding activities. Participants with less anxiety sought more spiritual support.
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Introduction

Studies have reported that children and adolescents living in war and conflict areas are at high risk for developing mental health problems, such as post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), depression, and anxiety.1,2 On Saturday 27th December 2008, there was a new wave of violence between Israel and Palestinians in the Gaza Strip. The Israeli air force bombarded the security positions in the Gaza Strip leaving hundreds dead and more than a thousand injured. The war continued for 23 days leaving 1330 dead and 5500 injured.3 Several studies have highlighted the influence of exposure to war on children’s physical health and daily functioning as well as their mental health. Thabet et al. (2004, 2008)1,2 in studies of Palestinian children in the Gaza Strip found that children experienced a variety of traumatic events, including witnessing relatives being killed, demolition of homes, bombardment, and arrest of relatives. These were associated with PTSD, anxiety, and depression. Such traumatic experiences severely deteriorate children’s sleep and cause uncontrollable fears among babies and children, causing anxiety, panic attacks, and poor concentration. Military trauma in middle childhood and stressful life-events in early adolescence were risk factors for PTSD and depressive symptoms and decreased satisfaction with the quality of life during adolescence.4 In a similar study, which aimed to examine the impact of the level of exposure to political violence on the psychological symptomatology of Palestinian adolescents in the West Bank, 21.3% of the variance of psychological symptomatology could be explained by the domestic violence, exposure to political violence events, and family socio-economic status.5 Moreover, a study of Palestinian adolescents in West Bank schools found that collective and individual exposure to violence negatively affected adolescents’ mental health. There was a higher prevalence of depressive-like symptoms among girls compared with boys and in adolescents living in Palestinian refugee camps compared with those living in cities, towns and villages.6 Furthermore, in a study on the experiences of Palestinian children (aged 1-15 years) residing in the West Bank,
witnessing traumatic events such as murder, physical abuse, destruction of property, and threats were all associated with PTSD symptoms. A study sample of 600 Palestinian youths (8-14 years) in the West Bank and Gaza Strip found a majority exposed to a variety of political conflicts and violence, 73% were witness to actual political violence, and 99% witnessed political violence through media reports. A significant predictor of PTSD symptoms was exposure to political conflict and violence. Gender and age also did not interact with exposure to political violence when predicting PTS symptoms with other types of exposure. A study of 386 Palestinian children and adolescents from Gaza exposed to stressors due to siege and other political violence found that 12.4% (n=48) of participants reported probable PTSD with 22.3% (n=86) fulfilling the two criteria for partial PTSD and 26.7% (n=103) meeting one criteria for partial PTSD (re-experiencing or avoidance or hyperarousal). More than a third (38.4%, n=149) did not have PTSD. In another area of war and conflict, a high number of somatic complaints and memory problems were found among children (aged 10–14 years) exposed to war in Sri Lanka. A study of children in Kuwait reported an association between exposure to war-related trauma and poor subjective ratings of health and sleep quality among children aged 9 to 12 years. Coping is one critical psychological process that concerns individuals’ responses to stressors and life hassles. As such, coping has gained considerable empirical attention because of its mediating role in the relationship between stress and trauma and psychological well-being of child and adolescent victims of war and conflict. Coping has been conceptualized as a multidimensional construct with at least two broad categories: problem-focused and emotion-focused coping. Problem-focused coping strategies involve efforts by an individual to obtain information and mobilize actions with the intention of changing the reality of the person’s environment interaction. These problem-focused actions may be directed at either the environment (e.g., planning, taking control of the situation) or the self (e.g., changing the meaning of an event, recognizing personal resources or strengths). By contrast, emotion-focused strategies are aimed at regulating one’s emotional responses to stressful situations without changing the realities of the stressful situation. Children coping after Hurricane Floyd were found to have used six coping strategies: wishful thinking, cognitive restructuring, social support, distraction, emotional regulation, and problem solving. Girls used more social support than boys as a coping strategy. Similarly, a study of coping strategies and behavioral/emotional problems among Chinese adolescents suggested they focused on positive aspects, tried to improve the situation, stayed away from people, felt depressed, and suppressed problems from their mind. Palestinian children and adolescents used normative adaptive defense mechanisms to overcome their problems and used coping strategies to develop positive thinking and behavior. A study examining the effect of traumatic events experienced and coping strategies by 250 children who lost their fathers in the Gaza Strip found that the most common strategy was religious coping (86.4%). The least common strategy was substance use (30.3%). There were significant differences between positive reinterpretation and growth, and religious coping according to gender in favor of girls. There were significant differences between the means of positive reinterpretation and growth, mental disengagement, focus on and venting of emotion, use of instrumental social support, active coping, religious coping, restraint, and planning according to trauma levels in favor of severe traumatic events. Furthermore, a study of adjustment among youth in military families in the USA found that children reporting effortful control had fewer emotional symptoms and fewer conduct problems while child reporting avoidant coping strategies had higher levels of emotional symptoms. Children reporting support seeking behaviors had higher levels of emotional symptoms. Interestingly, effortful control was not correlated significantly with any of the coping strategies. Similarly, in a study on the effect of violence on Chicago's Southside, African American adolescents living and coping with community violence found that adolescents used coping styles ranging from “getting through,” which included both an acceptance of community conditions; “getting along,” which included self-defense techniques; “getting away,” which included avoidance coping strategies; and “getting back,” which consisted of confrontational coping strategies. Boys reported more confrontational coping styles than did girls who utilized more avoidance approaches. Widespread school-based interventions are warranted given the high prevalence of community violence exposure among these youth and may provide important supports for coping with such trauma. The present study investigated types of traumatic events arising from the war on Gaza experienced by Palestinian adolescents in relation to PTSD and anxiety and coping strategies as mediating factor.

Methods
Participants and procedure
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The study sample consisted of 358 adolescents. The age ranged from 15 to 18 years with mean age of 16.7 years (SD=0.80). The sample of adolescents was randomly selected from 10 schools in the Gaza Strip (two schools from each of the governorates of the Gaza Strip - one boys’ and one girls’ school). From each school three classes were selected randomly (10th, 11th, 12th class) and again we selected randomly the sample from each class. At the end of the selection process, the sample consisted of 158 boys (44.1%) and 200 (55.9%) girls.

Study procedure
In order to conduct the study, five mental health professionals (1 man and 4 women) received four hours training for data collection. The aim of the study was explained as was the sample, questionnaires and ways of interviewing the adolescents. Before starting data collection an approval letter was obtained from the Palestinian Ministry of Health Ethical Committee together with an official letter from the General Director of the Ministry of Education in order to conduct the study in governmental secondary schools and facilitate the process of data collection. All study participants received a letter explaining the aim of the study and assuring that information was for research purposes only and would be kept confidential. A similar letter was sent to the participants’ parents. All parents who consented were asked to provide written permission for their adolescent’s participation. Data collection took place in the participants’ classrooms. Data collection was in April 2009 three months after war on Gaza.

Measures
Sociodemographic status
This was gathered from adolescents by questionnaire which included gender, age, place of residence, number of siblings and rooms, parents’ education, parents’ employment, family income, etc.

Gaza Traumatic Event Checklist (GTECL)\(^2\)
The Gaza Traumatic Event Checklist was originally developed by the Gaza Community Mental Health Program to assess level of trauma exposure typical for the Palestinian population in Gaza.\(^2\) It was updated after the most recent war on Gaza in 2008-2009 and lists 30 events relevant to the Israeli attacks, which participants indicate having experienced by answering yes or no; for example, “Hearing about the killing of a close relative” and “Hearing the sounds of the fighter planes.” The total composite score (0–30) provides an indication of the amount and type of war exposure the respondent has experienced during the war. Reliability of the Gaza Traumatic Events Checklist was calculated by using split half method (part 1 = 9 items & part 2 = 9 items); where the Pearson’s correlation coefficient was (R1= 0.66) and by using Spearman-Brown equation to modify the length of the scale. The reliability coefficient was (R2 = 0.66).

Spence Children’s Anxiety Scale (SCAS)\(^22\)
The SCAS was developed to assess anxiety symptoms in children in the general population. The SCAS has 38 items on a 0 (never) to 3 (always) scale and consists of six subscales: panic attack and agoraphobia (9 items), separation anxiety disorder (6 items), social phobia (6 items), physical injury fears (5 items), obsessive compulsive disorder (6 items), and generalized anxiety disorder (6 items). The SCAS showed high internal consistency, not only for the total scale, but also for each subscale.\(^22\) The scale was used previously with children in the Gaza Strip and showed that the internal consistency calculated using Cronbach’s alpha, was α=0.85. The split half reliability of the scale was =0.86.\(^23\) In the present study, the reliability of the scale using Cronbach’s alpha was 0.88 and the split half was 0.83.

UCLA PTSD Index for DSM-IV: Adolescent Version\(^24\)
The items of the UCLA PTSD indices are keyed to DSM-IV criteria and can provide preliminary PTSD diagnostic information. Self-reports for children and adolescents exist as well as a parent report of PTSD symptoms. The adolescent version (for adolescents aged 13 years and older) contains a total of 22 questions and has been administered in classroom settings. A 5-point Likert scale from 0 (none of the time) to 4 (most all the time) is used to rate PTSD symptoms. The structure of the measure facilitates scoring. The first 18 questions on the child and adolescent version, and the first 19 questions on the parent version, assess for DSM-IV PTSD Criterion B, C, and D symptoms. Three separate scores were computed from these 20 items for intrusive symptoms (Criterion B), avoidance symptoms (Criterion C), and hyperarousal symptoms (Criterion D). Questions 13–19 assess Criterion A1, and 20–22 assess for Criterion A2. The internal consistency of the Arabic version of the PTSD Adolescent Reaction Index was highly satisfactory (Cronbach's alpha = 0.88) and the split half was 0.82. In the present study the reliability of the scale using Cronbach’s alpha was 0.85 and split half was 0.82.

A-COPE Adolescent-Coping Orientation for Problem experiences\(^25\), \(^17\)
The A-COPE is a self-report questionnaire consisting of 54 specific coping behaviors which adolescents may use to manage and adapt to stressful situations. Subjects
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reported on a 5-point scale (1 = Never; 5= Most of the time) to indicate how often they use each a particular coping strategy when feeling tense or facing a problem or difficulty. Others used the factor analyses for the A-COPE questionnaire and reported 12 subscales. The scale was translated into Arabic and validated for the culture. In the present study, the split half reliability technique of the scale was high (r =.80). Internal consistency of the scale, calculated using Chronbach’s alpha, was (α = .84).

**Statistical analysis**

Data was entered and analyzed using the Statistical Package for Social Science version 13 (SPSS v13) for data entry and analysis. The SPSS statistical program has a variety of options for optimal use in such studies. Other statistical analysis was used to clarify the differences between the groups, such as frequencies, t- independent test, comparing means and correlation coefficient test for relationship with different variables. Multiple regression analysis used trauma as the dependent variable, PTSD and anxiety as independent variables and coping strategies as covariant.

**Results**

**Demographic characteristics of the study sample**

The sample consisted of 358 adolescents: 158 boys (44.1%) and 200 girls (55.9%), aged between 15-18 years (Mean=16.7; SD=0.82). Adolescents coming from North Gaza were (19.6%), from Gaza city (29.4%), from the middle area (17.3%), from Khan Younis city (18.9%), and from Rafah city (14.9%). In terms of number of siblings, 19% of participants had four or fewer siblings, 48.3% had five to seven siblings, and 32.7% had eight or more siblings. In terms of place of residence, 66.2% of the study sample lived in cities, 26.0% lived in camps, and 7.8% lived in villages. In terms of family monthly income, 21.8% had family income less than $150 US, 28.5% had family income from $151-300 US, 17.2% had from $301-500 US, 10.9% had from $501-750 US, and 19.6% had from more than $751 US.

| Table 1: Demographic and personal characteristics of the study participants (N = 358) |
|-------------------------------------------------|--------|------|
| Gender                                         | N      | %    |
| Boys                                           | 158    | 44.1 |
| Girls                                          | 200    | 55.9 |
| Place of residence                              |        |      |
| North Gaza                                      | 70     | 19.6 |
| Gaza                                           | 123    | 29.4 |
| Middle zone                                     | 69     | 17.3 |
| Khan Younis                                     | 75     | 18.9 |
| Rafah                                          | 21     | 14.9 |
| Type of residence                               |        |      |
| City                                           | 237    | 66.2 |
| Camp                                           | 94     | 26   |
| Village                                        | 27     | 7.8  |
| Number of siblings                              |        |      |
| 4 or fewer                                      | 68     | 19   |
| 5 to 7 siblings                                 | 172    | 48.3 |
| 8 or more                                       | 118    | 32.7 |
| Family income by US $                           |        |      |
| $150 US and less                                | 109    | 30.4 |
| $151-300 US                                     | 78     | 21.8 |
| $301–500 US                                     | 62     | 17.3 |
| $501–750 US                                     | 39     | 10.9 |
| More than $751 US                               | 70     | 19.6 |
Types of traumatic events
Among the most common traumatic events identified in the present study, 90.8% of participants reported seeing mutilated bodies on TV, 88.5% heard shelling of the area by artillery, 86.6% witnessed signs of shelling on the ground, and 86.0% heard the sonic sounds of jetfighters. Traumatic events were reported as follows: physical injury due to bombardment of own home (21.8%), being arrested during the ground incursion (22.9%), being shot by bullets, rocket, or bombs (24.0%), and (24.3%) reported feeling threatened to death when the army used them as human shields to arrest neighbors.

Frequencies of traumatic events
Participants in the present study reported from 2 – 30 traumatic events with a mean total of 13.34 (SD =7.37) traumatic events.

Traumatic experiences and sociodemographic variables
In order to find the differences in traumatic experiences reported by adolescents according to other socioeconomic variables such as gender and type of residence, a \( t \)- independent test was performed to find the gender differences in total traumatic events. Results showed significant differences in traumatic events arising from the Gaza War according to gender in favor of boys (\( t=3.48, p =0.001 \)). Using One Way ANOVA to find differences between total traumatic events and types of residence, results showed a significant difference in traumatic events according to type of residence of the study sample in favor of living in village rather than city or camp (\( F= 7.41 p = 0.001 \)).

Table 2: Frequency of traumatic events of the study sample (N=358)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Traumatic events</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Watching mutilated bodies on TV</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>90.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Hearing shelling of the area by artillery</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>88.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Witnessing the signs of shelling on the ground</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>86.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Hearing the sonic sounds of jetfighters</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Witnessing people being killed by rockets</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Deprivation from water or electricity during detention at home</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>63.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Hearing about the killing of a close relative</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>60.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Hearing about the killing of a friend</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>60.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Hearing about the arrest of a someone or a friend</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>55.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Witnessing firing by tanks and heavy artillery at neighbors homes</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>52.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Being detained at home during incursion</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>50.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Forced to leave home during the war</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>48.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Threatened by shooting</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>46.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>Witnessing a friend’s home being demolished</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>44.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>Having personal belongings destroyed during incursion</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>32.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>Witnessing shooting of a friend</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>31.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>Having a family member being threatened or killed</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>30.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>Exposure to burns by bombs and phosphorous bombs</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>30.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>Witnessing the killing of a friend</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>29.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>Deprivation from going to toilet and leaving the room at home</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>28.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>Witnessing firing by tanks and heavy artillery at own home</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>27.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>Witnessing shooting of a close relative</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>27.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>Witnessing killing of a close relative</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>26.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>Witnessing of own home demolition</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>Beating and humiliation by the army</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>Threatened to death when being used as human shield to arrest neighbors</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>24.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.</td>
<td>Threats of being killed</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>24.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.</td>
<td>Shooting by bullets, rocket, or bombs</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.</td>
<td>Being arrested during the last incursion</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>22.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.</td>
<td>Physical injury due to bombardment of home</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>21.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Frequency of Anxiety scale items
The present study showed that adolescents commonly reported the following anxiety symptoms: I have to do some things over and over again (like washing my hands, cleaning or putting things) (65.9%) and when the participant had a problem, his / her heart beats really fast (62%), she / he felt scared when having to take a test (50.2%).

Means and SD of anxiety and subscales
Results showed that the mean for total anxiety was 41.18 (SD = 18.32), mean obsessive compulsive subscale was 8.90 (SD= 3.39), mean generalized anxiety subscale was 4.46 (SD =3.42), social phobia subscale mean was 6.99 (SD=3.69), separation anxiety subscale mean was 6.16 (SD= 3.69), physical injury fears subscale mean was 5.48 (SD =3.99), and mean panic/Agoraphobia subscale was 5.41 (SD= 4.58).

Differences in anxiety according to gender
Results demonstrated that girls reported more total anxiety and other anxiety subtypes (panic/agoraphobia, separation anxiety, physical injury fears, social phobia, obsessive compulsive disorder, generalized anxiety) than boys.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>t –value</th>
<th>Significant level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Panic/Agoraphobia</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>-5.66</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>6.58</td>
<td>4.91</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation anxiety</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>-11.70</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>8.20</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical injury fears</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>-15.10</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>8.07</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social phobia</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>-8.65</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>8.35</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obsessive compulsive</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>7.99</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>-4.63</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>9.62</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalized anxiety</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>-10.76</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>9.93</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total anxiety</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>41.31</td>
<td>13.76</td>
<td>-12.43</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>61.53</td>
<td>16.29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prediction of traumatic experiences by anxiety
In a univariate linear regression analysis, each traumatic event was entered as an independent variable in a multiple regression model with total anxiety scores as the dependent variable. Four traumatic events were significantly associated with total anxiety symptoms: hearing shelling of the area by artillery (B=0.16, p=0.007); hearing the sonic sounds of jetfighters (B= 0.12, p=0.03); being forced to leave home during the war (B= 0.15, p=0.003); hearing about the arrest of someone or a friend (B= 0.11, p = 0.02).

Prevalence of PTSD
Results showed 11.8% of participants reported no PTSD; 24.2% reported fewer than two clusters of symptoms, and 34.3% reported symptoms meeting criteria for partial PTSD while 29.8% reported symptoms meeting criteria for full PTSD according to DSM-IV-TR. The results showed that girls reported more PTSD than boys (t = - 4.14, p = 0.001).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PTSD</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No PTSD</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One symptom</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>24.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial PTSD</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>34.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full PTSD</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>29.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Differences in PTSD according to genders
Results showed that there were significant differences in PTSD according to gender (t = -4.14, p =0.001) in that girls suffered from PTSD more than boys. Results also showed significant differences in PTSD subscales (re-experiencing and hyperarousal) in favor to girls while...
there were no significant differences in the PTSD subscale for avoidance on the basis of gender (t = -1.83; df =358; p =0.06).

In a univariate linear regression analysis, each traumatic event was entered as an independent variable with total PTSD scores as the dependent variable. Two traumatic events were significantly associated with total PTSD symptoms: hearing about the arrest of someone or a friend (B=0.19, p=0.001); and being forced to leave home during the war (B=0.14, p=0.001).

Types of coping subscales (ACOPE)
Adolescents in the present study used a group of coping strategies to overcome trauma. The most common coping items were “try to improve” self (get body in shape, get better grades, etc.) 58.9%, "try to keep up friendships or make new friends" (45.5%), and then “go along with parents and rules” (40.2%). The least frequently reported items were: “try to see the good things in a difficult situation (0.6%),” “get professional counseling” (not from a school teacher or school counselor) (1.4%), and “use drugs not prescribed by a doctor (2.5%).

Total ACOPE mean scores were 152.6 (SD=22.4), seeking diversion mean was 22.45 (SD=5.47), developing social support was 20.05 (SD=4.23), and developing self-reliance mean was 18.92 (SD=4.16). Results demonstrated no significant differences in total coping strategies between boys and girls (t = -0.04; P=0.97) while there were statistically significant differences in coping strategies subscales (i.e. developing social support, solving family problems, being humorous) toward girls. Also, significant differences were found in coping strategies subscales (avoiding problems, developing social support, investing in close friend, seeking professionals support) in favor of boys.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coping subscales</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total ACOPE</td>
<td>152.6</td>
<td>22.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeking diversion</td>
<td>22.45</td>
<td>5.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing social support</td>
<td>20.05</td>
<td>4.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing self-reliance</td>
<td>18.92</td>
<td>4.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solving family problems</td>
<td>17.82</td>
<td>5.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventilating feelings</td>
<td>15.25</td>
<td>3.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engaging in demanding activities</td>
<td>12.43</td>
<td>3.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relaxing</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoiding problems</td>
<td>10.12</td>
<td>2.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeking spiritual support</td>
<td>8.13</td>
<td>2.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Being humorous</td>
<td>5.47</td>
<td>2.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeking professionals support</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>1.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prediction of traumatic experiences by coping strategies
In a unilateral linear regression analysis, each traumatic event was entered as an independent variable in a multiple regression model with total coping score as the dependent variable. Four traumatic events were significantly associated with total anxiety symptoms: hearing about the killing of a friend (B=0.15, p=0.004); and being threatened to death by the army when used as human shield to arrest neighbors negatively predicted coping in adolescents (B= - 0.13, p=0.01).

Relationships between coping, trauma, PTSD, and anxiety
In order to test the relationship between trauma, anxiety, and PTSD and coping strategies used by adolescents, we used the correlation coefficient test by Pearson correlation. Results showed that traumatic events were significantly positively correlated with seeking professional help (r= 0.19, p=0.01). PTSD was positively correlated with ventilating feelings (r= 0.12, p= 0.01), developing social support (r= 0.48, p=.001), avoiding problems (r= -0.13, p= 0.01), and relaxing (r= 0.48, p=.001), and PTSD as negatively correlated with solving family problems (r= -0.13, p= 0.01).

Anxiety was correlated positively with total coping (r= 0.12, p= 0.01), ventilating feelings (r= 0.15, p= 0.01), developing social support (r= 0.78, p= 0.01), solving family problems (r= 0.11, p= 0.01) and engaging in demanding activities (r= 0.16, p= 0.01).
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Table 6: Pearson correlation matrix of major study variables (trauma, PTSD, anxiety, and coping strategies)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coping strategies</th>
<th>Total PTSD</th>
<th>Traumatic events</th>
<th>Total anxiety</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total coping</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.12*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventilating feelings</td>
<td>.12*</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.15**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeking diversion</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing self-reliance</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing social support</td>
<td>.48**</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td>.76**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solving family problems</td>
<td>-.13*</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>.11*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoiding problems</td>
<td>.13*</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>-.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeking spiritual support</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>-.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investing in close friend</td>
<td>-.07</td>
<td>-.07</td>
<td>-.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeking professionals support</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.19**</td>
<td>-.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engaging in demanding activities</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.16**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Being humorous</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relaxing</td>
<td>.11*</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level 2-tailed.

Discussion

The present study showed that at the end of a three month war on Gaza in 2009, Palestinian adolescents reported many traumatic events, including seeing mutilated bodies and injured people on TV, and hearing the sounds of shelling in the area. Such traumatic experiences were commonly reported by Palestinian children and adolescents in previous studies on the Gaza Strip.2,26 Palestinian adolescents in the present study reported a high number of traumatic events (mean=13.3). The number of traumatic experiences was higher than a study on the effect of continuous shelling along the border areas of the Gaza Strip on children in which participants reported fewer traumatic events (mean=7.3).2 The present study highlighted the intensity and severity of traumatic events during the war and the lasting effect of adolescent tendencies to store memories of the traumatic events for much longer than expected.

The study showed that 29.8% of participants met the full criteria for PTSD according to DSM-IV-TR. PTSD prevalence rates were consistent with similar studies in the area. A study of 403 Palestinian children aged 9–15 years, who lived in four refugee camps, adopted a cut-off score of 40 as the threshold for likely clinical caseness (i.e., severe and very severe PTSD reactions grouped together), 95 participants (23.9%) scored within that range.1 In the present study there was strong association between total traumatic events and PTSD. This finding was consistent with previous studies that demonstrated how exposure to trauma was the best predictor of PTSD in children.1,2

Results showed significant differences in PTSD according to gender in favour of girls. This is consistent with the study of PTSD prevalence as measured by the Child PTSD Symptom Scale10 with approximately 30% of the children meeting the diagnosis. More girls (33%) than boys (26%) met the diagnostic criteria of PTSD even though boys reported more violence exposure than girls.

The results showed that mean for total anxiety was 41.18, obsessive compulsive symptoms was 8.90, generalized anxiety symptoms was 4.46, social phobia symptoms mean was 6.99, separation anxiety symptoms was 6.16, physical injury fears symptoms mean was 5.48, and mean panic/Agoraphobia symptoms was 5.41. The same scale for anxiety was used for a study on anxiety disorder in Japanese children and adolescents. Results demonstrated mean scores for anxiety to be 23.50 for children and 20.93 for adolescents, which was a much lower figure than those found in the present study.30 The findings for anxiety demonstrated higher levels than a study which examined the relationship between exposure to war stressors and psychological distress of a community sample of 139 adolescents, in which 23.7% of adolescents were categorized as likely cases of clinical anxiety.31 Also our rate of anxiety was higher than other studies conducted in European countries. A study of anxiety among four countries (Germany, Greek Cyprus, Sweden, Italy) found the mean anxiety disorder was (Germany= 21.91, Greek Cyprus= 28.42, Sweden= 23.94, Italy= 27.11).32 High anxiety scores in the present study could be due to the high level of stress and trauma experienced by those living in the Gaza Strip during the last war on Gaza as well as other socioeconomic risk factors, such as unemployment of father, living in big families with overcrowded living conditions.33 Also, a recent study of 139 Palestinian adolescents (ages 12 to 17 years) exposed to traumatic
events arising from the war on Gaza found a significant association between higher levels of exposure and PTSD symptoms as measured by CRIES-13. A significant positive relationship was also found between level of exposure and anxiety. The present study found that adolescents used a group of coping strategies to overcome trauma due to war. Adolescents commonly used social support, investing in close friends, engaging in demanding activities. The finding was consistent with previous studies of children and adolescents in the Gaza Strip, which showed similar coping strategies were used to cope with the impact of previous trauma due to political violence during the Al Aqsa Intifada. Use of social support as a coping behavior was emphasized by others who examined the influence of parental and other adult support on academic achievement in African American girls. Adult support was found to be an important predictor in positive academic outcomes. Others documented a positive association between children’s exposure to media cues and subsequent anxiety levels. This was consistent with other studies carried out among African American youth, which found that African American high school students who commonly used collaborative religious coping (i.e., seeking to work together with God to solve a problem) were protected against suicidal ideation whereas self-directed coping (i.e., relying on oneself to manage a problem) acted as a risk factor.

The present study showed that adolescents with higher traumatic experiences were positively contacted and asked for professional help. Adolescents with high levels of PTSD used more coping strategies, such as ventilating their feelings, developing social support, avoiding problems, and relaxing while adolescents with PTSD focused less on solving family problems as a coping strategy. Adolescents with anxiety problems coped by ventilating feelings, developing social support, solving family problems and engaging in demanding activities. Similarly, in a study of orphaned Kurdish children revealed that the nature of traumatic events determined their impact on coping strategies. The study showed that family-related hardships, such as separations, neglect, and marital conflict compromised children’s ability to cope by actively restructuring their experiences while economic hardships were associated with reduced active social affiliation.

The results of the present study were consistent with research showing that exposure to stressful experiences compromised children’s constructive, active, and affiliating coping responses. It was consistent with a study that examined African American children and their parents’ coping strategies post-Hurricane Katrina, which suggested that both children and parents reported active coping strategies most frequently followed by adaptive coping strategies and avoidance. The subtypes of coping responses reported most frequently included emotionally processing with family and kinship members, distraction (play and work), seeking meaning and understanding (religious or spiritual guidance) and seeking social support and coping assistance.

### Clinical implications and recommendations

Findings from the present study have several implications for clinical practice. First, it will not be possible to easily identify adolescents at risk of compound trauma and long-term distress based on a few demographics and exposure criteria. Earlier psychological symptoms provide the best indicators when predicting PTS symptoms and anxiety disorder. Early screening for stress symptoms could enable early interventions. However, early interventions such as debriefing are generally not recommended. In our view, there may be good alternative early interventions. For example, when an adolescent has been identified as being at risk, an intervention focused on activating social support and / or preparations to engage the adolescent in therapy could be started. The effects of these interventions would obviously have to be studied. Therapeutic programs might include crisis intervention and counseling for victims of violence or for those at risk, support group, and behavioral therapy for those experiencing mental illness as a consequence of violence.

Family therapy programs and home visits are also recommended. Family therapy programs could involve interventions aimed at improving communications and interactions among family members as well as teaching problem-solving skills to assist parents and children facing various traumatic events. Regular home visits to at-risk families by trained mental health professionals could include interventions, such as counseling and therapy. Public education campaign are equally important, such as those involving public meetings, workshops and the media to target entire communities or for specific settings such as schools, civil institutions, and other health agencies. We have to create community policies to provide partnerships and coordination among various social institutions and governmental as well as nongovernmental organizations. Also, extracurricular activities could be offered for at-risk children and adolescents, such as drama, sport, art, and music etc. Alongside such programs, specialized training for mental health professionals, parents, and teachers would better enable them to identify and deal with specific types of
violence and the psychosocial consequences. Specialist trained team for crisis intervention could be organized, which would enable teams to work during crisis and disasters and provide help for those who are need as well as provide support for community groups and their community during crisis.
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The practical implications and recommendations: The results of this study indicate that after several months following the end of the war, many adolescents continued to experience the traumatic experiences related to the war, which led to the development of symptoms of trauma and anxiety. However, many of these psychological symptoms were accepted positively. This result sheds light on the need to develop and implement social-psychological programs that increase adolescents' social skills and communication and interaction skills. These programs can be implemented in schools and youth clubs using non-curricular activities for children and adolescents similar to drama, sports, art, and theater for a long period.
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Somatization among Compensated Hepatitis C Virus Patients

Khaled Abd Elmoez, Mohamed Amin, Wafaa Ellithy, Yossri Ashour

Abstract

Background: Egypt has a population of more than 80 million and contains the highest prevalence of hepatitis C in the world. The national prevalence rate of hepatitis C Virus (HCV) antibody positivity has been estimated to be between 10-13%. The estimated adjusted national prevalence rate of chronic hepatitis C infection is 7.8% or 5.3 million people in 2004. Neuropsychiatric symptoms have been reported in association with both hepatitis C and α interferon (IFN-α) treatment. Objectives: To assess somatization among compensated hepatitis C virus patients within one year of diagnosis

Methods: In the current cross sectional controlled study, a selective sample of 48 compensated hepatitis C virus patients and their matched controls were interviewed using the Symptom Checklist (SCL-12-R) to determine the presence and severity of somatic symptoms. Patients were also interviewed to assess anxiety and depression using Hamilton anxiety rating scale and Hamilton rating scale for depression. Before that, patients had been examined by hepatologist in hepatitis outpatient clinic of El-Mataria Teaching Hospital to determine the hepatic status of all patients and that the condition is newly diagnosed and is compensated. Results: Somatization was more common among patients (33.3%) compared the healthy control subjects (16.7%); p=0.059. Headache, fatigue, chest pain, low back pain, nausea, muscle ache, difficulty in breathing, hot and cold flushes, numbness/tingling, difficulty in swallowing and limb weakness were the more frequent symptoms mainly among HCV patients with statistically significant difference; except for chest pain. However, body weakness was less frequent in both groups. Hamilton’s rating score for depression was statistically significantly higher among HCV patients than control subjects (mean; 21.5±8.7 vs. 15.4± 8.7, p=0.001). Hamilton’s rating score for anxiety among HCV patients was also statistically significantly higher than control subjects (mean; 18.4 ± 10.6 vs. 12.3 ± 9.5; p=0.004).

Conclusion: Patients with viral hepatitis C had a higher rate and severity of somatization compared to normal controls. Special attention should be paid to active participation of consultation-liaison psychiatry in the management plan of chronic viral hepatitis C.

Keywords: Somatization; psychiatric disorders; hepatitis c virus.
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Introduction

Chronic hepatitis C virus (HCV) is a major cause of chronic liver disease affecting approximately 150 million individuals worldwide. Hepatitis C poses a very significant health problem on a global scale.

In Egypt the situation is quite worse. Egypt has a population of more than 80 million and contains the highest prevalence of hepatitis C in the world. The national prevalence rate of hepatitis C virus (HCV) antibody positivity has been estimated to be between 10-13%. Since 30-40% of individuals clear the infection shortly after exposure based on national studies and village studies in Egypt, the estimated adjusted national prevalence rate of chronic hepatitis C infection is 7.8% or 5.3 million people in 2004. Only one third of these individuals (1.75 million) are estimated to have chronic liver disease (elevated ALT) and, furthermore, among these one third (577,000 people) are suffering from advanced liver disease.

Neuropsychiatric symptoms have been reported in association with both hepatitis C and interferon (IFN-α) treatment. During both the acute and chronic stages of hepatitis C, malaise, fatigue, and depressive symptoms are frequently reported. Among 309 substance abusers, depressive symptoms were reported in 57.2% of those with hepatitis C compared to 48.2% in patients without the hepatitis C virus, as determined with the Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale. The group with hepatitis C also scored lower on the subscale for positive affect and higher on the subscale for somatic/retarded activity. However, only the difference in positive affect was statistically significant.

Anxiety is another issue that many patients with HCV experience. One study found that 24% of HCV patients had a current anxiety disorder. It also suggested that
Many patients don’t know they have an anxiety disorder until after they learn they have HCV. Most research about anxiety shows that it is at least as common as depression. Despite that, it is common for anxiety disorders to be overlooked by doctors and other medical providers. This is due to the high prevalence of depression among Egyptians so they are searching for way to express depression in somatic from through somatization.

In the present study we will aim to examine a group of patients with HCV for psychiatric manifestations "somatization" and their attribution to common psychiatric disorder, e.g. anxiety and depression.

**Patients and methods**

*Type of the study*
The study was carried out as a descriptive cross sectional study design.

*Study setting and studied population*
The study was carried out in El-Mataria Teaching Hospital among HCV patients after fulfilling the following inclusion and exclusion criteria.

**Inclusion criteria**
1. Both genders.
2. Any age above 18.
3. Newly diagnosed within maximum of one year.
5. Whether on interferon therapy or not.

**Exclusion criteria**
1. Patients with advanced liver disease.
2. Patients with other chronic illnesses.

Control group included age and gender matched health individuals recruited from relatives of the studied patients for comparative purposes and who were apparently free of any psychiatric or chronic medical conditions.

**Sampling**

*Sample size estimation:*
The sample size was determined by using the following equation:

\[
\text{sample size} (n) = \left( \frac{Z_{a/2}}{\Delta} \right)^2 \cdot P \cdot (100 - P)
\]

- \(Z_{a/2}\): a percentile of standard normal distribution determined by 95% confidence level = 1.96
- \(\Delta\): The width of the confidence interval = 8%.

\[
\text{sample size} (n) = \left( \frac{1.96^2}{8^2} \right) \times 8.9 \times (100 - 8.9 ) = 48 \text{ patients}
\]

**Methods of the study**

*Processing of patients*

**Step1:** Patients were examined by a hepatologist in the hepatitis outpatient clinic to determine the hepatic status of all patients and that the condition was newly diagnosed and was compensated.

**Step2:** All patients were interviewed using the Symptom Checklist (SCL-12-R) to determine the presence and severity of somatic symptoms.

**Step3:** Patients were interviewed to assess anxiety and depression using Hamilton anxiety rating scale and Hamilton rating scale for depression.

**Symptom Checklist (SCL-12-R)**
The Symptom Checklist is a tool concerned with the assessment of somatic symptoms. It is derived from the full version (SCL-90-R).
The ultra-short version included 12 questions assessing the somatic symptoms.

Each question is answered by one of five answers:
- Absolutely
- Rarely
- Sometimes
- Mostly
- Always

In the present study, we used the Arabic validated version translated and validated by Dr. Abd Elrakeeb Ahmed El-Behery.

**Hamilton anxiety rating scale (HAM-A)**
The HAM-A was one of the first rating scales developed to measure the severity of anxiety symptoms and is still widely used today in both clinical and research settings.
The scale consists of 14 items, each defined by a series of symptoms, and measures both psychic anxiety (mental agitation and psychological distress) and somatic anxiety (physical complaints related to anxiety).

*Scoring:* Each item is scored on a scale of 0 (not present) to 4 (severe), with a total score range of 0–56, where <17 indicates mild severity, 18–24 mild to moderate severity and 25–30 moderate to severe.
**Hamilton rating scale for depression (HDRS)**
The HDRS (also known as the Ham-D) is the most widely used clinician-administered depression assessment scale. The original version contains 17 items (HDRS17) pertaining to symptoms of depression experienced over the past week. A 21-item version (HDRS21) included four items intended to subtype the depression, but which are sometimes incorrectly used to rate severity.

**Scoring:** Method for scoring varies by version. For the HDRS-17, a score of 0–7 is generally accepted to be within the normal range (or in clinical remission) while a score of 20 or higher (indicating at least moderate severity) is usually required for entry into a clinical trial.

**Statistical analysis**
Gathered data was processed using SPSS version 15 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Quantitative data was expressed as means ± SD while qualitative data was expressed as numbers and percentages (%). Student t-test was used to test significance of difference for quantitative variables and Chi Square was used to test significance of difference for qualitative variables. A probability value (p-value) < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. Multivariate logistic regression analysis was used to quantify the studied risk factors.

**Ethical considerations**
1. The procedures used in the present study have no harmful effect on the patients.
2. An informed written consent was obtained from all patients before involving them in the study.
3. The steps of the study, e.g. the aims, the potential benefits and dangers were discussed with patients.
4. Confidentiality of all data was assured.

**Results**
This study involved 48 HCV-patients and 48 controls. The mean age of HCV patients was 53.1 ± 5.9 years compared to control subjects. Married participants represented the majority (91.7%) of subjects in each group; however, all single participants (8.3%) were in the control group and all widowed participants were in the HVC group (8.3%). Most participants in both groups were illiterate or could read and write or were idle (Table 1). Mean duration of HVC in the study group was 7.5±3.2 months (ranged from 2 to 12 months).

Table 2a and 2b showed the distribution of different subjects’ responses regarding somatization symptoms. Headache, fatigue, chest pain, low back pain, nausea, muscle ache, difficulty in breathing, hot and cold flushes, numbness/tingling, difficulty in swallowing and limb weakness were the more frequent symptoms mainly among HCV patients with statistically significant difference; except for chest pain. However, body weakness was a less frequent symptom in both groups (Table 2b).

The prevalence of somatization among HCV patients was 33.3% compared to 16.7% among controls.

Table 3 showed the distribution of the rating of different depression manifestations in Hamilton’s Depression Rating Scale. Depressed mood, feeling of guilt, work and activities, retardation, anxiety somatic and hypochondriasis had the highest scores on Hamilton’s scale in both groups with statistically significant difference. However, the remaining symptoms had lower scores.

Table 4 demonstrated that anxious mood, tension, fears, insomnia, depressed mood, somatic (muscular), cardiovascular, respiratory, and gastrointestinal symptoms had the highest scores on Hamilton’s anxiety scale with statistically significant difference except for depressed mood. To a lesser extent, intellectual and behavior at interview were also more frequent with statistically significant difference.

The Hamilton rating score for depression was statistically significantly higher among HCV patients than control subjects (mean; 21.5±8.7 vs. 15.4± 8.7, p=0.001). Hamilton’s rating score for anxiety among HCV patients was also statistically significantly higher than control subjects (mean; 18.4 ± 10.6 vs. 12.3 ± 9.5; p=0.004). Figure 2 compared the range and median of each scale in both groups.

Table 5 showed that there was no statistically significant relation between somatization and gender in either group. However, there was a statistically significant relation between somatization and educational level in each group; somatization was more frequent among illiterate participants (Table 6).
### Table 1: Socio demographic characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HCV Group n =48</th>
<th>Control group n =48</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>53.1 ± 5.9</td>
<td>44.3 ± 12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>12 (25.0 %)</td>
<td>12 (25.0 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>36 (75.0 %)</td>
<td>36 (75.0 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4 (8.3 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>44 (91.7 %)</td>
<td>44 (91.7 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widow</td>
<td>4 (8.3 %)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illiterate</td>
<td>24 (50 %)</td>
<td>24 (50 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read and write</td>
<td>20 (41.7 %)</td>
<td>16 (33.3 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle level</td>
<td>4 (8.3 %)</td>
<td>8 (16.7 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idle</td>
<td>40 (83.3 %)</td>
<td>44 (91.7 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee</td>
<td>4 (8.3 %)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worker</td>
<td>4 (8.3 %)</td>
<td>4 (8.3 %)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table (2a): Patterns of somatization symptoms in both groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symptoms</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Never</th>
<th>Seldom</th>
<th>Sometimes</th>
<th>Usually</th>
<th>Always</th>
<th>P – value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Headache</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>4 (8.3 %)</td>
<td>12 (25.0 %)</td>
<td>24 (50.0 %)</td>
<td>4 (8.3 %)</td>
<td>4 (8.3 %)</td>
<td>0.003 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24 (50 %)</td>
<td>24 (50 %)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Fatigue, dizziness, or fainting</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12 (25 %)</td>
<td>32 (66.7 %)</td>
<td>12 (25 %)</td>
<td>4 (8.3)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12 (25 %)</td>
<td>28 (58.3 %)</td>
<td>8 (16.7 %)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Chest pain</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>12 (25 %)</td>
<td>16 (33.3 %)</td>
<td>4 (8.3 %)</td>
<td>12 (25 %)</td>
<td>4 (8.3 %)</td>
<td>0.066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>12 (25 %)</td>
<td>16 (33.3 %)</td>
<td>12 (25 %)</td>
<td>8 (16.7 %)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Low back pain</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12 (25 %)</td>
<td>20 (41.7 %)</td>
<td>12 (25 %)</td>
<td>4 (8.3 %)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>12 (25 %)</td>
<td>20 (41.7 %)</td>
<td>16 (33.3 %)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Nausea/gastric upset</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>4 (8.3 %)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16 (33.3 %)</td>
<td>28 (58.3 %)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20 (41.7 %)</td>
<td>24 (50 %)</td>
<td>4 (8.3 %)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Muscle ache</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8 (16.7 %)</td>
<td>16 (33.3 %)</td>
<td>24 (50 %)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>4 (8.3 %)</td>
<td>28 (58.3 %)</td>
<td>8 (16.7 %)</td>
<td>8 (16.7 %)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Statistically significant at p < 0.05

### Table (2b): Patterns of somatization symptoms in both groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symptoms</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Never</th>
<th>Seldom</th>
<th>Sometimes</th>
<th>Usually</th>
<th>Always</th>
<th>P – value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Difficulty in breathing</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>12 (25 %)</td>
<td>8 (16.7 %)</td>
<td>12 (25 %)</td>
<td>16 (33.3 %)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>12 (25 %)</td>
<td>16 (33.3 %)</td>
<td>20 (41.7 %)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Hot and cold flushes</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>4 (8.3 %)</td>
<td>20 (41.7 %)</td>
<td>16 (33.3 %)</td>
<td>8 (16.7 %)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>16 (33.3 %)</td>
<td>24 (50 %)</td>
<td>8 (16.7 %)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Numbness and tingling</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>4 (8.3 %)</td>
<td>12 (25 %)</td>
<td>24 (50 %)</td>
<td>4 (8.3 %)</td>
<td>4 (8.3 %)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>20 (41.7 %)</td>
<td>16 (33.3 %)</td>
<td>8 (16.7 %)</td>
<td>4 (8.3 %)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Difficulty in swallowing</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>16 (33.3 %)</td>
<td>16 (33.3 %)</td>
<td>12 (25 %)</td>
<td>4 (8.3 %)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>28 (58.3 %)</td>
<td>20 (41.7 %)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Body weakness</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>8 (16.7 %)</td>
<td>12 (25 %)</td>
<td>28 (58.3 %)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.048 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>12 (25 %)</td>
<td>20 (41.7 %)</td>
<td>16 (33.3 %)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Limb weakness (upper/lower)</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>4 (8.3 %)</td>
<td>24 (50 %)</td>
<td>16 (33.3 %)</td>
<td>4 (8.3 %)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>20 (41.7 %)</td>
<td>16 (33.3 %)</td>
<td>12 (25 %)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Statistically significant at p < 0.05
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Hamilton’s Depression Rating Scale</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Depressed mood</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16 (33.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>4 (8.3%)</td>
<td>28 (58.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Feelings of guilt</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>24 (50%)</td>
<td>8 (16.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>36 (75%)</td>
<td>8 (16.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Suicide</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>28 (58.3%)</td>
<td>12 (25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>24 (50%)</td>
<td>12 (25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Insomnia: early in the night</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>4 (8.3%)</td>
<td>36 (75%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>16 (33.3%)</td>
<td>24 (50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Insomnia: middle of the night</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>28 (58.3%)</td>
<td>16 (33.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>20 (41.7%)</td>
<td>28 (58.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Insomnia: early morning</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>16 (33.3%)</td>
<td>12 (25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>28 (58.3%)</td>
<td>20 (41.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Work and activities</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>8 (16.7%)</td>
<td>4 (8.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Retardation</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>16 (33.3%)</td>
<td>8 (16.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>8 (16.7%)</td>
<td>24 (50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Agitation</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>28 (58.3%)</td>
<td>16 (33.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>32 (66.7%)</td>
<td>16 (33.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Anxiety psychic</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>16 (33.3%)</td>
<td>8 (16.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>12 (25%)</td>
<td>24 (50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Anxiety Somatic</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4 (8.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4 (8.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Somatic symptoms gastro intestinal</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>4 (8.3%)</td>
<td>16 (33.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>8 (16.7%)</td>
<td>20 (41.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. General somatic symptoms</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>12 (25%)</td>
<td>16 (33.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>36 (75%)</td>
<td>8 (16.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Genital symptoms</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>44 (91.7%)</td>
<td>4 (8.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>48 (100%)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Hypochondriasis</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>8 (16.7%)</td>
<td>4 (8.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>8 (16.7%)</td>
<td>16 (33.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Loss of weight</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>32 (66.7%)</td>
<td>16 (33.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>32 (66.7%)</td>
<td>16 (33.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Insight</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>28 (58.3%)</td>
<td>16 (33.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>40 (83.3%)</td>
<td>8 (16.7%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Statistically significant at p < 0.05
Table 4: Patterns of anxiety in both groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Hamilton’s anxiety Rating Scale</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Not present</td>
<td>Mild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Anxious mood</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>16 (33.3%)</td>
<td>12 (25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>20 (41.7%)</td>
<td>12 (25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Tension</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16 (33.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>4 (8.3%)</td>
<td>8 (16.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Fears</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>28 (58.3%)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>36 (75%)</td>
<td>8 (16.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Insomnia</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>8 (16.7%)</td>
<td>8 (16.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>12 (25%)</td>
<td>20 (41.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Intellectual</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>8 (16.7%)</td>
<td>24 (50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>24 (50%)</td>
<td>12 (25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Depressed mood</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>12 (25%)</td>
<td>4 (8.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>8 (16.7%)</td>
<td>4 (8.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Somatic (muscular)</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>16 (33.3%)</td>
<td>12 (25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>32 (66.7%)</td>
<td>4 (8.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Somatic (sensory)</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>16 (33.3%)</td>
<td>20 (41.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>32 (66.7%)</td>
<td>4 (8.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Cardiovascular symptoms</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>24 (50%)</td>
<td>8 (16.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>40 (83.3%)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Respiratory symptoms</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>16 (33.3%)</td>
<td>8 (16.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>32 (66.7%)</td>
<td>4 (8.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Gastrointestinal symptoms</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>8 (16.7%)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8 (16.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Genitourinary symptoms</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>16 (33.3%)</td>
<td>32 (66.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>40 (83.3%)</td>
<td>4 (8.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Autonomic symptoms</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>20 (41.7%)</td>
<td>12 (25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>40 (83.3%)</td>
<td>8 (16.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Behavior at interview</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>20 (41.7%)</td>
<td>20 (41.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>32 (66.7%)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Statistically significant at p < 0.05

Table 5: Relation between somatization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Somatization</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCV group</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>24 (75.0%)</td>
<td>12 (75.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>8 (25.0%)</td>
<td>4 (25.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control group</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>32 (80.0%)</td>
<td>4 (50.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>8 (20.0%)</td>
<td>4 (50.0%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6: Relation between somatization and educational level in both groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Somatization</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCV group</td>
<td>Illiterate</td>
<td>16 (50%)</td>
<td>8 (50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Read and write</td>
<td>16 (50%)</td>
<td>4 (25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Middle level</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4 (25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control group</td>
<td>Illiterate</td>
<td>16 (40%)</td>
<td>8 (50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Read abd write</td>
<td>16 (40%)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Middle level</td>
<td>8 (20%)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Statistically significant at p < 0.05

Discussion
The World Health Organization estimates that 3% of the world’s population (170 million people) is infected with hepatitis C virus and is at risk of developing liver cirrhosis and liver cancer. Hepatitis C is now the leading cause of end-stage liver failure and the leading indication for liver transplant in the developed world\textsuperscript{15}. In Egypt, the estimated adjusted.

Figure 1. Box plot of Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HDRS) and Hamilton’s Anxiety Rating Scale (HAM-A) in HCV & Control group.

Figure 2: Somatization in HCV and control groups
The national prevalence rate of chronic hepatitis C infection was 7.8% or 5.3 million people in 2004. Only one third of these individuals (1.75 million) were estimated to have chronic liver disease (elevated ALT) and, furthermore, among these one third (577,000 people) were suffering from advanced liver disease. 

Consultation-liaison psychiatry is the clinical derivative of psychosomatic medicine which involves the practice of psychiatry within a medical care system for both hospitalized and ambulatory patients. Active participation of psychiatry is required and even important in the management of chronic hepatitis patients. The management of such patients requires a multi-disciplinary approach and consultation-liaison psychiatrists play an important role in this teamwork.

Like many chronic medical illnesses, hepatitis C is associated with an increased prevalence of psychiatric disorders and reduced quality of life compared with the general population. However, studies of psychiatric symptoms in hepatitis C have frequently relied on self-administered scales rather than a formal psychiatric assessment making it difficult to assess the clinical significance of their findings. They have also tended to focus on depression and omit anxiety disorder or somatization. Therefore, the purpose of the present study was to assess somatization among compensated hepatitis C virus patients compared to healthy controls.

However, the exact nature of the association between hepatitis C infection and psychiatric disorders has not been fully established and cannot be addressed with a retrospective chart review of this type. It is certainly probable that patients with psychiatric disorders are at increased risk for hepatitis C because they engage in high-risk behaviors more often than the general population. Furthermore, the reasons for high levels of psychiatric morbidity in persons with hepatitis C have become the subject of considerable debate. Some authors have postulated that the disease process involved in hepatitis C gives rise to psychiatric morbidity. Others have rightly pointed out that persons with hepatitis C come from population subgroups who carry a high risk of psychiatric disorder. Finally, a third line of reasoning has suggested that disease labeling, with the stigma that this entails, is responsible for the increased rates of morbidity. In particular, illness related stigma, acceptance of illness, work and social adjustment, and self-rated frequency and impact of symptoms were all associated with increased risk.

Somatization was less studied as a psychiatric comorbidity among chronic hepatitis. In the present study, somatization was more common among these patients when compared with healthy control subjects. Headache, fatigue, chest pain, low back pain, nausea, muscle ache, difficulty in breathing, hot and cold flushes, numbness/tingling, difficulty in swallowing and limb weakness were the more frequent symptoms mainly among HCV patients with statistically significant difference; except for chest pain. However, body weakness was less frequent symptoms in both groups. Moreover, there was no statistically significant relation between somatization and gender in that it was significant with educational level; more frequent among illiterate participants.

However, the literature is sparse for reported fatigue as the most common early symptom of hepatitis C, which was present in 53% HCV patients. On the other hand, fatigue has been associated with numerous psychological factors, such as anxiety, cognitive dysfunction, depression, somatization, poor social support, pain, and general psychopathology. Moreover, fatigue is a common side effect of combination therapy; up to 77% of HCV patients receiving combination therapy complain of significant fatigue during treatment.

Findings of the present study showed that Hamilton’s rating scale for depression was statistically significantly higher among HCV patients than control subjects (mean: 21.5±8.7 vs. 15.4± 8.7, p=0.001). Depressed mood, feeling of guilt, work and activities, retardation, anxiety somatic and hypochondriasis had the highest scores on Hamilton’s scale in both groups with statistically significant difference (Table 3).

These findings were in accordance with those of Kenny-Walsh who reported a 16% prevalence of depressed mood noted in the medical charts of 376 Irish women with iatrogenic hepatitis C. In a retrospective review, Lee et al. reported that 24% of 359 untreated hepatitis C patients seen at a tertiary referral center were depressed. Kraus et al. and Dwight et al., using a standardized psychiatric interview, found a 28% prevalence in 50 patients.

Moreover, Singh et al. found significantly more mood disturbance, tension and anxiety, confusion and bewilderment, and pain and higher Beck Depression Inventory scores in the patients with hepatitis C, none of whom had been treated with interferon. However, most studies, including the present study, have been based at
tertiary referral centers making it difficult to determine the applicability of the research to the general population.

The reasons for the high prevalence of depression in persons with hepatitis C are not clear; these have been hypothesized to arise from the disease itself, or from the high proportion of persons at risk for psychiatric disorder among those affected by hepatitis C, or to the stigmatizing nature of the diagnosis.

In our study, anxiety was assessed using the Hamilton Rating scale for anxiety. We concluded that the anxiety score was significantly higher among hepatitis C patients compared to the healthy control subjects (mean; 18.4 ± 10.6 vs. 12.3 ± 9.5; p=0.004). Moreover, anxious mood, tension, fears, insomnia, depressed mood, somatic (muscular), cardiovascular, respiratory, and gastrointestinal symptoms had the highest scores on Hamilton’s anxiety scale with statistically significant difference (except for depressed mood).

These findings were consistent with those of Alavian et al.26 in a case control study on anxiety and depression among HCV & HBV patients compared to healthy controls, reported a higher anxiety score (9.57±3.86 vs. 7.45±4.52 vs. 4.81±4.80, p=0.001) and depression score (6.43±3.76 vs. 5.23±3.74 vs. 4.76±4.40, p=0.05) among chronic hepatitis C patients compared to Hepatitis B patients and healthy subjects, respectively. However, they used the Hospital Anxiety Depression Scale (HADS) in their assessment.

In the same context, Golden et al.27 reported that 24% of participants had anxiety disorders with a similar prevalence in both genders. The commonest anxiety disorders were panic and phobic disorders, which accounted for half of the diagnoses. There were eight participants (9%) who met the criteria for both depressive disorder and anxiety disorder. The prevalence of coexisting anxiety and depressive disorders was significantly higher in women (22%) than in men (4.5%; P=.012). There was no statistical association between the presence of depressive and anxiety disorders.

On the other hand, more subtle neuropsychiatric symptoms frequently occur in hepatitis C patients treated with IFN-a. These side effects are troublesome and frequently account for dose reduction or treatment discontinuation. These symptoms include cognitive, affective, and behavioral components that are not easily distinguished from each other or from depression. In addition, fatigue and insomnia, which affect both mental and physical functioning, are prominent side effects of interferon therapy. The reported rates of depressive symptoms associated with IFN-a range from 3% to 57%, with most investigators finding proportions between 10% and 40%. However, many of these data were based on self-report questionnaires concerning general side effects rather than validated measures of depression28.

Finally, the burden of psychiatric illness in patients with hepatitis C infection is of more than academic interest. Early recognition and treatment of psychiatric disorders in hepatitis is important to the course and management of hepatitis C as well as to the psychiatric disorder itself 29.

Limitations

1) The sample was drawn from a relatively homogenous group of patients attending a single hospital. However, in view of the broad agreement between our findings and those in other tertiary referral centers, it is unlikely that the sample is untypical or that the results contain important biases.

2) It should be borne in mind that the present study is a cross-sectional study. For this reason, longitudinal research will be needed to clarify associations.

However, our findings have important implications for the management of hepatitis C-positive individuals, particularly in light of the possible influence of psychiatric conditions on the clinical course and treatment of hepatitis C infection30. Attention to these psychiatric conditions is warranted among practitioners who care for hepatitis C-infected patients with referral for psychiatric evaluation where appropriate. Likewise, vigilance for hepatitis C is warranted in patients with established neuropsychiatric illnesses. It is also incumbent upon psychiatrists, who will be asked to assess and manage these illnesses, to become familiar with hepatitis C and the implications of the psychiatric co-morbidity, which complicate this infection31.

Conclusions

1) Patients with viral hepatitis C had a higher prevalence and severity of somatization, anxiety and depression compared to normal controls.

2) Low educated hepatitis C patients were more vulnerable to psychiatric complaints.
Somatization among Compensated Hepatitis C Virus Patients

According to the findings of the present study, the following recommendations should be taken into consideration:

1) Integration of multidisciplinary approach and active participation of consultation-liaison psychiatry in the management plan of chronic viral hepatitis C.
2) Further research is needed for correlation of psychiatric comorbidities with the different disease outcomes of chronic hepatitis C.
3) Further research is needed for characterization of causal relationship between viral hepatitis C and the psychiatric complaints.
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I first met Eyad El Sarraj in 1976 when he did my locum job at The Royal Free Hospital, London. And then after three decades, in 2011, we reconnected through the Linkedin. He invited me to join the International Resource Group of the Gaza Community Mental Health Program (GCMHP) and attend the GCMHP and the International Resource Group Conference at Aswan Egypt, in 2011. Following the conference, Eyad arranged a visit to Gaza by travelling with the GCMHP staff by crossing the Rafah Border from Cairo to Gaza. It was a memorable visit indeed!

Eyad El Sarraj was a dedicated psychiatrist, with a unique charisma, and one of the major factors in influencing mental health care in Gaza. He helped people move beyond their personal and collective trauma to recognize the basic humanity of all human beings his life’s work. Human rights and mental health went hand in hand for him who, as a four year old lad, was forced to escape with his family from Bir al-Saba’ (now Beersheva) to Gaza when the State of Israel was established. After Gaza and the West Bank came under Israeli occupation in 1967, his father and brothers were among the hundreds of thousands of Palestinians who were arrested and faced torture under interrogation.

In the 1970s, he studied medicine at the University of Alexandria in Egypt and then in Britain, graduating with a Postgraduate degree from the Institute of Psychiatry and King’s College, London. Eyad El-Sarraj, pioneered mental health care in Gaza. He became an internationally recognized human rights advocate criticizing both the Israeli and Palestinian authorities. He rose to prominence during the first Palestinian uprising against Israeli military occupation in Gaza in the late 1980s. It was impossible to maintain sanity under the dehumanizing conditions of occupation. While the first Intifada was at its peak, Dr El Sarraj set about creating a center that would work to overcome the stigma attached to mental illness and provide family and community based treatment on a huge scale. He founded the Gaza Community Mental Health Programme (GCMHP) in 1990. The GCMHP had clinics in the refugee camps. He also established a range of training programs, crisis intervention programs, special projects that worked with children and empowered women, and a training and education department offering courses for teachers and nurses, as well as a postgraduate diploma in Community Mental Health and Human Rights.

By the mid-1990s, Dr El Sarraj had become the Commissioner General of the Palestinian Independent Commission for Citizens’ Rights. When, in 1995 and then again in 1996, he criticized the human rights practices not just of the Israeli occupiers, but of the Palestinian Authority, he was arrested on three occasions and severely beaten and tortured in prison. In April 1997, when he received the first human rights award given by the Physicians for Human Rights, he said “I started as a physician in Gaza and did not want to be involved in politics, but many of my patients were victims of torture and I became drawn into advocacy. Defending human rights is my major obsession.”

Amongst his innumerable important positions, he was a consultant to the Palestinian delegation at the Camp David 2000 Summit. He is featured in the book Army of Roses by journalist Barbara Victor about Palestinian female suicide bombers. In the Palestinian elections of 2006, he headed the Wa’ad list of candidates, also known as the National Coalition for Justice and Democracy. He also headed a group of Palestinian and Israeli academics working towards a peace agreement. Dr El Sarraj focused in particular on the traumatic effects of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict on children Israel. He described the psycho-traumatic effects on children in 2009 during a three-week offensive by Israeli forces in Gaza after years of rocket fire from there against southern Israel.
“Many children in Gaza are wetting their beds, unable to sleep, clinging to their mothers,” he wrote. “Worse are the long-term consequences of this severe trauma. Palestinian children in the first Intifada 20 years ago threw stones at Israeli tanks trying to wrest freedom from Israeli military occupation. Some of those children grew up to become suicide bombers in the second Intifada 10 years. Nancy Murray said of him: “His courage, decency, independence of mind, and vision of a better world made him a beacon of moral conscience and hope for those Israelis seeking peace with Palestinians and Palestinians struggling with both the occupation and their own ruinous political divisions.”

These qualities earned him respect across the political spectrum and considerable international recognition (as substantiated by the film The Gatekeepers). In addition to the 1997 Physicians for Human Rights Award, he was awarded the Martin Ennals Award for human rights defenders in 1998. In 2010, when he was already struggling with terminal illness (multiple myeloma) he was awarded the Olof Palme Prize for his “self-sacrificing and indefatigable struggle for common sense, reconciliation and peace between Palestine and Israel” and the Juan Jose Lopez-Ilbor Prize in Psychiatry. There was a feature story about Dr El Sarraj in the Canadian magazine Equinox, published in February 1995, which illustrates this quality: “He was once stopped during the Intifada and ordered by an Israeli soldier to extinguish flames from a burning tire with his bare hands. He refused the order. When the soldier threatened to take his identification card, el-Sarraj didn’t protest. ‘Go ahead, take it, I don’t care,’ he said. And when the soldier threatened to beat him, el-Sarraj said, “Go ahead, but before you do, I know there is a real human being behind that uniform, and I would like you to show me that person.’ The soldier got tears in his eyes, and then he just walked away.”

Another quality worth mentioning is that he was a prolific writer. His narratives are worth reading. He wrote innumerable articles in both professional journals and for the lay press. He had done seminal work on trauma in children and adolescents contributing numerous chapters in different books in psychiatry. Fluent in English, Dr El Sarraj achieved international respect. His Gaza City home was familiar to foreign diplomats, researchers and journalists seeking his opinions. Speaking at Dr El Sarraj’s funeral in Gaza, Ismail Haniya, the Prime Minister of the Hamas government, described him as “a meeting point for all Palestinian people,” adding, “He is going to be missed by Palestine and Gaza because he was born and lived for them.” Rami Hamdallah, the Prime Minister of the Palestinian Authority government, said Dr. El Sarraj’s achievements would remain as “a beacon for the continuation of the march” of the Palestinian people toward an independent state. Robert H. Serry, the United Nations special coordinator for the Middle East peace process, described Dr El Sarraj in a statement as “someone who persistently stood on the side of human rights, peace and justice.”

Politically independent, Dr El Sarraj championed nonviolence and democracy. In recent years, he was involved in trying to promote reconciliation between Hamas, the Islamic militant group that controls Gaza, and its rival Fatah, the mainstream party led by Mahmoud Abbas, the President of the Palestinian Authority in the West Bank. Those efforts have so far been unsuccessful. Issam Younis, director of the Mezan Center for Human Rights in Gaza, said Dr El Sarraj had displayed a “gentlemanly antagonism” in tackling major issues and national concerns. The failure to reconcile the Palestinian schism “left his heart aching because he was not used to failure, Dr. Eyad El Sarraj leaves behind a bereaved Palestine, a grieving family and friends around the world who will miss him deeply. May Allah rest his soul in peace.
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